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Abstract

I would have made the book shorter, but I did
not have any more time.

E. H. Connell, Elements of Abstract and Linear

Algebra, 1999

Mobile device software applicationsplay an ever increasing role in the interaction withubiqui-
tous computingenvironments. More and larger mobile applications need to be implemented and
more code needs to be debugged. This brings the need for automatedproduct-linesto develop
mobile applications. To grow the acceptance of the mobile product-lines among the developers,
the technology used to implement them should be easy to implement and introduce.

There are manyvariability mechanismsthat have been proposed over the years to deal
with the organization of the common domain functionality in a product-line. Some of these
mechanisms, e.g.,component libraries, are easy to implement, but introduce a lot of acciden-
tal complexity in an application. Other variability mechanisms, such as, code generation based
on visual models, support a more abstract representation of a domain, but do not preserve the
architecture of the domain abstractions in the application code. Other mechanisms, e.g.,domain-
specific languages(DSL), are both declarative and preserve well the architecture of the product-
line in the source code. Despite the work done in the previous years, DSL remain expensive to
introduce and maintain. The variability mechanisms for mobile product-lines should be declar-
ative, easy to introduce, and enable various domains-specific optimizations.

This dissertation addresses mobile product-line development related issues in three di-
mensions. First, based on the success of thesoftware containercomponent technology for
server-side enterprise applications, a software container abstraction for mobile applications,
called amobile container, is introduced to organize the common functionality of mobile product-
lines. Mobile containers serve as a central point to organize the functionality needed by the
mobile applications. A mobile container is defined as ahybrid client- and server-side container.
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A mobile application communicates with the rest of a ubiquitous computing environment as a
client of one or more server-side services. Mobile containers organize the common functionality
of a mobile product-line as a set of services used by mobile clients, and by server-side appli-
cations. Server-side applications contain mobile client specific code to adapt the data and the
services requested by the mobile clients based on the limitations that exist in mobile devices,
e.g., low screen resolution.

Second,attributesare used to model the container services declaratively in the source
code. Attributes are known from technologies, such as .NET and Java, where they are used to
decorate the program elements of the language, e.g., classes and methods. Attributes extend
the language without having to maintain its compiler and are used to emulatedomain-specific
abstractions(DSA). Attribute familiesare used as a means to model the domain variability. A
lightweightlanguage extension is created that enables accessing and manipulating the annotated
code. Languages that contain attribute transformation support, as part of their core functionality,
will be calledGeneralized and Annotated Abstract Syntax Tree (GAAST)languages. GAAST-
languages enable better language support for the code transformations applied in the context of
theModel-Driven Architecture (MDA).

Third, a structured modularization of attribute-driven transformers is introduced to ease
the interpretation of attribute-based DSA.Specialized attribute transformersconnect the attribute-
based DSA with the container services, exposed as object-oriented (OO) libraries. Attribute-
driven transformers arehorizontallymodularized based on the characteristics of the modeled
domain. The semantics of the domain assets, expressed as attribute families, are used to deter-
mine the transformation workflow. A uniform composition model for transformers based on the
inner attributesis developed. Transformers state their dependencies declaratively by decorating
the processed elements with arbitrary information in the form of inner attributes. This informa-
tion is used to coordinate the code processing by successor transformers. ThehardwiredOO
language meta-model is utilized to introduce avertical modularization of the attribute-driven
transformers. Thetransformation strategyis structured according to the nesting of the structural
elements found in the language meta-model. Thelayering strategy is enforced by operations,
specialized for every supported element of the language meta-model. These operations form a
specialized language for attribute-driven transformations. Common attribute operations, such
as, checking for attribute dependencies, are declaratively specified and factored out of the indi-
vidual transformers by usingmeta-attributes. Meta-attribute enable the decoration of attributes
themselves with arbitrary semantics that can be automatically processed.

The proposed technology is evaluated by anextensible mobile container frameworkfor
Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) applications of the Java 2 Mobile Edition (J2ME),
that run in small mobile devices. Several technical MIDP concerns are addressed, e.g., data
persistence, session and screen management, and networking, resulting in a simpler and more
declarative programming model, that preserves the architecture of the domain in the individual
applications.



Zusammenfassung

Anwendungen f̈ur mobile Ger̈ate spielen eine zunehmende Rolle inubiquitous computingUmge-
bungen. Mehr und größere Anwendungen m̈ussen entwickelt und mehr Code muss von Fehlern
befreit werden. Dies erḧoht den Bedarf f̈ur automatisierte Produktlinien, um mobile Anwendun-
gen zu entwickeln. Um die Akzeptanz für mobile Produktlinien unter Entwicklern zu fördern,
sollte die f̈ur die Entwicklung verwendete Technologie schnell und einfach einzuführen sein.

Über die Jahre wurde eine Vielzahl von Variabilitätsmechanismem vorgeschlagen, um in
der Lage zu sein, Funktionalität innerhalb einer Dom̈ane in Produktlinien zu organisieren. Einige
dieser Mechanismen, z.B. Komponentenbibliotheken sind einfach und schnell einzuführen, brin-
gen aber unbeabsichtigte Komplexität in die Anwendung. Andere Mechanismen die Variabilität
bieten, z.B. Code Generierung basierend auf visuellen Modellen, unterstützen zwar eine bessere
abstraktere Darstellung der Domäne, behalten aber die Abstraktionen des Designs nicht im Code
bei. Wieder andere Mechanismen, z.B. domänenspezifische Sprachen (domain specific lan-
guages, DSL) sind deklarativ und erhalten die Architektur der Produktlinie im Quellcode der An-
wendung. Trotz der Arbeit der vergangen Jahre bleiben DSLs aber mit hohen Einführungskosten
und Wartungskosten verbunden. Der Variabilitätsmechanismus für mobile Produktlinien sollte
deklarativ sein, einfach einzuführen sein und dom̈anenspezifische Optimierungen unterstützen.

Diese Dissertation befasst sich mit den Problemen der Entwicklung mobiler Produktli-
nien in dreierlei Hinsicht: Erstens, basierend auf dem Erfolg Container basierter Komponenten-
technologien f̈ur serverseitig Unternehmensanwendungen wurden mobile Container definiert.
Mobile Container werden genutzt, um das gemeinsame Verhalten von mobilen Produktlinien
zu organisieren. Mobile Container dienen als zentraler Punkt, um das von mobilen Anwendu-
ngen ben̈otigte Verhalten zu organisieren und als Container Dienste den Anwendungen trans-
parent zur Verf̈ugung zu stellen. Mobile Anwendungen müssen mit dem Rest einerubiquitous
computingUmgebung als Client mehrerer Serverdienste kommunizieren. Serverseitige Dienste
ben̈otigen allerdings spezifischen Code für die mobilen Clients, um die Daten an die begrenzten
Fähigkeiten der mobilen Endgeräte anzupassen. Ein mobiler Container ist deswegen eine hy-
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bride Einheit, welche aus einem clientseitigen und einem serverseitigen Komponente besteht.
Er organisiert das gemeinsame Verhalten, das von Anwendungen auf mobilen Geräten ben̈otigt
wird, als Dienste, die auf dem mobilen Gerät oder auf Serverseite ausgeführt werden.

Zweitens, Attribute bieten eine einfache Möglichkeit, um Containerdienste deklarativ im
Quellcode anzufordern. Attribute sind aus Technologien wie .NET und Java bekannt, wo sie
genutzt werden, um Elemente im Code zu dekorieren, z.B. Klasen und Methoden. Mit Attri-
buten kann eine Sprache erweitert werden, ohne dass der Compiler angepasst werden muss.
Attribute werden verwendet, um die Semantik von domänespezifischen Abstraktionen (DSA)
zu emulieren. Attributfamilien werden in dieser Arbeit verwendet, um Domainvariablität zu
untersẗutzen. Eine leichtgewichtige Spracherweiterung wird vorgeschlagen, die Abfragen und
Manipulation von attributiertem Code erlaubt. Diese Sprachen werdenGeneralized and Anno-
tated Abstract Syntax Tree (GAAST)Sprachen genannt. GAAST Sprachen erlauben auch bessere
Sprachunterstützung f̈ur Model Driven Architecture (MDA) Transformationen.

Drittens, um den Aufwand für Attributbasierte DSA niedrig zu halten, wird eine struk-
turierte Modularisierung der attributgesteuerten Transformatoren benötigt. Spezialisierte attri-
butbasierte Transformatoren verbinden attributbasierte DSAs mit Containerdiensten für eine
bestimmte Dom̈ane. Attributgesteuerte Transformatoren sind horizontal modularisiert, gemäß
den Eigenschaften der modellierten Domänenfunktionaliẗat. Die Semantik der Funktionalität
der Dom̈ane wird genutzt, um Attributfamilien zu modellieren und um den Tranformations-
fluss zu bestimmen. Ein einheitliches Kompositionsmodell für Transformatoren, das auf inne-
ren Annotationen beruht, wird entwickelt, um es den Transformatoren zu ermöglichen ihre
Abhängigkeiten deklarativ zu definieren. Innere Annotation erlauben es den Transformatoren
jedes Element das sie bearbeiten mit beliebigen Metadaten für nachfolgende Transformatoren
zu versehen. Das fest verdrahtete Metamodell der object-orientierten Sprache wird benutzt, um
eine vertikale Modularisierung der Attributgesteuerten Transformatoren zu ermöglichen. Die
Transformationsstrategie ist gemäß der Hierarchieeben der Elemente des Programmcodes struk-
turiert. Die Strategie wird erzwungen durch Operationen, die spezialisiert sind für bestimmte
Elemente des Metamodells der Sprache. Diese Operationen bilden eine spezialisierte Sprache
für attributgesteuerte Transformatoren. Attributoperationen, wie zum Beispiel dasÜberpr̈ufen
von Abḧangigkeiten zwischen Attributen, werden dekarativ spezifiziert und aus den Transforma-
toren herausfaktorisiert durch die Benutzung von Meta-Attributen. Meta-Attribute ermöglichen
die Dekoration von Attributen mit beliebiger Semantik, die automatisch verarbeitet werden
können.

Die beschriebene Technologie wird evaluiert anhand eines erweiterbaren Frameworks
für mobile Container; entwickelt für Anwendungen die das Mobile Information Device Profile
(MIDP) der Java 2 Mobile Edition verwenden. Verschiedene technische Belange von MIDP An-
wendung werden adressiert, z.B. Persistenz, Sitzungs- und Darstellungsmanagement, und Net-
zwerkkommunikation. Die Verwendung mobiler Container resultiert in einem einfacheren und
deklarativeren Programmiermodell, das die Architektur der Domäne in Anwendungen erhält.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Computations across mappings are called
transformations.

J. Greenfield, K. Short, S. Cook, S. Kent, Software

Factories, Willey, 2004

This dissertation shows that a new kind of abstraction, called attribute-based generative con-
tainer, when directly supported at the programming language level, provides an effective means
to automate the development of product-line software that runs on mobile devices.

This chapter presents the thesis in a nutshell. The need to automate the development
of software for mobile devices is motivated by its role, extensive spread, and ever increasing
complexity, in a world of ubiquitous computing. A short overview of the current technology for
automation in the domain of mobile software is presented, justifying the need for advancing the
technology, followed by a high-level presentation of the proposal. The chapter ends with a brief
overview of the contribution of this dissertation and with a preview of its structure.

1.1 Mobile Software in a Ubiquitous Computing World

The termubiquitous computing(ubicomfor short) was first coined in the beginning of the ’90s
in a series of articles by Mark Weiser [Wei91, Wei93, Wei94], while he was heading the Com-
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puter Science Laboratory at Xerox PARC. Ubiquitous means present or found everywhere, i.e.,
omnipresent1, and implies transparency, i.e., the interaction with the computers is not explicit
anymore. It becomes an integral part of the entire environment. Weiser says that”The most pro-
found technologies are those that disappear. They weave themselves into the fabric of everyday
life until they are indistinguishable from it.”[Wei91].

The ubiquitous computing idea emerged from the observation that the technology is be-
coming mature and cheap enough to be multiplied widely in the environment. The computer
hardware is becoming less expensive and its size smaller as the number of transistors per chip
grows. It can be afforded to have many specialized computers around:”Ubiquitous computers
will also come in different sizes, each suited to a particular task.”[Wei91].

The current trend of ubiquitous computing ideas is often labeled by the termambient
intelligence(AmI) [RVDA01, LMB +03], technically defined as a combination of”Ubiquitous
Computing, Ubiquitous Communication and Intelligent User Interfaces”[RVDA01]. Theambi-
ent is the surrounding environment and often the term is used interchangeably withenvironment.
While ubiquitous computing means more than one computer, ubiquitous communication means
that computers do not live in isolation, but somehow communicate with each-other. Intelligent
user interfaces stand for personalized interaction with a ubiquitous computing environment in
natural human ways, such as, voice (speech), or gestures. AmI is about combining different tech-
nologies toward a visionary goal, to enable various properties that the surrounding environment
should have.

Ubiquitous computing has also been treated as a combination of:

• natural interfaces, another name for implicit and transparent human-computer interfaces,

• context-aware applications, related to the location, object identity, time history, user iden-
tification, etc. (who, what, where, when, why),

• automated capture and access systems, that enable recording and finding live experiences,
e.g., meeting notes, and

• everyday computing, that addresses ubiquitous tasks that have a continuous timespan with
no known end and that span through various concurrent activities [AM00].

There are two ways (Figure 1.1) which can be used in isolation but more often in combination
to implement ubicom scenarios:

a. The technology can bepervasive, that is, computers are extended and diffused throughout
every part of the environment. In a pervasive environment the computational resources will
tend to be uniformly distributed among the objects. The objects will contain a combination of

1All definitions are based on Oxford English Dictionary (OED),http://dictionary.oed.com
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Mobile devices

Computers of

different sizes

distributed pervasively

in the environment

Figure 1.1: Pervasive and Mobile Devices

sensors, and / orembeddedcomputers, and communication capabilities with humans (inter-
face) or other computers. The objects will look like autonomous individuals and every object
will have its own processing unit, where it autonomously keeps track of the surrounding en-
vironment. That is, each object should have its own computer, its own sensors, and its own
(unique) ways to communicate with and affect the rest of the environment. Depending on the
context [SAW94], that is, the object location in the environment [HB01], each object will cre-
ate its own unique understanding of the environment and its history, and decide how to affect
the environment in the future. In practice, some global view of the environment, along with
the distribution of computational resources, makes it possible to optimize the coordination
of object reactions (better context management). At present, it is also cheaper and easier to
spread only sensors and the communication hardware, e.g., using thesmart dusttechnology
[KKP99, WLLP01], and keep some of the event processing centralized.

b. The technology can bemobile, that is, not stationary but movable around the environment,
usually in the form of a personal computing device or a wearable computer [Tho98]. It is the
interaction with a ubicom environment, where themobileview of the technology becomes
important. Suitable forms of interaction are needed to control a ubicom environment [AM00].
Computers create a virtual model of the environment and operate in this model. The real
world events should be converted to this virtual model, used to modify the state of the virtual
model, and then the virtual model changes should be converted back to events than change
the real world. Human communication with the environment is part of this translation of the
real world events.

Mobile devices offer convenient and suitable ways to map human interactions in a ubiquitous
environment and are often an integral part of ubicom scenarios. Using a mobile device is
simpler that moving to reach a touch screen nearby. Furthermore, one does not have to stay
in line to use a mobile device, as it would be the case with sharing a common device when
there are other people in the same place. Using mobile devices for interaction, also does not
conflict with using other forms of communication, e.g., voice and gestures, but can be used
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to augment them. There are also several other reasons why mobile computing and mobile
applications are important for achieving ubiquitous computing.

The non-uniform distribution of technology is likely to prevail. Not all environments will be
equipped in the same ways. A mobile device that people can carry with, is a constant factor to
rely upon when designing applications in a non-uniform ubicom environment. Furthermore,
it is cheaper to carry the technology around (e.g., a mobile phone), rather than replicate it in
every corner (e.g., a public telephone cell every two meters). Even if a completely pervasive
view of technology becomes possible and uniformly distributed, the mobile alternative pol-
lutes the environment less with technology. Last but not least, a mobile device is a form of
personal possession that can be carried always with. It may be used even if no networking
is present. For this reason, it makes sense to store in it things which are very personal, but
difficult to remember, e.g., an encrypted list of passwords, financial data, and software that
may be continuously needed.

Mobile phones were the first mobile devices to have global success and wide acceptance.
Based on this success, there is a trend to enrich the number of services that are offered to
people via mobile phones, benefiting from an extensive existing user base. The demand for
more functionality is followed by a competitive supply of better hardware [J2M02a] and soft-
ware for mobile devices. Mobile phones and mobile computers (Personal Device Assistants
- PDAs) are becoming more powerful for less physical space. Both classes of devices are
converging to a single device that has a telecommunication (networking) function and also
serves as a personal computer device. This has opened a profitable market for third-party
software for mobile devices supported by several platforms, e.g., J2ME [Jav05], .NET CF
[Mic05], and BREW [QAL05], as well as frameworks [EBM05], followed by a need for
more applications that should be delivered in time.

1.2 Automating Mobile Software Development

Mobile devices and their applications play an important and increasing role in ubiquitous com-
puting. There are several non-functional ubicom challenges [BB02] related to software in-
frastructure, e.g., the way to build and organize the application functionality, seamless migration
of logic among devices and different environments, device software modeling, and scalability
of the solutions. To address these issues, the status of mobile software development needs to
change from a craft, employed in a case by case manner, to a fully automatedproduct-linespe-
cialized for mobile applications. A product-line offers the possibility to reuse in the future the
common investment done in a series of individual products [Par76, CN02].

Mobile device applications share a lot of common non-functional features, e.g., screen
management and data persistence2, that can be factored out and made part of an automated

2Preservation of the data, this is, the ability to store and load back the stored data.
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product-line. The common functionality can then be requested declaratively and injected auto-
matically in particular mobile device applications. Maximum automation can be achieved by
focusing on a mobile application domain and developing technology that takes into consider-
ation the specific characteristics of the domain3. Mobile applications are easier to automate
than their desktop or server counterparts, because they have limited variability, e.g., in the ways
the user interface is composed or in the possibilities available for data persistence. Despite the
advances in hardware technology, there is a set of properties that remain specific for mobile soft-
ware, e.g., the limited screen size, sporadic networking and ease of use, that need to be specially
addressed.

Mobile

Device

Mobile

Device

Mobile

Device

Device Hardware

Operating System Software

Virtual Machine Abstractions

Mobile Applications

ApplicationApplication Application

Server

(the rest of

 the environment)

Server

(the rest of

 the environment)

Domain Product Line

Figure 1.2: Mobile Device Applications Domain

At the application software level, isolation from specific mobile device hardware and
specific operating system software can be achieved by using virtual machine abstractions, e.g.,
J2ME Mobile Device Information Profile (MIDP) [Jav05] and .NET Compact Framework [Mic05].
The focus in this thesis is in the domain of mobile applications that run on mobile devices sup-
ported byvirtual machineabstractions, as illustrated in Figure 1.2. As shown in Figure 1.2, sev-
eral related mobile device applications can be managed by a product-line that addresses common
repetitive technical issues. In a ubiquitous environment a mobile application also communicates
with the environment as a client of one or more services, e.g., to access data in a central server-

3A domainis a specialized body of knowledge, an area of expertise, or a collection of related functionality [CN02].
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side location. Part of the server-side software found in the environment is closely related to
the functionality of mobile device applications and may not be needed for other types of clients.
This server-side part is represented inside the dashed box in Figure 1.2. It contains also repetitive
technical concerns that need to be addressed by the product-line. A systematic and automatic ap-
proach for mobile application software development that addresses both client- and server-side
issues is required.

1.2.1 Programming Models for Mobile Software

Mobile and especially embedded software has been always difficult to write and debug for sev-
eral reasons. There is a gap between the machine where the software is developed, usually a
desktop PC machine, and the actual device on which the software will run. This gap requires
using various emulators for the actual devices in order to build and test the actual software.
One more step, namely emulator testing and (remote) debugging, is added to the usual develop-
ment cycle of desktop software. Various implicit coding conversions, based on the language or
specific API4 restrictions, must also be followed in order to write efficient software.

Architectural

Description,

(Visual) Modeling,

 Design

DSL, Language

Constructs

Generation,

Transformation

Middleware,

Frameworks,

Services (e.g.,Jini)
Virtual Machine

Middleware

(e.g.,MIDP)

Native Software

Figure 1.3: Programming Models for Mobile Software

Figure 1.3 shows a high-level view of the common techniques used to develop software

4Application Programming Interface.
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for small devices, such as, visual modeling and domain-specific languages (DSL) [vDKV00].
Programming small devices can start at any node of the diagram in Figure 1.3. Not all systems
use all the paths shown, and more than one path is possible. For example, the model of an
application can be defined by using visual domain abstractions. This visual model is then either
converted to a specific DSL or is used to generate directly source code in a general-purpose
language. The generated code targets directly the native software or makes use of existing
middleware frameworks. The application could run against the device hardware or on the top
of a virtual machine. Various forms of these programming models have been used in real-time
embedded systems [Wir77, GMS94, FMG02], and other embedded software and frameworks
[BPSV01, NFH+03].

Mobile device applications addressed in this work have less restrictive requirements than
embedded systems, but more restrictions than other desktop PC software. Virtual machines, e.g.,
J2ME [Jav05], .NET CF [Mic05], and their programming models, such as MIDP [J2M02b],
help to hide the hardware and software details for different classes of mobile devices. Virtual
machines, however, do not offer high-level abstractions for application domains. As the focus
on ubiquitous computing grows, so does the number of mobile applications that need to be
developed and debugged. There are more and more applications for mobile devices that share
a lot of similarities, but also have their own peculiarities. Reusing only the virtual machine
abstractions to hide OEM5 specific device details is not sufficient any more. The commonality
and variability of families of applications must be supported as well.

More than one programming abstraction of Figure 1.3, e.g., visual modeling, DSL and
code generation, can be used to factor out and reuse the common functionality, and some of
them are more declarative than the others. The approach presented in this thesis goes along the
bold lines of the Figure 1.3. The goal is not to develop a new kind of middleware system, but
rather to propose ways to automate the creation of third-party mobile software relying on existing
middleware, such as MIPD [J2M02b]. MIPD application development can be supported with
abstractions that organize and reuse MIPD specific domain functionality. The interest will be
in declarative representation of the domain abstractions at the source code level. Declarative
constructs preserve the domain abstractions in the source code and reduce the development and
debugging time by hiding the details of a more complex underlying programming model.

1.2.2 Variation Mechanisms for Mobile Application Product-Lines

There are different ways to parameterize the common behavior characterizing a domain and
reuse it in a specific application, known also asvariation mechanisms[Bos00]. The automation
of mobile device software product-lines requires generic software technology to supportiterative
(§2.1.1) product-line development. This means that the variation mechanisms should be:

5Original Equipment Manufacturer.
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a. Easy to introduce and maintain (low-cost). The iterative development of a product-line is
important to support product-line evolution [Pus02].

b. Flexible to support design experimentation. The correctdomain abstractionsused to rep-
resent thedomain concernsare often not completely known from the beginning and may
change as the product-line evolves.

c. Declaratively supported to reduce accidental complexity [FPB87] and achieve transparent
automation. The domain dependent concerns should be injected automatically in a specific
mobile application. Domain dependent concerns are code relatedcore assets(reusable arti-
facts) for a domain [CN02].

d. Enable a clear separation of the common domain functionality and the application specific
functionality and enable domain-specific optimizations. The domain concerns are usually
cross-cutting, that is, they are needed in more than one place (components) in an application.

Several technologies [Bos00] can be used to support variation, e.g., inheritance, com-
ponent libraries (object-frameworks [BCS00]), extensions (selection of variants), configuration,
parameterization, templates, macros, generation [CE00], (embedded) domain-specific languages
(DSL) [vDKV00], compiler directives, visual modeling and CASE6 tools. All these variation
mechanisms have their own benefits and drawbacks and need to be specifically evaluated for
mobile software applications.

The library solution is the simplest one, as it requires no further tool support other than
those offered by the development language. It offers minimal automation for inserting the do-
main concerns into an application. Code generation is easy to implement, but pure generative
solutions7 are difficult to maintain and debug because of the programming indirection and lack
of early static checking. DSL are more declarative and enable transparent automation, but have
high start-up costs to be implemented. Visual modeling abstracts the domain concerns, but it
does not support well iterative development of abstractions and traceability. Often it is not fea-
sible to define every piece of behavior visually and source code artifacts are used instead8. A
more elaborated discussion of the variation mechanisms of interest for mobile product-lines is
provided in section§2.1.

6Computer Aided Software Engineering.
7That is, generative techniques used alone, not in a combination with other variation mechanisms.
8For example, a UML-based CASE tool may generate only code stubs, whereas the method internals need to be

filled out manually. The functionality of the methods could also be specified visually, but unless the functionality
is made of well-known repetitive code, it is often easier to program using source code directly.
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1.3 A Sketch of the Proposed Solution

This thesis proposes a new variation mechanism that fulfills the requirements posed for mobile
product-lines and does not have the problems encountered with other variability mechanisms.
Mobile software product-lines can be implemented with programmable software container ab-
stractions, backed up at the source code by lightweight domain-specific abstractions, encoded as
explicit code attributes, which are interpreted by means of code transformation techniques. This
section explains shortly what is meant by these terms.

1.3.1 Mobile Containers

A software containeris an architectural abstraction that can be used to organize a product-line
for a domain, by factoring out the common domain behavior into a set ofservicesprovided by
the container. The container services will be reused by all applications in the product-line. An
application component inherits quasi-transparently the domain-wide features from the container
it is deployed in. That is, when developing an application, the developer can focus exclusively
on the features that are specific for the particular application at hand. The domain concerns will
be provided (injected) when needed, into the components of the application by the container
implementation.

The container abstraction is known from enterprise server-side containers, e.g., COM+
[Gor00] and EJB [J2E03]. The idea can be applied to organize services in every domain of
interest, especially to achieve automation of a mobile product-line. It creates a well-defined
boundary between the domain abstractions and the rest of an application. For a mobile applica-
tion, the container also offers a single point of change, when the underlying services offered by
the middleware (e.g., J2ME [Jav05]) evolve. This centralized (single point) view of the container
services, makes it easier to maintain mobile applications.

The termmobile containerswill be used in this thesis to refer to a special combination of
client and server containers which is appropriate to accommodate the specific characteristics of
the domain of mobile applications. A mobile application is a client application withsporadic
network connectivity. As such, it is neither a thin nor a thick client9. It cannot be a thin client,
because it should be able to do some processing and data storage on its own when disconnected.
It cannot be a thick client either, because of the restricted resources of a mobile device. In order
to save computing resources of the mobile device, as much of data processing as possible should
happen on the server-side.

A distinction will be done between the server-side functionality that is specific for mobile

9A thin client does only interface processing on the client-side and delegates any other data processing to the server-
side. A thick client does most of the data processing on the client-side.
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Figure 1.4: Mobile Container Architecture

device applications and the functionality that is common for other types of clients10, as illustrated
in Figure 1.4. The server-side functionality that is common to mobile clients can be factored
out from the rest of the server-side services in the form of anadaptive proxy[FGBA96]. The
mobile container is devised as a special kind of a software container [VSW02] that automates
the organization and injection of domain concerns (a) in the mobile device client applications,
shown in the lower part of Figure 1.4 and (b) in the intermediate application-level11 proxy part
between the server (environment) services and the mobile clients. The adaptive proxy stands also
on the server-side (Figure 1.4). The server-part of a mobile container automates those aspects
of the proxy that are directly connected with the functionality found on the mobile clients. It is
the responsibility of the adaptive proxy to serve as a central connection point for representing
the mobile clients and to communicate with the rest of the server-side services. The product-line
handles the concerns of the both parts of the mobile container.

To support the domain variability, the container itself should beprogrammable, i.e., con-
figurable, rather than providing a predefined set of services. The container can be used to inject
any parameterized set of services into specific application components, using implicit or ex-

10E.g., powerful desktop clients.
11Not to be confused with lower level proxies used to represent objects remotely over a network.
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1.3 A Sketch of the Proposed Solution

plicit architectural conventions. An open and extensible plug-in architecture with a configurable
workflow is used in this thesis (§5) to organize the product-line assets as container supported
services. This enables developers to specialize the product-line assets to fit their needs and to
maintain them.

The inheritance of common properties from the environment is known asenvironmental
acquisition[GL96, CF05] and could be supported by special language support. Some languages,
e.g., Keris [Zen04], replace static linking with dynamic linking and can be used to support some
form of environmental acquisition. The solution for modeling environmental acquisition pro-
posed in this thesis islightweight in the sense that, it can be easily added to any existing lan-
guage, making it suitable for iterative product-line development. The proposed solution requires
only a minimum extension to the existing language features, namely the ability to decorate the
elements with attributes and support for interpreting the latter. The solution also makes the
boundary between the application and the domain functionality explicit.

1.3.2 Lightweight Domain-Specific Abstractions

Domain-specific abstractions (DSA)are language abstractions, usually in the form of embedded
domain-specific languages (EDSL) [Kam98], used to extend a general purpose programming
language. DSA are used to add declarative support for specific concepts of a domain to a lan-
guage, making it easer to write software for that specific domain. Having domain abstractions
in the code helps to preserve the domain architecture at the code level. The source code that
contains the key abstractions of a domain declaratively is easier to understand. Declarative DSA
blur the architectural gap [GSCK04] between a specific modeling step and modeling directly at
the source code level. DSA can be used to declaratively request the container-based services in
the source code of an mobile application. As illustrated in Figure 1.5, declarative DSA can be
interpreted and automatically connected to the container provided services.

The common domain

behavior organized as

mobile container services

Application

Declarative DSA

constructs used

in an application

Automatic connection

of  the DSA with the

container services

Product Line

Figure 1.5: Connecting DSA with the Container Services

Explicit attributes [BCVM02] directly supported at language level can be used as a low-
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cost mechanism to emulate DSA. Attributes12 are a lightweight language extension that remove
the need to implement explicit domain specific language abstractions [TS97]. Attributes can
be used as a variability mechanism to model product-line domain abstractions directly in the
source code of a specific mobile application (§4.1.3). Attribute-based abstractions are cheap to
introduce and to modify in a general-purpose language. A language with support for attributes
and attribute-driven transformations removes the need for other parsing and EDSL tools to im-
plement language abstractions required to implement mobile product-lines.

Several general purpose language technologies, e.g., .NET [Pro02] and Java [Jav04] al-
ready offer some support for attributes. The main support provided by these technologies is to
enrich structural entities, e.g., classes and methods, with attributes and to preserve such decora-
tions in the binary meta-data13. A more complete support for attributes and attribute transfor-
mations as part of the language technology is needed when attributes are used to emulate DSA.
The AST created for the source code internally by the compiler, the AST-s created by various
source processing tools (and API-s), and the AST obtained via reflection in languages that sup-
port meta-data, represent similar views of the same data structure at various levels of detail14.
The interfaces used to model these similar AST views are often different and the transformations
done in one view are not easy portable to another view.

It is possible to unify all these representations in a single AST representation that supports
different levels of detail. This generalized AST can be obtained either from source code or binary
data and can be used to implement attribute transformations required to support mobile product-
lines. For attribute languages, this common representation will be called aGeneralized and
Annotated AST (GAAST)and the languages that offer such an API as part of their technology
will be calledGAAST languages. The GAAST API, combined with ways to enable filtering
nodes of interests can be used as a common API to implement meta-programming attribute-
driven transformations in a general-purpose language. If GAAST is part of a language, the
investment on the transformation tools is protected as the language evolves.

Attribute enabled languages affect also the design [NV02] process. OMG Model-Driven
Architecture (MDA) [Fra03] transformations, whose input models are represented as UML15

class diagrams, can be directly supported in a GAAST language. Using attributes to support
DSA at the language level preserves architectural decisions of the domain models. GAAST lan-
guages require only type mappings to support several MDA Meta-Object Facility transforma-
tions. In MDA, one could start with a platform independent model (PIM), and iterate it toward a
platform specific model (PSM), introducing platform specific details in each step. GAAST lan-
guages offer a common API to directly support such transformations and open new possibilities
to design applications as explained in detail in chapter§3.

12The termsattribute, annotation, andtagwill be used interchangeably to denote the same concept, unless explicitly
noted otherwise.

13Data describing the other data.
14For example, the details of the method body are not modeled in the reflection API.
15Unified Modeling Language.
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1.3 A Sketch of the Proposed Solution

1.3.3 Attribute-Driven Transformations

Any invasive [Aßm03] system that can access the AST of a program can be used to implement
static attribute-driven transformations required to support attribute-based DSA in a product-line.
GAAST languages, for example, offer all the necessary means to support attribute-based trans-
formations. The generality of the GAAST-level implementation for transformers may result
in non-reusable transformers which are difficult to maintain. Many manipulations based on
the GAAST-API are repetitive across different transformation operations. Transformer imple-
mentations that directly build upon GAAST lack a clear structure of the transformation process.
Programming at the GAAST-level requires following implicit coding rules to be able to reuse the
transformation behavior. This opens the need for specialized transformer technology to enforce
reusable modular organization of attribute-based transformers. Having modular transformers,
facilitates understanding the attribute semantics and helps using attributes successfully to model
the domain variability.

Input classes

Transformation workflow  (application)

Class level specific transformations (class)

Class member specific transformations (method)

Code snippets template transformations (method internals)

Inner attribute

decorations

Output classes
attribute

decorations

Tango

Transformation

Framework

Executable

compilation

Horizontalmodularization

based on the domain assets

Verticalmodularization

based on the language

meta-model

Attribute transformers

Figure 1.6: Layered Attribute-Driven Transformations
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Knowledge about the domain, modeled as a set of attribute-based DSA, and about the
deployed programming language can be explored to introduce ahorizontalandvertical mod-
ularization for attribute-driven transformers (Figure 1.6). The transformation process can be
structured horizontally according to the domain assets modeled with attribute-based DSA. The
knowledge about the specific domain assets can be used to guide the transformation workflow.
The workflow dependency graph can be partially computed automatically based on localbe-
fore andafter dependency relations supplied by the developers that model the semantics of the
interactions between the domain assets.

Knowledge about the structural nesting of the elements found in the language meta-model
can be explored to organize the transformation strategy in vertical layers, as shown in the middle
part of Figure 1.6. The approach for modular construction of attribute-based transformations
taken in this thesis, embodded into the Tango transformation framework (§4), supports a hard-
wired common OO language meta-model made of classes, fields, and methods, which in turn
are made up of method code blocks. The hardwired meta-model enables a vertical layering that
otherwise would not be possible with an arbitrary open meta-model. Some other frameworks
[Vis01b, KHH+01] deal with this issue by defining parameterized transformation operations,
e.g., selection and iteration, that can work with any AST element type, but have a single layer to
organize the transformation process. The approach presented in this thesis defines also declar-
ative operations, but specializes them for each meta-model element type and organizes them in
layers according to the language meta-model. The transformation process in Tango shown in
Figure 1.6 contains operations specialized for each transformation layer, e,g., class level specific
operations.

Attribute-based transformers do not only operate on AST nodes that are explicitly dec-
orated with attributes, they can also decorate the AST as they process it withinner attributes
intended to support the transformation process (schematically shown in the middle right part of
Figure 1.6). This technique is similar to saving intermediate results into declarative placehold-
ers [vdBHKO02]. Unlike in a compiler, where the AST decoration with attributes is used only
internally [WB00], attribute-driven transformers treat the explicit16 and the inner attributes17

uniformly. Given an attribute, a transformer cannot tell whether it comes from the source code
or from another previous transformer.

Inner attributes enables a declarative composition of transformers. A transformer declares
(a) the set of attributes that it expects that the AST elements have, and (b) the set of attributes
the elements will have after the transformation. Without relying on attributes for coupling trans-
formers in a chain, each transformer need to recheck all properties of the AST elements passed
to it before it processes them. When using attribute-based coupling, the transformers can rely
on attribute decorations of previous transformers and do not need to revalidate all the semantics
the input units are required to have.

16Attributes used in source-code directly to express the DSA semantics.
17Attributes that express internal transformation semantics.
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Some attribute-driven transformer operations, e.g., checking attribute dependencies, are
quite generic and can be factored out of any transformer and provided as declarative operations.
Such cross-cutting transformation concerns can be made declarative using a way that is natural
for GAAST languages. The decoration of an attribute with other attributes (often calledmeta-
attributes) can be used to declaratively express generic operation semantics, e.g., the attribute
dependencies. In the attribute dependency case presented in chapter§4, attributes are decorated
with appropriate forms of a dependency attribute when they are created. Decorated attributes can
then be used as usual attributes. The dependency information can be later checked and enforced
automatically depending on the attribute usage context.

Chapter§4 explains how the mechanics of this proposal for organizing attribute-driven
transformations can be made declarative and automatically enforced by creating a language spe-
cialized for attribute-based transformers. Such a language makes the transformation operations
more declarative and easier to write and maintain.

1.4 Contributions of this Work

This dissertation makes several contributions. Some of them are specific for mobile software
and mobile software product-lines. Other contributions are of generic nature and apply also to
product-lines for other domains. This section only briefly mentions the introduced concepts to
organize them in a single place. For more information see the referred chapters.

Architectural Contributions

• This thesis contributes a new architectural style for organizing the domain assets of a
product-line ascontainer-managed services. A open container supported by attribute-
based DSA can be easily extended with new services that model the domain concerns
supporting iterative product-line evolution (§2,§5).

• A new kind of container abstraction for mobile product-lines,hybrid mobile containers, is
another contribution of this thesis. A mobile container is a unique combination of a client
and a server container optimized to automate product-lines for mobile device software.
An enterprise server-based container extends from server to client [VSW02]. The reverse
is true for a mobile container. The mobile container represents a client extension on the
server-side and also takes over some operations normally handled by a client application
and moves them to the server-side (§5).

Language Contributions

• This thesis contributes the notion ofGeneralized and Annotated AST (GAAST) languages
used to unify all AST related API-s supported by the language technology to enable uni-
form source and binary transformations. This creates a low-cost language workbench
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[Fow05] to support attribute-based DSA. As various transformation techniques are be-
ing continuously explored, having a unified mechanism for transformations as part of a
language reduces the cost of building and maintaining several third-party tools (§3).

• This thesis contributes to bridging the gap [GSCK04] between modeling and coding
by relying onarchitectural support via low-cost DSA. DSA preserve the architecture of
product-line domain assets directly in source code. Low-cost attribute-based DSA make
possible directly using product-line domain abstractions at the language level (§3).

• This thesis also contributes to the area of specialized languages forattribute transforma-
tions. Attribute transformation languages serve as domain-specific languages for attribute
transformations that enable and enforce modularity and reuse (§4). These languages make
use of the characteristics of the domain to enable better organization of the transformation
process, increase productivity and automate traceability.

Transformation Contributions

• Specialized attribute transformation enginesare introduced in this thesis as a technique
to support attribute-based DSA transformations in the context of a mobile container. Spe-
cialized attribute transformation engines are organized as a series of transformation lay-
ers. Inner attribute decorations make attribute transformer coupling declarative and enable
transformer composition (§4).

• Another contribution is the enhancement of theattribute transformation support with
meta-attributes. Attribute transformation concerns that cross-cut more than one trans-
former can be addressed declarative by expressing them as meta-attributes. Meta-attributes
are used to extend an attribute enabled language to support generic transformation oper-
ations, e.g., attribute dependency. Such generic operations are made native to a GAAST
language by organizing them as meta-attribute decorations over the attribute definitions
(§4).

In addition, severalpractical contributions have resulted from the concrete instantiations of the
conceptual contributions:

• TheMobConframework [CM05b] is a mobile container for J2ME MIDP [J2M02b]. Sev-
eral MIDP concerns are addressed and organized as a generative mobile container frame-
work based on the technology developed in this work (§5).

• TheMobCon Transformation Engine (MTE)is a generative GAAST-based transformation
engine for Java. The generative attribute transformation engine of MobCon is general and
extensible and can be used to implement Java-based attribute containers for other domains
apart of the J2ME MIDP (§5).
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1.5 The Structure of the Thesis

• TheTangoframework [Cep04] is an attribute-based transformation language. Tango is a
prototype implementation of layered attribute transformers with inner attribute notations.
Tango enforces layering of the transformation process and offers transformation predicates
specialized for each meta-level (§4).

• The Attribute Dependency Checker (ADC)[CM04] is an attribute dependency checker
engine for .NET [Pro02]. ADC makes use of meta-attributes to declare attribute depen-
dencies for any depth level of the structural tree, and to enforce them automatically (§4).

1.5 The Structure of the Thesis

Chapter§2 presents background information about current technology for software product-
lines. Product-lines and various variability mechanisms are discussed. The container abstraction
is presented and an overview of invasive and non-invasive container implementation techniques
is given. In the end, aspect-oriented techniques are compared with more specialized transforma-
tions.

Chapter§3 focuses on attribute enabled software development. The architectural proper-
ties of attribute enabled languages are presented by a Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) trans-
formation case study, where the same model is mapped using representative ways onto language
constructs. An overview of attribute support in .NET is given, followed by a generalization of
these ideas in the form of a GAAST language. Next, a comparison of GAAST languages and
other meta-programming approaches is given. The chapter ends with some heuristics about the
right usage of attributes.

Attribute-driven transformations and languages to support them are the theme of chap-
ter §4. Different ways for making attribute-based transformations modular are explored. The
focus will be on the Tango language specialized for attribute-driven transformers. Tango en-
forces a layered structure upon transformer implementations. A declarative way to represent
and enforce attribute dependencies based on meta-attributes is discussed in the end.

Chapter§5 builds upon the concepts of the previous chapters and shows how a mobile
container for Java 2 Micro Edition - Mobile Information Device Profile (J2ME MIDP) can be
constructed. The GAAST ideas are used to develop a generative container framework for Java
and specialize it with services that are specific for MIDP applications, such as, data persistence,
image adaptation and user interface management. A medical application for X-Ray diagnostics
is used to demonstrate the usefulness of the developed MIDP container framework.

Chapter§6 provides a summary of this thesis and presents some ideas for future work.
The related work is distributed uniformly in every chapter, to keep it near the point where the
relevant technical details are discussed.

Most of the material presented in this work shares content with several conference and
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journal publications of the author which are referred to in the corresponding chapters.
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Chapter 2
Organizing Mobile Product-Lines with

Mobile Containers

The harder is to see the design in code, the
harder is to preserve it, and the more rapidly it
decays.

M. Fowler, Refactoring Improving the Design of

Existing Code, Addison-Wesley, 1999

This chapter serves two purposes:

• It is a background chapter for explaining several technologies discussed in this thesis.
Extended information is given about product-lines, variability mechanisms, software con-
tainers and their implementation techniques.

• It provides an extended problem and thesis statement. The focus is on automated product-
lines with language support for domain abstractions. The material presented in this chapter
serves as a starting point for the upcoming chapters.

While most of the information discussed in this chapter is also relevant for other domains,
the focus will be on the importance of such technologies for supporting product-lines for mobile
device software. This chapter is organized as shown in the Figure below.
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Section§2.1 justifies the need for more automation in the development of mobile software
by employing product-lines. The preferred characteristics of a product-line for mobile applica-
tions are given in section§2.1.2. The section compares several variability mechanism focusing
on object-oriented frameworks, visual modeling with Computer Aided Software Engineering
(CASE) tools and domain-specific languages in section§2.1.5.

Software containers represent an architectural pattern of interest that can be used to orga-
nize mobile product-lines. Containers transparently introduce functionality into a set of serviced
components. The container abstraction is known from technologies, such as, EJB and COM+.
An overview of these two technologies and how they use containers, is given in section§2.2.
The benefits of generalizing the container concept as a means to automate arbitrary domains are
explained.

Section§2.3 focuses on the technical details of how the container abstraction can be im-
plemented. Background information about various implementation technologies is given, mak-
ing a distinction between invasive and non-invasive transformations. These technologies are
used to implement programmable dependency injections separating the serviced components
from the container services. Invasive and non-invasive techniques are evaluated for mobile con-
tainers.

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) techniques are compared with other invasive tech-
niques for implementing domain-specific abstractions (DSA) in section§2.4. Section§2.5 ends
this chapter with a summary and an overview of the proposed technology.

2.1 Reusability with Product-Lines

Factoring out the common functionality of mobile software and reusing it in specific mobile ap-
plications can be done with automatedproduct-lines[Par76] specialized for mobile applications.
A software product-line is defined in [CN02] as”a set of software-intensive systems sharing a
common, managed set of features that satisfy the specific needs of a particular market segment
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2.1 Reusability with Product-Lines

or mission and that are developed from a common set of core assets in a prescribed way”. Other
terms used often interchangeably to describe product-lines areproduct (application) families
[Par76, JRvdL00] andsoftware factories[GSCK04]. This section gives an overview of product-
lines and discusses several mechanisms of interest for implementing product-lines for mobile
software.

2.1.1 Two Views of Product-Line Development

A product-line reflects the experience gained by creating many applications that share some
common set of characteristics, usually because they belong to the same domain. This com-
mon set of characteristics can be parameterized and can be factored out to represent the domain
variability. This is also known asvariation management[Har01]. The common functionality
is then reused [SB00] in every new application within the same domain.Application families
[JRvdL00, Par76] are made up of several applications that share the reusable functionality pro-
vided by the product-line.

a) Software Product Line Payoff Point

Number of Projects

Cost

Total cost without

a product line

Total cost with

a product line

b) The Payoff of DSL Technology

Software Life-Cycle

Conventional

methodology

DSL-based

methodology

Total

SW Cost

Start-up

Costs

Figure 2.1: Product-Line Payoff

A product-line can be seen as up-front investment that pays itself off in the long term. This
is showed often graphically as in case (a) of Figure 2.1, taken from [CN02], where the start-up
costs of the product-line approach are bigger than those of an approach without a product-line.
The product-line investment pays off after a given point. These empirical diagrams look similar
for other technologies that require some up-front investment as in case (b) of Figure 2.1 that
shows the payoff for domain-specific languages (DSL), taken from [Hud98].

An alternative view of a product-line is to consider it as an accumulation of investment
rather than an up-front investment. The more similar applications are built for a given domain,
the more previously implemented functionality will be reused in the new applications. Turning
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Number of applications
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Number of applications
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Figure 2.2: A Product-Line and its Applications

such an accumulation of investment into a really profitable product-line is a matter of discipline
and architectural refactoring [Fow99, GSCK04]. There is a mutual contribution between the
product-line and a specific application illustrated by the diagrams of Figure 2.2: (a) each spe-
cific application contributes (back) to the product-line, enhancing its variability; (b) the factored
common product-line functionality is reused with proper variability parameters in a specific
application implementation. A product-line is in an iterative development process, while new
applications are created for the same family. In the long term, it is expected that after athresh-
old point, the product-line development changes very slowly when new applications are created.
The threshold point is envisioned to be very close to the payoff point of the up-front investment
view of product-lines.

The iterative view of a product-line is more suitable than the up-front investment view
for the domain of mobile device software. Each ubiquitous computing scenario has its own
peculiarities and contributes also in the common code base that could be shared between all
mobile applications based on the same set of technologies for a given domain. Thus, the product-
line assets are gradually structured as more scenarios are implemented.

2.1.2 Variation Mechanisms for Mobile Product-Lines

The common functionality of mobile applications can be reused if it is parameterized with re-
gard to its variability. There are different mechanisms for organizing and reusing the common
product-line functionality, known asvariation mechanisms[Bos00, Har01], e.g., component
libraries, inheritance and code generation. From the point of view of an iterative approach
to mobile software product-line development and evolution, three general requirements can be
identified. Some of these requirement are useful for any kind of software product-line, however,
they are especially important for mobile applications.

• The variation mechanisms for mobile product-lines shouldfacilitate the introduction and
maintenance of domain abstractions.The creation of a product-line is an iterative process.
It should be easy to start creating a product-line, adding functionality to it at any time and
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maintaining it. No product-line is acceptable unless it can deliver in time [GSCK04]. If
the costs of introducing reusable assets in a mobile product-line are high, the product-line
will not be accepted in the early phases of the development. This will make it even more
difficult to introduce a product-line later on, after some applications have been developed.
The variation mechanism should enable the evolution of the domain assets as the underly-
ing mobile technology (middleware) changes often to respond to the market demands and
technology innovations.

• The variation mechanisms for mobile product-lines shouldenable stating declaratively
and introducing automatically the domain functionality.The integration of the product-
line’s generic functionality into a specific mobile application should be as much automated
as possible. Automation accelerates the time to market by reducing the debugging time
(which is higher for mobile applications because of the indirection gap between the ma-
chine where the development is made and the device where the software runs).

The variation mechanisms used should enable declarative representation of domain assets
to preserve the design model in an application and avoid accidental complexity [FPB87].
This is important to easily maintain a product-line during its evolution [Pus02] and to
clearly define the boundary between the generic domain functionality and application spe-
cific functionality. As noted in the discussion of case (a) of Figure 2.1, the product-line
start-up costs are usually higher than the costs of applications without a product-line.
Adding the costs of developing a declarative notation (case b) to the product-line start-
up costs related to domain engineering can result in an unacceptable overall cost for a
project. As argued in [Hud98], it is not sure that the payoff point really comes in every
case. Hence, declarative variation mechanisms with very low start-up costs are needed.

• The variation mechanisms for mobile product-lines shouldenable domain-specific opti-
mizations. Mechanisms that balance between the increased level of abstraction and the
introduced run-time performance are needed. For example, the indirection layers should
be minimized. In the J2ME MIDP case the class meta-data are saved in the application’s
binary file. The number of classes affects the size of the application and should be kept in
a minimum.

To summarize, the variation mechanisms (VMs) for product-lines for mobile applications should:

a. make the domain functionality explicit by means of declarative domain specific abstractions,

b. provide for stability of domain abstractions in the prospect of fast underlying technology
changes,

c. support automated integration of domain and application functionality,

d. have low start-up costs and require minimal additional (language) technology,
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e. enable domain-specific optimizations.

Chapter§1 listed several variation mechanisms for product-lines discussed in [SB00,
Bos00, Har01], e.g., inheritance, code generation, compiler directives, etc. An overview of
the other techniques can be found in [GSCK04]. The list of the variation mechanisms given in
[SB00, Bos00, Har01] is extended in this section to include visual modeling and domain-specific
languages (DSL). The remainder of this section examines OO frameworks, visual modeling and
DSL.

2.1.3 Object-Oriented Libraries and Frameworks

Object-oriented (OO) libraries and frameworks are interesting variation mechanisms because
they enable to implement the domain variability with techniques already found in OO languages.
OO libraries are the native way to factor out and reuse functionality in an OO language. The
domain variability can be expressed, by using method parameters, overloaded methods, or forms
of OO inheritance, e.g., template polymorphism in C++ [Str97].

While OO libraries and frameworks use the same underlying OO language variability
mechanisms, the difference between OO libraries and frameworks becomes clear when imple-
mentation flexibility is considered. OO libraries allow a lot of freedom in design and usage. The
coding and the architectural conventions in an OO library are implicit. It is easy to extend an
OO library with new domain assets that do not follow the conventions. The implicit design rules
are often not enforced. This results in non-uniform libraries, where the reusable components
may follow different design patterns. Non-uniformity of the design makes it difficult to reuse
OO library components in a product-line. It makes also difficult to refactor the product-line as
it evolves. Patterns [GHJV95] help to clarify common designs, but they are not a replacement
for architecture. It is not uncommon to find more than one different implementation of the same
pattern within the same system, resulting from the incoherent design.

In order to access the required domain functionality assembled in an OO library, each
application has to go each time through several steps, e.g., component library initialization, ob-
ject(s) instantiation, selection of required interfaces and passing of required parameters. This
adds accidental complexity to the application code. Component library calls with various para-
meters are also difficult to maintain when the library functionality and interface change as the
product-line evolves. If domain abstractions are implemented as libraries, e.g., as a library that
contains the functionality common toweb services, additional classes and interfaces need to be
introduced. The more generality is needed, the more indirection the OO implementation will
add [ACKM04].

Frameworks do better than OO libraries for organizing product-lines because they place
design restrictions in the way particular applications are built. Frameworks define clear special-
ization points for the developers to follow [GSCK04]. The design restrictions of a framework
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show in the form of (a)specializationpoints, e.g., how to create an enterprise bean in EJB
[EJB03] by deriving it from a specific based class (§2.2.2) and (b)extensionpoints, e.g., the
(missing) possibility to create a new type of bean in EJB. The clear specialization and extension
points enforce a uniform structure in a product-line and make it easier for developers of the
product-line to maintain it. The developers of specific applications benefit also from the clear
specialization points by reusing the architecture of the framework in a specific application.

Although OO frameworks have been used successfully to organize product-lines [BCS00],
they cannot define proper abstractions to represent the domain concerns, which makes it more
difficult to reason about the domain by looking at the code of an application. Using OO frame-
works may also require more coding because the variability should be expressed in pure OO
language mechanisms. For example, in EJB 2.0 [EJB03] the variability mechanisms are based
around OO constructs, such as, interfaces and required method names. The complexity of the
programming model in EJB 2.0 motivated the need for EJB 3.0 [EJB04] which uses a more
declarative way to express the domain variability. That is, OO frameworks are not declarative
and offer very few automation. For these reasons, OO frameworks are often combined with
other variability mechanisms, e.g., visual modeling (§2.1.4) and code generation [CE00], that
contribute respectively to a more declarative domain representation and more automation.

2.1.4 Visual Domain-Specific Modeling

The most successful approaches in automating embedded software have been those based on vi-
sual meta-modeling and code generation from graphical models. Any Computer Aided Software
Engineering (CASE) tool can be used to model an application in a domain of interest and gener-
ate code stubs from that model. Visual modeling has been successful even before the popularity
of virtual machine abstractions. The reason is that code generation can be optimized for a given
device, and only recently generic virtual machines that run efficiently on small devices could be
afforded.

The way CASE tools can be used to model software has been gradually standardized under
the Object Management Group (OMG)1 as Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) [Fra03]. The
most important standard behind MDA is the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [Met02]. MOF defines
the structure of a domain in a layered way. The lower layer represents the real information about
the objects of a domain, also known as the M0 layer. The next layer, M1, models how this real
domain information is represented in a computer. M1 is the lowest practical level for working
with a domain. The M2 layer is used to model data structures used in the M1 level. This is also
known as themeta-layerand M2 models are known asmeta-models.

While M2 is enough to describe any M1 model, often M2 itself needs to be described.
The motivation behind this is to enable different M2 representations to be interchanged between

1http://www.omg.org
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different CASE tools. For this reason, at the top of the MOF stands ameta-meta-model, known
as the M3 layer. The M3 layer is very general and could be used to describe any meta-model,
no matter the domain or the methodology the meta-model uses. Because of this generality, the
M3 model is hardwired in the MOF standard and no further layers are needed. The M3 model is
known as theMOF model. Everything in the MOF model derives from a single element, known
as theModelElement.

The MOF standard defines the MOF model and various mappings (representations) of the
MOF model into various technologies, e.g., UML, CORBA, Java, XML. The MOF model can
be used not only to model data items and relations between them (themodeling viewpoint), but
also to traverse the model graphs and obtain information about the model (thedata viewpoint).
Both these views are tightly interconnected and are part of the MOF standard. Other standards
are currently under standardization by OMG that enable the transformation of the MOF models.
While MOF is a generalization of UML2 modeling [OMG03], UML 2.0 will be structured as a
special case of MOF. MOF is intended to be a common ground for exchanging models between
different visual CASE tools. The ideas behind MOF are quite generic and MOF can also be
applied to textual representations of models, including source code.

MOF is not directly interesting for domain modeling. Everything can be represented as a
MOF model. Such a level of abstraction can be useful to prove theoretical properties of graphs
[Men99], but only when the models are specialized for a given domain, they become useful in
practice. The specific abstractions of a domain are important, because they embody the domain
knowledge. They can be used to reason about a specific domain better than the generic graph
algorithms. For this reason, the more specific a model becomes, the more useful it is for a given
domain. UML profiles [OMG03] enable specializations for various domains.

UML

Code UML

UML

Profiles

Code

UML
UML

Profiles

PIM

UML
UML

Profiles

PSM

Code
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b)

c)

one or more

iterations to more

specific models

Figure 2.3: MDA Development

Figure 2.3 shows three different ways, how a visual CASE tool can be used to model

2Unified Modeling Language.
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an application. Although only UML [OMG03] is denoted in the boxes of this diagram, any
(meta) model language can be used. The simplest case (a) shows generating code from a visual
model which maps directly to the implementation language. Case (a) has been used in the past
to generate embedded software. The visual model itself has a predefined set of element classes
(entities) to select. Case (a) is usually not very interesting because it supports only an one-to-one
mapping into code and hence no automatic injection of the domain concerns is possible.

Case (b) of Figure 2.3 uses custom additions to the generic meta-model, in this case
through one or more UML profiles, which can help to factor out and to reuse the domain func-
tionality. For example, the UML profile for Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [UML03, Met04]”de-
fines a set of UML extensions that capture the structure and semantics of EJB-based artifacts”
[UML03], mainly by using stereotypes and typed values. This profile captures the semantics
of a specific domain, in this case EJB [EJB03], in the form of predefined profile entities that
can be reused to model applications in this domain. Rather than having to define applications in
terms of object-oriented (OO) classes, a designer relying on the EJB profile can directly use EJB
concepts, e.g.,≪EJBEntityBean≫ or ≪EJBPrimaryKey≫. Case (b) represents how most existing
CASE tools work.

The third case (c) generalizes case (b) by splitting the transformation of a model to code
into several configurable transformation steps to intermediate models. Case (c) stands for the
generic MDA scenario, where the created model (known also asPlatform Independent Model
- PIM) is refined into a more specific model (Platform Specific Model- PSM), before some
executable equivalent is generated. This could require more than one iteration, moving to a
more specific model in each iteration, whereby each model uses its own specialized profile. The
case (c) implies also that the details of the PSM are automatically inserted into the PIM using
appropriate transformations. While case (b) can be used for a product-line, it is the automated
model of case (c) that could be of most interest for automated product-lines that require more
than one mapping step to postpone some design decision to a latter phase. That is, case (c)
supportsprogressive refinement[GSCK04] of the application architecture from a very abstract
design model to more specific models, known also as a stratified design [AK03, AK01].

There is no agreement in the MDA community on what is the best way to define PIM to
PSM transformations. Often, only the structure of a model is defined graphically in a CASE
tool, that is, components, their interfaces and relations. Although it is possible to define method
implementations graphically (e.g., by using UML Actions), in practice it is often easier to asso-
ciate pieces of code directly with the structural model elements, which means that pure visual
models are rarely used.

An example of a commercial meta-modeling tool, used to model mobile and embedded
software, is MetaEdit+ [Met03b] from MetaCase. MetaEdit+ has been used in several Nokia
[Nok04] projects, e.g., graphical user interface modeling for TETRA (TErrestrial Trucked RA-
dio) devices [Met03a]. The main rationale behind MetaEdit+ is that domain-specific visual lan-
guages and visual domain-specific abstractions help to automate software development [PT02].
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MetaEdit+ enables the creation of meta-models for specific domains and using the elements of
these meta-models to model real domain problems. The domain elements and their relations are
presented graphically. Source code artifacts can be associated with parts of interests, and vari-
ous predefined or customized reports (including source code) can be generated from the models.
Model transformations are not supported directly in MetaEdit+ and it basically works based on
the model of case (b) of Figure 2.3.

Another example of a CASE tool is the Generic Modeling Environment (GME) [LMB+01].
GME, like MetaEdit+, uses a proprietary meta-meta-model and offers limited support for MOF,
as just another meta-model. GME is a university research tool, developed based on the concept
of Model Integrated Computing (MIC) and MultiGraph Architecture (MGA) [SK97]. While the
terminology used in the GME documentation is sometimes peculiar, most of the MGA concepts
can be directly mapped to the MOF terminology and MGA could be considered to be a custom
case of MOF.

Compared to MetaEdit+, GME is limited only on defining meta-models, model con-
straints3, and graphical models based on these meta-models. Code generation or any other report
should be implemented as Visual C++ add-ins, or generated by doing a traversal of the model
graph using various script languages that can access the GME COM components API. The trans-
formation of the models is supported via graph transformations [Agr04] using other tools out-
side GME. Graph transformations support the case (c) of MDA development of the Figure 2.3.
Graph transformations are based on writing transformation (graph rewrite [Sch94b, BS99]) rules
as left-hand and right-hand side subgraphs. The left-hand subgraph, if found in a graph, is re-
placed with the right-hand subgraph. The specification of rules can be done graphically in a
CASE tool, e.g., GME, or by using more formal grammar rules [RS97].

Matching of the left-hand side rules in a graph can be simplified by sequencing the order
in which the rules are applied [Agr04], or by restricting the form of the left-hand side of a
rule [RS97]. Rule matching can also be simplified by starting on predefined nodes, known as
part of the sequence rules for a given domain. Milan [BPL01] is a framework based on GME,
for the simulation of embedded system designs, in particular System-on-Chip (SoC) designs.
Apart GME modeling components, Milan also supports various simulations of the designed
systems, using other third-party software. Another GME based system is GRATIS [VL02].
GRATIS supports high-level visual modeling for TinyOS [HSW+00], a small operating system
for embedded devices. GRATIS helps to manage the event-based component communication in
the TinyOS, reducing the development errors that come from directly maintaining the component
interaction files.

Some other approaches, such as, SmallComponents [Voe03b], use predefined UML pro-
files to generate the entire OS required in an embedded device by including only those parts that
are interesting for an application. SmallComponents-like approaches can be useful for small

3The UML Object Constrains Language (OCL) is used.
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embedded devices where the entire system is generated at once containing a set of selected pre-
defined applications. A comprehensive list of existing CASE tools can be found in [Jec04],
whereas a list of preferable features for such tools can be found in [Cho04].

Based on the criteria for mobile product-lines listed in section§2.1.2, there are several
reasons why visual modeling in isolation is not very useful as a variability mechanism.

• Partial automation. Ideally, a visual model can be used to generate code in more than one
target language. The final target code is, thus, not very important to a CASE tool. In prac-
tice, this requires that the entire functionality is defined visually, which is not preferable
in complex application domains where a lot of specific application functionality must be
coded manually. For this reason, CASE tools can easily generate stubs of code for any
language, but leave most of the method implementation details to be filled out manually.
Various techniques [Voe03a], e.g., the template method pattern [GHJV95], can be used to
keep manually added code separately from the generated code.

• Difficult evolution. Creating product-lines is an iterative process. The domain abstractions
are not known from the beginning and they normally evolve as the product-line matures.
The final generated code for such abstractions may not be optimal or completely known
from the beginning. Maintaining evolving abstractions visually in a CASE tool could
result in additional costs [War94], because the meta-model and all the models based on it
must also be maintained.

CASE tools are better suited when the domain abstractions are nearly frozen and well-
known. Language abstractions can better support iterative development of product-lines if
their implementation and maintenance costs are low. Once the product-line stabilizes, it is
usually easy to map domain abstractions, implemented by the programming language(s),
to visual modeling elements.

• Loss of design information. Another issue using CASE tools alone, without appropriate
support at the language level, is that source code is treated as an end product, similar to
the binary code generated by a compiler. Despite comments added by a CASE tool in the
generated code it is difficult or impossible to preserve the visual model architecture in an
easy understandable way. One might argue that the source code is not important, as long
as the model is present. The model hides the details of the code that are not important
for a domain. However, given that code must be often edited or completed manually, it
is difficult to follow changes and debug it. Domain-specific abstractions, when supported
directly at the programming language level, help to bridge this architecture gap.
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2.1.5 Domain-Specific Modeling with Language Abstractions

This section discusses ways to support domain-specific modeling with language abstractions
rather than with visual abstractions of CASE tools.Domain-specific abstractions(DSA) refers
to abstractions that are added to or directly supported by a language, or that are an inherent part of
the language, to support domain-specific modeling. For example, in the domain of web services
one can have some special keywords, e.g.,webservice andwebmethod to denote special
treatment of web service constructs by the compiler, e.g., to automatically generate WSDL4

files. Such keywords can be used to define aTravelAgent as a web service component
(Figure 2.4).

1 webse rv i ce Trave lAgen t{
2 . . .
3 webmethod Ge tHo te l s ( ){ . . .}
4 . . .
5 }

Figure 2.4: A Domain-specific Extension to Implement Web Services

There are several benefits from using declarative DSA as a variation mechanism for mobile
product-lines:

• DSA preserve the architecture of the domain in source code.Consider the example of the
web service abstraction as a part of a product-line. If web services are supported declar-
atively in the language, a single keywordwebservice will be used in every place the
web service functionality needs to be reused. The source code with the declarative do-
main abstractions is easier to understand. The code is not considered as the end-product
of some generator, which is difficult to modify by hand, but as a means to express the
domain design. DSA help to trace the architecture down to code, as well as to reconstruct
the architecture from source code [GSCK04]. DSA support automation and reduce ac-
cidental complexity5 in a product-line. While DSA have the same explicit programming
model as OO libraries (§2.1.3), they automate the instantiation and usage of the domain
abstractions in source code.

• DSA can be used as an alternative to visual modeling.If a set of DSA is in place for a
domain, it is easy to support them with CASE tools. For example, an icon in a CASE tool
can represent awebservice which will be mapped directly onto the corresponding DSA
construct in the source code. Declarative DSA blur the distinction between an explicit

4Web Service Description Language. (http://www.w3c.org)
5Complexity related to the particular solution, not inherent in the solved problem itself. The later is known as

essential complexity[FPB87].
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modeling step, and directly modeling at the source code level. Working directly with the
code, to refactor it using DSA, reduces one step in going through a visual modeling tool,
but at the same time supports the same level of abstraction.

• DSA implementations can be optimized using generative techniques.DSA have access
to the abstract syntax tree (AST) and can directly inject the domain code into the AST
locations where DSA are found. To the end user, the abstractions are still declarative. It is
hard to achieve this with object frameworks [BJMvH00a, BCS00], where one has to rely
exclusively on inheritance and composition.

There are several ways to support DSA:

i. New languages can be defined from scratch, whose elements directly correspond to abstrac-
tions in a particular domain. Such languages are calledDomain-Specific Languages(DSL)
[vDKV00]. For example, Maple6 is a computer algebra system specialized for calculat-
ing specific mathematical formulas. Such specialized languages are very effective in some
domains. It makes sense to reuse as much of an existing host language as possible when
adding DSA.

ii. Embedded Domain-Specific Languages(EDSL) integrate DSA into a host language [LM99,
Kam98]. The host language is often a general-purpose language, e.g., Java, which is aug-
mented with declarative constructs to support one or more domains of interest. An example
of an EDSL, is SQLj [SQL03], an embedded SQL engine for Java.

iii. Another way to support DSA is indirectly viageneral-purpose software abstractions, which
are first added to a host language in order to (a) make it extensible to support EDSL-like
constructs, or (b) to support generic meta-modularization7 mechanisms not found in the
original language. An example of an general-purpose software abstraction for supporting
extensibility is the support forattributes in .NET [Pro02] orannotationsadded recently
to Java. An example of a generic meta-modularization mechanism that can be used to
support EDSL isAspect-Oriented Programming[KLM +97] as supported, e.g., by AspectJ
[KHH+01, Lad03] (§2.4). The general-purpose software abstractions are not specific to any
particular domain and can be used to support several EDSL within the same host language.

In the following, several drawbacks are discussed, which prevent DSA supported by the first
two alternatives (DSL and EDSL) from being widely accepted as a variability mechanism for
product-lines. Attribute-based DSA are discussed in section§3.1, while AOP-based DSA are
explained in section§3.5.3.

6http://www.maplesoft.com/
7These generic modularization mechanisms need to access the meta-model of a language to enable factorizations

that are not possible with inheritance and composition alone.
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• High start-up costs. DSA realized with the first two approaches have the highest start-up
costs compared to other variability mechanisms, e.g., component libraries, and require
careful planning of the expected variability. Adding the DSL start-up costs [Hud98],
schematically shown in case (b) of Figure 2.1, such as defining grammar extensions and
interpreting declarative constructs, to the product-line start-up costs devoted to domain
engineering [Har01] and variability representation [Har01], may result in an unacceptable
payoff point for a product-line and in the worst case the payoff point may never come.
This motivates the need for technology that reduces the DSL introduction costs in iterative
product-lines.

• Difficult to evolve.DSA are also difficult to maintain in order to support product-line evo-
lution. As with every software system, it is very probable that one does not get it right with
proper declarative abstractions from the beginning. The development is more iterative in
the early phases of the product-line. The cost of changing DSA is usually higher that, e.g.,
that of maintaining libraries or object frameworks. The implementation of the abstrac-
tions and their representation needs to be changed, which affects the language grammar
and parsing. This motivates the need for DSA technology that supports experimentation
during the iterative product-line development.

• Accidental costs.DSA frameworks introduce additional costs not only for implementing
the DSA itself, but also for educating the developers to use the abstractions. Last but not
least, DSA introduce unnecessary external dependencies of the product-line on third-party
frameworks needed to implement DSL additions, which may increase the product-line
maintenance costs in the long term. There is also a lack of standard parsing tools and APIs
in languages, which renders the implementation of reusable DSA difficult. This motivates
the need for DSA technology that is part of the programming language supported by the
language vendor.

2.2 Software Containers

Chapter§3 shows how attribute-based DSA can be used as a low-cost alternative to represent
domain concerns in source code. Selecting a variability mechanism is not enough to create a
product-line. A structured way to organize the domain assets of the product-line is needed.
An architectural abstraction[Har01] needs to be combined with one or more variability mech-
anisms to support product-line creation and evolution. The product-line architecture [Har01]
defines and enforces an implementation methodology to represent and organize the product-
line assets [CN02]. For example, when OO inheritance is used as a variability mechanism, a
well-defined hierarchy of the domain assets should be created.

The product-line architecture should define clear extension points for the developers that
extend the product-line (§2.1.3). In this thesis, the DSA constructs will be connected with the do-
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main assets implemented in the form of OO libraries (§3.1.3). However, when the DSA become
easily to implement, there could be a lot of unstructured DSA constructs added to support the
product-line. The unstructured DSA interpretation can become a bottleneck for the product-line
evolution.

Several architectural styles have been explored for product-lines, e.g., data-flow architec-
tures and virtual machine architectures [Har01]. The interest in this thesis is (a) in low-cost
mechanisms that support the iterative view of mobile product-line development and (b) in the
automated reuse of product-line assets in specific applications. Following the current trend of
component-based development [SGM02], supported by today’s general-purpose OO languages,
such as Java and .NET, this work focuses on component architectures [Dol99, SGM02, CE02,
Aßm99] based onsoftware containers, in order to place a clear distinction between the domain
functionality, organized as low-cost DSA, and the rest of the application specific functionality.
As this section explains, software containers help both with structuring and with the automatic
reuse of the product-line assets.

The container abstraction is usually related to server-side enterprise container implemen-
tations, e.g., COM+ [Gor00] and EJB [J2E03], and could be described by a combination of
software patterns [VSW02]. The container abstraction can be used to organize product-line as-
sets for any application domain. A software container is a high-level architectural abstraction,
used to organize common domain functionality as services and introduce them nearly transpar-
ently to an application8. This section starts with an overview of two existing enterprise container
implementations, COM+ and EJB. The remainder of the section explains how containers can be
used in arbitrary domains, and why is it beneficial to use them to organize mobile product-lines.

2.2.1 Microsoft COM+

COM+9 [Gor00, Ewa01] is one of the first wide-spread enterprise containers. It uses an under-
lying component model based on Microsoft DCOM10 [DCO02] technology, which allows com-
ponents to reside nearly transparently in any networked machine. COM+ is mainly intended to
facilitate implementation and maintenance of big enterprise applications. Some of the COM+
services, e.g., catalogs, that organize and maintain sets of components, are quite general and can
be used to support any distributed application. A COM+ application can be configured either
programmatically, using any (script) language that can access COM objects, or via GUI tools.

A COM+ application consists of two types of DCOM components: (a)servicedcompo-
nents that use the services offered by the COM+ container, and (b)client objects that interact

8Unlike most real-world containers, a software container offers some kind of support (services) to the object found
in (managed by) it.

9The term COM+ is used here synonymously with Microsoft Transaction Service (MTS).
10DCOM stands for Distributed COM, whereas COM itself stands for Component Object Model. Both are propri-

etary component models.
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with the serviced components. Each COM+ component has its own identity and can be manip-
ulated individually if needed. The idea behind COM+ (as with any container) is that application
components that use COM+ services, are developed by leaving out the exact details of service
configuration to COM+. The following discussion of COM+ services is based on [Gor00].

One of the basic services offered by COM+ is a fine-grained security model based on
roles. Each role has a well defined set of permissions that specify, which components and
component resources, e.g., databases, the role is allowed to access. Users are assigned to roles
and this determines their permissions.

Transaction management is another service offered by COM+. A transaction is a sequence
of operations that is treated as a single logical operation, and enjoys atomicity, consistency (in
the terms of invariants), isolation (no side effects), and durability (introduced changes are not
lost). The underlying DCOM technology supports distributed transactions relying on a distrib-
uted two-phase commit protocol. Users can also define custom atomic resources, using Com-
pensating Resource Manage (CRM) service, to allow any kind of created or acquired resource
to take part in a transaction.

COM+ helps to manage the internal state of component instances by distinguishing be-
tweenstatelessobjects,cached stateobjects, andpersistentobjects. The internal state of state-
less objects is not important and does not need to be preserved. The cached state objects can have
their state preserved while the application is running in a shared property manager (SPAM)11 in-
dexed by string keys. The state of persistent objects can be stored in persistent storage directly
or in a relational database.

Object state is related to object life-cycle management. COM+ manages the life-cycle
of objects in order to transparently support scalability12. To handle a large number of sporadic
clients for an object, COM+ uses Just In Time Activation (JIT). JIT creates an object instance
only when it is needed, and passivates it during the idle time to save the system resources. This
service is complemented by object pooling, where several instances of a component are kept
and reused to re-personify13 serviced objects every time a specific object is needed by a client.
To achieve pooling, a client does not use COM+ objects directly, but via amoniker, which is
a DCOM abstraction of an instance handle. A moniker can be used to represent any resource.
Database connections are also COM objects, so they can be pooled using the same mechanism
too.

An important feature for any application is the ability to synchronize its own activities.
COM+ deals with synchronization by supporting different threading models known asapart-
ments. A component is activated (invoked) always within a specific thread model. The apart-
ment model is specified when the component is deployed in a COM+ application by setting the

11Shared Property Application Manager.
12COM+ can also handle load balancing by distributing requests in a cluster of several machines.
13This is similar tovirtual instancesin J2EE [VSW02].
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right apartment type as part of the configuration. Access to multi-threaded apartment (MTA)
objects is synchronized by COM+. A related COM+ concept is anactivity, which represents a
set of objects that are used by a single client (similar to a session). Synchronization can also be
controlled at the level of the individual activities.

Another related service is Microsoft Messaging Queue (MSMQ), a publish-subscribe
event service often used by COM+ applications. MSMQ can be used alone without COM+,
but it is often used for asynchronous message-based object invocations inside COM+. COM+
applications can also use lightweight directory services14 to locate resources and other compo-
nents via Microsoft Active Directory service.

One of the problems with using COM+ in the past has been its complex programming
model [Ewa01]. This complexity comes from the fact that DCOM and COM+ add several layers
of abstraction, while preserving the underlying details. COM+servicedcomponents are DCOM
components, usually written in C++. DCOM introduces an interface declaration language (IDL)
and several implicit programming conventions. COM+ adds another layer of explicit and im-
plicit conventions to DOM that must be known and followed to use COM+ successfully. The
preservation of all these details of the programming layers made sense back in the early days
of COM+ when the technology was not mature. It was useful to be able to experiment with the
technology in order to understand the properties of its abstractions and their implementations.
Having access to the implementation details enables also manual optimizations for software that
has to run in slow machines. Such a detailed programming model with little automation can
work only for relatively few and small applications.

In last ten years the situation has quickly improved. As the computer hardware becomes
much cheaper than software and there are faster machines, there are also more and larger applica-
tions. Language-based abstractions, such as those of .NET [Pro02] language families, supported
by virtual machines are not considered slow anymore. Long experience with COM+ and DCOM
have revealed the repeated coding idioms that could be abstractions on their own. With .NET,
[Pro02] Microsoft introduced a new, simpler and less restrictive programming model for DCOM
[Box00] and COM+ [Low01], based on meta-data and explicit attributes. The COM+ support in
.NET is part of theSystem.EnterpriseServices namespace [Low01].

2.2.2 J2EE and Enterprise Java Beans

Similar to COM+, Java 2 Enterprise Edition (J2EE) [J2E03] is a container-based technology
for enterprise server-side applications. J2EE is based on Enterprise Java Beans (EJB) [EJB03]
component model, relying on Java [Jav04] component model (beans and remoting)15. Unlike
DCOM, the Java component model is simpler to use. Java itself (unlike C++) belongs to the

14Lightweight Directory Access Protocol (LDAP).
15These are also proprietary component models.
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family of languages that maintain meta-data as part of their binaries16. This simplifies the pro-
gramming model, e.g., the discovery of the interfaces, implemented by a component, is sup-
ported directly by the language. Java technology (and J2EE) is an example of the second wave
of enterprise containers and technologies used to build them, where a lot of abstraction layers
can be afforded as the hardware becomes faster.

While J2EE and COM+ (MTS) offer more or less the same set of services, the termi-
nology is often different. J2EE, for example, uses the termrole to denote different stages of
an application development and life-cycle, e.g., enterprise bean provider, application assembler,
deployer, container provider, whereas COM+ does not defines any specific term for developer
roles. The components are calledbeansin J2EE.

The programming model for the container services is different too. J2EE distinguishes be-
tween various types of beans, such as, stateless, session, entity (persistent), and message-driven
(event based). Unlike COM+, where the stereotype of a component is specified as part of its
configuration attributes, in J2EE components state their type explicitly based on required inter-
faces specified as part of their implementation and other implicit17 coding rules, e.g., required
method names.

Services offered by J2EE include, for example, security, transaction management, nam-
ing, message-based communication and timer service. There are slight differences between
these services and the corresponding COM+ services. For example, security in COM+ is not
concerned with user authentication, since this is handled by the operating system, whereas J2EE
deals with user authentication itself, because it is intended to work in multiple different server
operating systems. Naming (JDNI) in J2EE corresponds to Active Directory services in COM+,
whereas message-based communication via message-driven beans is similar to MSMQ. A J2EE
bean can use the timer service to register callbacks to be called at a given time or periodically.
The timer counters are persistent and callback registration can be treated as a transactional re-
source (as with CRM in COM+). Object pooling and database connection pooling are also han-
dled by J2EE. J2EE uses the termvirtual instances[VSW02] for handles to the pooled objects
(in COM+ a handle is implemented by a moniker).

The most interesting aspect of J2EE is the evolution of its programming model. EJB,
up to version 2.1 [EJB03], makes use of required interfaces and pseudo-syntactic rules (coding
conventions), such as naming rules for method names. Creating a bean implies defining one or
more required interfaces. Furthermore, beans that need some form of life-cycle management,
must implement required callback methods, e.g.,ebjActivate() . Most of these actions are
repeated with few variations and could be automatically generated. It is unclear why EJB did
not define from the beginning proper abstractions, to deal with such tedious programming tasks,

16The Java binaries (*.class files) are actually pseudo-binaries that require a virtual machine to be interpreted and
cannot be executed directly.

17That is, many J2EE component coding rules are not part of the language syntax and cannot be enforced explicitly
by the Java compiler.
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that can be easily automated and made transparent18. Third-party tools, e.g., xDoclet [xDo03],
appeared to deal with such inconveniences of the EJB programming model.

EJB is also moving toward a simpler programming model, based on attributes [BCVM02].
The latest EJB specification [EJB04] uses predefined attributes to decorate component imple-
mentations, which are nowplain old Java objects(PoJo-s) with very few implicit coding rules.

2.2.3 Using Containers Beyond the Enterprise Domain

Since the termcontainerwas made popular by COM+ [Gor00] and EJB [J2E03] many people
use the term synonymously with enterprise containers. Enterprise containers, such as, COM+
and EJB, are often referred to asheavyweight containers[POM03a], which means:

a. COM+ and EJB are container implementations for a hardwired problem domain. The con-
tainers are defined exclusively for enterprise server applications, usually involving relational
databases as back-ends. These container implementations cannot be reused in other domains.

b. Even for the enterprise domain, COM+ and EJB containers offer only a predefined set of
services. EJB and COM+ containers cannot be easily extended to introduce new kinds of
services into the domain [POM03a].

Heavyweight container implementations are tightly coupled with the specific problem
they solve. The container as an abstraction is domain independent and open to accommodate
new kinds of services. In particular, the container abstraction can be used to conveniently imple-
ment automation of application families (product-lines). The functionality offered by a product-
line (the reusable assets of the product-line) can be seen as a set of services offered by the
product-line container abstraction. The specific application components managed by the con-
tainer (managed components), known also asserviced components[Low01], use the container
services as shown in Figure 2.5. The container service variability parameters are given as part
of the deployment specification of an application component in the container. The variability
parameters are shown in Figure 2.5 in the form of a deployment interface. The actual implemen-
tation may vary depending on the container. The serviced components use the services provided
by the container. The connection between the container services and the serviced components is
known asservice injection[Low01].

The container abstraction enables an uniform treatment of the services modeling the assets
of a specific domain and the generic services modeling cross-cutting concerns (§2.4) that may
be shared by many applications of different families. The developers of a product-line can
manage generic concerns, such as data persistence, within the same container framework as the

18When EJB appeared its programming model was significantly easier to use compared to COM+. The .NET pro-
gramming model for serviced components is now simpler than EJB.
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Figure 2.5: The Container Abstraction

specific assets identified in a particular domain, e.g., image adaptation required by mobile image
processing applications. The container abstraction enables the organization of anextendedview
of a product-line (Figure 2.6), whose assets include generic concerns used in the same way
as the assets of a specific application family. An extended product-line is made up of more
specific intersecting sub-families that share common assets with each-other, so one can speak
of a network of domains [CE00]. The generic concerns are needed by most of the application
sub-families within the extended product-line, whereas the application family specific assets
are needed only within a family of applications. The uniform treatment of the services enables
better share and reuse of the specific services developed for a family, when they may be required
to be reused in another family or set of such. The shared set of services is represented by the
intersection of the different sub-family (assets) eclipses in Figure 2.6.

Generic

assets

Family 1

Family 2

Figure 2.6: The Extended Product-Line
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Using the container abstraction to organize a product-line, increases the transparency of
reusing the domain services, and results in a better separation of concerns [Par72], because of:

• Inversion of control.The container provides an indirection responsible for injecting de-
pendencies. Thedependency injectionpattern [Fow04], also known asinversion of con-
trol (IoC)19, implies that a component does not explicitly obtain the services it needs but
rather declares its dependency on them by following certain conventions. The declared
services are then provided transparently to the component as necessary by the environ-
ment [GL96, CF05]. Dependency injection”moves the responsibility for making things
happen into the framework, and away from application code”[Joh03].

The container connects the product-line services and the application-serviced components
in a transparent way. When a service component library is used directly, the exact interface
of the service components should be known to the application and be referenced explicitly
(§2.3). This is problematic, not only when the interface of the library changes, but also
when the library is maintained and several versions of it appear. When inheritance is used,
e.g., in a framework, the fragile base-class problem can be encountered [Mez97a, SGM02,
SDN04], as the base classes evolve. The container abstraction separates the need for a
service, from the need to explicitly reference the implementation of the service. The exact
service references are introduced transparently to the managed application component.

• Improvement of modularization.The concerns addressed by a product-line are often of
a cross-cutting nature. They involve functionality that is needed in more than one place
in an application and negatively affect the overall modularization [MO03, Ost03]. The
transparent dependency injection, offered by the container, allows developers to focus
on those concerns that are specific to application components. The cross-cutting service
concerns of the product-line are then introduced automatically by the container.

• Automation of the development process.The container abstraction automates the develop-
ment of applications in a product-line. Product-line automation significantly decreases the
development and maintenance costs. The maintenance is improved because the container
offers a centralized point to isolate specific middleware services from an application. The
container abstraction offers a structured and centralizedobject transaction monitor(OTM)
[Dol99]. This makes it easier to maintain and port mobile application families when the
underlying middleware changes.

• Implementation architecture.The container abstraction is a high-level architectural ab-
straction. It does not replace the usual techniques for product-line implementation, e.g.,
libraries and code generation. It rather serves as an umbrella for all possible technologies
that can be used. One or more technologies can be combined to implement the container
abstraction in a way that is convenient for a certain domain.

19IoC is also expressed as theHollywood Principle : ”Don’t call me, I’ll call you.” [Joh03]. See [Fow04] for
a discussion as why the termdependency injectionis preferable to IoC.
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• Separation of developer roles.As stated in the J2EE specification [J2E03] the container
abstraction helps to divide developers in clear distinguishable categories according to the
application development roles: (i) developers that implement the container functionality;
(ii) developers that implement services for the container; (iii) developers that implement
managed applications using the container; (iv) developers that deploy the managed appli-
cations into the context of a container. These roles are clearly distinguishable and could be
used to properly structure all developers that work with a product-line in an organization.

The container automation has also a few drawbacks depending on the implementation:

• The need to learn new coding conventions.Explicit or implicit coding conventions must
be followed by a component implementation if it is going to be used inside a container.
These conventions should be learned and properly used by the programmers. For example,
an object of a managed virtual instance [VSW02] must not contain methods that return
the this pointer directly. This coding convention is required, because otherwise a client
would always obtain a different physical reference to the same logical object.

• No specialized language support for the coding conventions.Cheeking implicit coding
conventions automatically may be difficult. Explicit coding conventions can be automat-
ically checked, but must be introduced and learned. Explicit coding conventions could
be in the form of required interfaces, e.g.,EJBMessageBeanin EJB [EJB03], or based
on some form of DSA, e.g., using additional keywords. Implicit coding conventions are
harder to check automatically than the explicit coding conventions are, but require no
special syntax to be supported.

• Traceability problems because of indirection.Another related problem is testing and de-
bugging. The indirection introduced by the container makes it difficult to understand the
overall functionality of a managed component. This makes it more difficult to debug and
test the implementation of the managed components. Nevertheless, debugging can be
supported with proper tools and built-in container support for traceability (§4.1.9).

2.2.4 Mobile Containers

This thesis proposes the use of containers to organize mobile software product-lines for J2ME
MIDP [Jav05, Mob02] (§5). The container abstraction needs to be specialized in order to reflect
the characteristics of the MIDP [Mob02] domain. The mobile software is usually a combina-
tion of server-side software and client-side software on the mobile device. Because of limited
capabilities of mobile devices, it is desirable to execute as much of the application functional-
ity as possible on the server-side. Ideally, mobile applications should be thin clients. This is
not possible for most mobile applications, because a mobile device usually has only sporadic
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network connectivity and the mobile applications should be able to function even if no network
connectivity is available, or to keep at minimum the on-line time to reduce the connection costs.

Support on the server-side is also needed for mobile applications. For example, images
need to be resized to adjust their resolution (or convert HTML pages to WAP [WAP03] format,
in a WAP-portal), before they are sent to a mobile device. For this reason, the data needs to
be prepared on the server-side, before sending them to a mobile device. Data adaptation can
be done transparently from the rest of server-side applications using some form of the adaptive-
proxy pattern [FGBA96] before the data is sent to a mobile device application.

To address mobile software product-line issues, this thesis introduces the notation of a
mobile container, which is a special kind of container for managing mobile client applications
(§5). A mobile container helps to organize services needed by a mobile client application and
can be used to support product-lines for mobile applications. The implementation of the offered
services is split into a server-side part and a client-side part running on the mobile device. The
client-side implementation must be optimized to reduce the number of abstraction layers result-
ing from the container indirection. For a managed application running on the mobile device, the
container services are transparent. It is the container’s responsibility to coordinate the client and
the server parts and to provide the requested services to the client applications.

Chapter§5 elaborates more on how mobile containers can be structured and about the
technology that can be used to build opencontainer families, which can be customized to support
product-lines for more than one domain. The container implementation introduced in chapter§5
is based on a generic Java-based framework, and is open for adding new services for arbitrary
domains. The implementation is then specialized with a set of service plug-ins for J2ME MIDP
[Jav05] applications.

2.3 Container Implementation Techniques

The ultimate goal of a container is to provide services transparently to its managed components.
Ideally, the components are developed in isolation from the environment [GL96, CF05] where
they are used. The component implementation does not need to know anything about a specific
container environment. The component, nevertheless, needs to specify what kind of services (in
general, other components) it expects from the environment.

The lightweight coupling of a component with the container environment can be achieved
using additional levels of abstraction. Instead of providing a component with direct access to
the needed services as in case (a) of Figure 2.7, an agreed convention based on some form of
inversion of control[Fow04] abstraction can be used as shown in the case (b) of Figure 2.7.
In case (b) the managed component only declares the services it needs, e.g., by using DSA
constructs. The managed component does not have a direct knowledge of any particular service
implementation. The container contains the functionality to provide the requested services to
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Figure 2.7: Container Service Dependency Injection

the component. The container implementation could provide only a predefined set of services,
or the container can have programmable logic to be extended to provide arbitrary services (§5).

The most interesting point in a container implementation is, thus, how to define abstrac-
tions for programmable dependency injection, i.e., how to define dependencies of a managed
component programmatically after the component has been created. Based on the terminol-
ogy defined in [Aßm03], this section distinguishes betweeninvasiveandnon-invasivecontainer
implementation techniques and gives some examples for each case. Each of the discussed im-
plementation techniques can be seen as a fine-grained variation mechanism.

2.3.1 Non-Invasive Container Implementation Techniques

Non-invasive container implementation techniques are based on pure object-oriented (OO) mech-
anisms mainly, interfaces, composition, inheritance and reflection. They do not need any special
language support and can be easily implemented in any existing OO language20. In a non-
invasive technique, there are no components / units more privileged than the others with respect
to their power to access and modify other components / units. The entire component access goes
through the declared (public) interfaces and uses only standard OO techniques, i.e., non-invasive
techniques respect the OO encapsulation.

There are three main ways to inject component dependencies using non-invasive composi-
tion techniques:constructor injection, setter injection, andinterface injection[Fow04]. Almost
all implementations of these techniques require reflective introspection support, i.e., internally
they use some form of a reflection API. The discussion of non-invasive techniques in this sec-

20Techniques for non OO languages also exist, but these languages will not be considered here.
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tion is based on [Fow04]. To demonstrate theconstructor injectionand the other techniques,
an example of a Java MIDP based game score class [Jav05] will be used, shown in Figure 2.8.
The example is made of aGameScore class, whose internal state needs to be saved in the local
memory of a mobile device.

1 i n t e r f a c e S e r i a l i z e r {
2 pub l i c vo id Save ( s t r i n g id , byte [ ] d a t a ) ;
3 pub l i c byte [ ] Load ( i d ) ;
4 }
5
6 c l a s s R a w S e r i a l i z e r ( ) implements S e r i a l i z e r { . . . }
7
8 c l a s s GameScore ( ){
9 pub l i c GameScore ( S e r i a l i z e r s r ){ . . . }

10
11 pub l i c vo id Save ( ) {
12 s r . Save (t h i s . Get Id ( ) , t h i s . GetData ( ) ) ;
13 . . .
14 }
15 . . .
16 }

Figure 2.8: GameScore Serialization Example

TheSerializer interface in Figure 2.8 declares operations for saving any data in the
device memory, that can be represented as byte arrays. TheRawSerializer class implements
the actual serializing functionality. To keep things simple, it is assumed that theGameScore
class contains two methodsGetId() andGetData() , which return a string ID for the object
(the key), respectively its data as a byte array (the value). An automatic implementation of the
GetData() method will be shown in section§2.3.2.

1 c l a s s GameScore ( ){
2 p r i v a t e S e r i a l i z e r s r = new R a w S e r i a l i z e r ( ) ;
3
4 pub l i c GameScore ( ){ . . . }
5
6 pub l i c vo id Save ( ) {
7 s r . Save (t h i s . Get Id ( ) , t h i s . GetData ( ) ) ;
8 . . .
9 }

10 . . .
11 }

Figure 2.9: Direct Dependency Access

To demonstrate the constructor injection, theGameScore constructor expects an object
implementing theSerializer interface. TheGameScore class can be connected directly
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to RawSerializer , as shown in Figure 2.9, which is equivalent in functionality and simpler
to implement. This method would tie theGameScore implementation to theRawSeriali-
zer class. The connection betweenGameScore andRawSerializer is explicitly coded.
The programmer decides about the exact implementation of serialization to use at the time the
GameScore class is coded. Thus, this is the least flexible dependency method.

1 M u t a b l e P i c o C o n t a i n e r p i co =new D e f a u l t P i c o C o n t a i n e r ( ) ;
2 p i co . r e g i s t e r C o m p o n e n t I m p l e m e n t a t i o n ( R a w S e r i a l i z e r. c l a s s) ;
3 p i co . r e g i s t e r C o m p o n e n t I m p l e m e n t a t i o n ( GameScore .c l a s s) ;
4 GameScore gameScore = ( GameScore ) p i co . ge tComponen t Instance ( GameScore .c l a s s) ;
5 gameScore . Save ( ) ;

Figure 2.10: Constructor Dependency Injection with PicoContainer

☞ Constructor injection. Figure 2.10 shows how theGameScore class of Figure 2.8 and
theRawSerializer instances could be coupled programmatically using PicoContainer
[Pic03]. PicoContainer assumes that the classes to be connected already define con-
structors for the appropriate service parameters. Thepico container object contains
all dependency information required to connect theGameScore and RawSeriali-
zer instances. To connectGameScore with a newSerializer , for exampleRemo-
teSerializer , that can save data to a server if there is a network connection, only the
RawSerializer.class need to be replaced with the newRemoteSerializer-
.class in the container. The PicoContainer indirection assures thatGameScore will
never know directly about a particularSerializer implementation it is using. In gen-
eral, having aSerializer interface is not a requirement for PicoContainer. It can also
connect instances of classes directly by examining their interfaces and finding the appro-
priate services based on the method signatures by using reflection.

☞ Setter injectionis similar to constructor injection, but makes use of the assumption that
component classes implement appropriate setter methods for service components they
depend on. In the example of Figure 2.8, this could be accomplished by having theGa-
meScore class define asetSerializer(Serializer sr) method. A container
implementation that relays mainly on setter injection is Spring Java / J2EE Application
Framework [Spr04]. There are several semantic differences between setter and constructor
injection approaches. The setter injection provides more flexibility:

• An object can be created even though not all dependency objects it requires are
available. This is not possible with the constructor injection, where all dependencies
must be known when the object is created.

• When using the setter methods, dependencies can be changed during the lifetime of
an object. Often, a certain service needs to be attached to different existing instances
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and this is not possible with constructor injection. This can be useful, for example,
when a virtual instance [VSW02] in an EJB container needs to be connected with
a previously saved object state. With constructor injection, a new object must be
always created, whereas with setter injection existing objects can be reused.

There are also some drawbacks that result from the flexibility of the setter injection:

• Given an existing component instance, it cannot be guaranteed that the instance is
fully and properly initialized in the context of a container, or whether it needs more
dependencies to be injected. Repetitive checks need to be performed every time an
object instance is used to make sure that the dependencies are properly configured.

• An explicit search must be carried out by the container to find the appropriate setter
methods and decide for the right service objects to be passed, based on the setter
method signature. This requires scanning the component interface for all possible
methods, finding whether there are any setter methods, and matching the signatures
of setter methods to the service components. Hence, the setter injection takes in
general longer than the constructor injection. In the later, only the constructors need
to be checked when new instances are created.

The setter injection is an example of what will be called apseudo-syntaxconvention to add
custom semantics to a language (§3.2.2) without changing its grammar. A pseudo-syntax
construct is not an explicit part of the grammar syntax of the language. It is acoding
conventionand is not checked by the compiler. In this case, thesetprefix is used as an
implicit syntactic patternto define the setter injection.

☞ Interface injectionis a generalization of the setter injection. Instead of having required
constructors or setter methods in the game score example, an interfaceInjectSeria-
lizer with a single methodinjectSerializer(Serializer sr) is defined,
and theGameScore class will implement it. Based on theInjectSerializer in-
terface, an interface injection container implementation can couple the object and the
service21.

The interface injection pattern has the same benefits and drawbacks as the setter injection.
However, interface injection improves the search by making the injection points explicit.
The container needs to search only for the implemented interfaces and their methods to
find what services need to be provided to a given component. No pseudo-syntax checks
are required, such as, the check for the”set” method prefix. Adherence to pseudo-syntax
constructs cannot be checked at the compile-time. Hence, employing pseudo-syntax con-
structs as a mean of interfacing with the dependency container is more error prone that us-
ing interfaces for the same purpose. Pseudo-syntax checks rely also extensively on string
pattern matching, which is a resource consuming task if done repeatedly at run-time.

21The reader is referred to [Fow04] for an example of a framework that uses interface injection.
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When interfaces are used to denote custom semantics by tagging class implementations,
they are known asmarking interfaces[NV02]. The interfaces that require trivial method
implementations just for the sake of service injection will be treated as marking interfaces
here. In an invasive container (§2.3.2) a marking interface does not need to contain meth-
ods that need to be implemented in classes that use the interface. An invasive container
can modify a component decorated withInjectSerializer interface to properly in-
ject the required serialization service. In non-invasive containers marking interfaces may
contain methods.

Marking interfaces can be used to add semantics to components in languages that do not
provide explicit attributes, such as, Java 1.4 [Jav04, Att02]. They can be used to declare
dependencies as in the case of injection pattern or other properties that a component must
have22. Marking interfaces have also some problems. As chapter§3 discusses, the number
of marking interfaces can grow exponential in a system, in the case when interfaces are
used to support component variability.

There are also other non-invasive techniques less flexible than the ones explained above.
They are used less frequently to implement the dependency indirection in a container. Only
service locator[Fow04, JH04] andmix-ins[BC90, Ern99, FKF98, Dug00] will be briefly con-
sidered in this section.

☞ Service locatormakes service acquisition explicit. The idea is to locate the services of
interest explicitly by consulting a (well-known) object registry. The registry location could
be hardwired in the component implementation or it can be indirectly passed to it using
any of the above dependency injection techniques. In the service locator case, theGame-
Score example would contain code to get the serializer object directly from the object
registry as in Figure 2.11. Any directory (LDAP23), trading, or naming service can be
used as a locator repository for objects. The locator must find the required service object
and properly initialize it. The requested registry object path (e.g., a relative path”Lo-
calSerializer” or an absolute path”jndi://mobcon/services/LocalSerializer”) can be hard
coded in the application or read from a configuration file.

1 S e r v i c e L o c a t o r l o c a t o r = . . .
2 L o c a l S e r i a l i z e r s = ( L o c a l S e r i a l i z e r ) l o c a t o r . l o a d S e r vi c e ( ” L o c a l S e r i a l i z e r ” ) ;

Figure 2.11: Constructor Dependency Injection with a Service Locator

22A well-known example is the use of theSerializableinterface in Java. Another example is theNull Objectpattern
[Fow99], where a class defines specific functionality for the null case by using inheritance from a Null (marking)
interface.

23Lightweight Directory Access Protocol.
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The service locator offers less automation than the other techniques presented above.
Finding services is explicitly encoded, and the kind of service the programmer is ask-
ing for, must be exactly know [JH04]. Furthermore, service locator adds accidental com-
plexity to the component’s implementation. The service locator is sometimes used as a
complementary technique to other dependency injection mechanisms in a system. For
example, JNDI [LS00] is used in J2EE to access secondary application resources, e.g.,
images and Java Server Pages (JSP).

☞ Inheritance and Mix-inscan also be used to emulate indirect dependencies [Mar96]. Mix-
ins [BC90, Ern99, FKF98, Dug00] factor out properties that cross-cut more than one class
[Rie96]. In the particular case of the containers, a mix-in can contain the context for a
container service. Mix-ins can be implemented using multiple-inheritance or with tem-
plates in the languages that support them [SB02, CE00], e.g., with C++ templates or Java
generics.

The inheritance based techniques are usually static24, i.e., static linking (deployment) of
components is required. For this reason, inheritance composition techniques are usually
less flexible than other non-invasive techniques. No known container implementation
exists that relies exclusively on inheritance techniques. The mix-ins technique appears
often in different forms in different systems [BST+94], which is why it was discussed as
an separate alternative here.

2.3.2 Invasive Implementation Techniques

If a container is considered to be a strict component system in the OO sense, then only the
non-invasive techniques make sense. They respect the integrity of individual components and
operate in accordance with the OO encapsulation rules. A container in this case contains non-
invasive code to connect components with the container predefined services (other well-known
components). The container services are just components. A well-designed container (non-
invasive, or invasive) is usually extensible, i.e., new service components may be added.

Another view of a container is as a transformation system25, much like a compiler / trans-
former. In this case, the components used inside the container environment need to be somehow
transformed, so that the expected dependencies are injected into their inner implementation. The
container in this case is a programmable transformer, whose input consists of the components,
container services (other well known components), and a specification how to connect the first
two with each-other. The specification can be given explicitly in some particular syntax or it can

24There are also exceptions, e.g., Rondo [Mez97b].
25The termtransformationis used here to include any generation or transformation technique that requires some

form of AST or equivalent program structure processing. Sometimes the same technique can be supported with
generative techniques or run-time support. No distinction will be made between the two techniques. The run-time
support will be considered to be a specialized optimization.
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be implicitly inferred from the implementation of components. The details of the specification
are used to createthe glue code[Hal02] that connects the components with services. The out-
put of such a transformation is a system, where the components and the services are properly
connected with each-other by conventional OO mechanisms.

Invasive techniquessupport the transformation view of a container. Invasive techniques
require either special language features26, or external frameworks that provide means to mutate
the internals of a component, surpassing the usual OO techniques. Invasive source code or binary
mutations may not be directly supported by the target language, in which the original component
is written. In general, invasive techniques do not respect the OO encapsulation and depending
on the implementation, they can change a component arbitrarily.

An invasive technique can introduce changes to the component internals or just read the
component internals to introduce non-invasive changes. That is, the invasive techniques can be
read-onlyor read / write. One can treat read-only invasive techniques as non-invasive. The read-
only invasive techniques will be classified as invasive in this thesis, because they require access
to component internals which are not visible through the declared interface of the component.
An example is the use of the Reflection API in Java. By default, the Reflection API returns only
the public members of a class, and is non-invasive by the definition. The private methods can be
accessed by changing member access permission by using theReflectPermission class.
This latter case will be treated as a form of the read-only invasive access to a class.

A distinction is made in [Aßm03] between invasive techniques that useexplicit and im-
plicit hooks. A hookis defined as an accessible point of the component interface or implemen-
tation that can be used to modify the component and to inject code into it. Explicit or declared
hooks are hooks that are defined explicitly by the programmer to indicate that the code associ-
ated to them will change. An example would be the decoration of a method with an attribute or a
special predefined prefix in its name. Implicit hooks can be any accessible point of a component
even those that are not foreseen by the original developer, e.g., a method call at run-time.

Accessible points of a component depend on the technology used to access the description
of the component’s implementation. Not all technologies are equally expressive. For example,
method internals cannot be accessed using OO reflection alone. Therefore, the code inside a
method cannot serve as a hook when the reflection technology is used. The termhookwill not
be used here anymore, because it is also used to name some special callbacks in event-driven
applications. The termhookin [Aßm03] is more or less used with the same meaning as the term
joinpoint in Aspect-Oriented Programming [KLM+97], which is more specific and will be used
here. Joinpoints will be further discussed in section§2.4.

In general, any system that allows some form of access and manipulation of the abstract
syntax tree (AST), e.g., JTS [BLS98], can be used to implement invasive containers. Invasive

26Such as, the ability to access and (arbitrarily) manipulate the source AST, or the run-time meta-model of the
program.
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techniques will be illustrated here by an example, which uses syntax similar to the one found in
the COMPOST [Aßm03].

☞ Invasive Example.The service dependency injection in theGameScore example of Fig-
ure 2.8 could be easily implemented with invasive techniques. The AST of theGameSco-
re class needs to be traversed to add / modify the serialization service variable and make
it point to the requested service. Given that this case is trivial, the example will rather
show how theGetData() method of theGameScore class could be implemented with
invasive techniques. This method returns a byte representation of aGameScore object’s
state.

The example of theGetData() method implementation is more interesting, because it
shows how the invasive techniques can be used to introduce functionality inside a method.
This is impossible to do directly with non-invasive techniques. Part27 of the implemen-
tation of theGetData() method is illustrated in Figure 2.12, by using pseudo-syntax
similar to the one found in COMPOST [Aßm03].

1 Compi la t ionUn i tBox box =
2 compos i t i onSys tem . c r e a t e C o m p i l a t i o n U n i t B o x ( ” GameScore . j a v a ” ) ;
3 L i s t<Fie ldBox> f i e l d s = box . f i n d F i e l d ( ”∗ ” ) ;
4 / /<<check i f t h e r e are f i e l d s>>

5 MemodBox method = compos i t i onSys tem . createMethodBox ( ”GetData ” ) ;
6 / /<<s p e c i f y method parameters , scope and r e t u r n type>>

7 / /<<add code t o t h e method t o i n i t an in−memory b i n a r y w r i t e r>>

8 f o r ( F ie ldBox f i e l d : f i e l d s )
9 {

10 method . a d d S t r i n g ( ” b i n a r y W r i t e r . Wr i te ( ” + f i e l d . Name +” ) ; \ n” ) ;
11 }
12 / /<<add code t o method t o p r o p e r l y r e t u r n b y t e s from b i n a r y W r i t er >>

13 box . addMethodBox ( method ) ;

Figure 2.12: The Invasive Implementation of theGetData() Method

All the member fields ofGameScore class are accessed, and based on them the code for
a new private methodGetData() is generated.GetData() serializes the data of each
field in a memory binary stream. The example of the Figure 2.12 accesses first the Java
class (GameScore.java) and implicitly parses it in lines 1-2. Then, it builds a list of all
fields found in the input class (line 3). It creates a new method node (line 4) for theGet-
Data() method that needs to be added. The details of the method node, such as its return
type and the parameters, are specified in lines 6-7 (not shown). The example traverses over
all the fields which are found in the fields list. For each field, code to serialize its contents

27To keep the discussion simple, it is assumed that theGameScore class includes only simple primitive types.
Object serialization should follow the containment dependencies to properly serialize all field objects. Checking
of the special cases is also omitted from the code.
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into a series of bytes is added to the newGetData() method (lines 8-11). Finally the
created method is added to the class (line 13)28.

A similar methodSetData(byte[] data) that reverses the serialization process
could also be generated at the same time.

While a Java source code unit (*.java) is shown in this example, the input could also be a
compiled Java class (.*class). The class file (bytecodes) can be processed either at load-time or
at run-time if the particular invasive system has the support for that.

As illustrated by this example, even for relatively small tasks, invasive compositions re-
quire tedious coding. This is an inherent property of API-based generation systems [Voe03a]
due to the programming indirection. Rather than writing the source code directly, code that
generates the code is written. The indirect code has also to deal with each special case. Code
templates and textual pieces of code can be used to shorten the amount of code that needs to be
written programmatically and debugged indirectly. TheGetData() method could also be cre-
ated from a predefined source code template. The template would then be bounded [Aßm03]29 to
the specific code generated to serialize each field. Suitable predicates, which are used to control
the AST node selection and iteration, as those in [Vis01a], can also reduce the needed work.

2.3.3 Non-Invasive versus Invasive Techniques

Most software composition problems, such as the dependency injection, can be solved either
with non-invasive or invasive techniques. However, there are several differences between the
non-invasive and invasive techniques with regard to:

• Automation- invasive techniques can help to achieve more automation, because they can
be customized for the problem at hand. Invasive techniques reduce better the accidental
complexity of the solution.

• Flexibility - invasive techniques are more flexible for making changes inside components.
These changes are either not possible with non-invasive techniques, or require many indi-
rection layers to be implemented.

• Dynamicity- non-invasive techniques enable changing the binding of the components with
services at the run-time. Invasive techniques are static: they usually work with the AST
of a program. Invasive techniques could also be implemented dynamically if appropriate
run-time support is provided.

28The code which saves back the class after its modification is omitted.
29That is, template parameters will be replaced by the specific code for the use-case.
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• Ease of the implementation- non-invasive techniques require only OO mechanisms which
can be found in many languages. Invasive techniques require meta-language extensions or
external frameworks that need to be maintained explicitly as the core language changes.

Depending on the particular properties of the specific systems, sometimes dynamicity is
preferred to flexibility and automation, and sometimes using existing language support is pre-
ferred to using external frameworks. For mobile containers, the declarative language constructs
are supported with attributes, so that the static invasive techniques make more sense. Maximum
automation is needed and the generic dynamicity of non-invasive compositions is not required in
the addressed MIDP [J2M02b] systems (§5). Section§2.1.2 listed several preferable properties
of the variability mechanisms for mobile product-lines. Table 2.1 summarizes how these criteria
are supported by invasive and non-invasive techniques for attribute mobile product-lines.

Criteria Invasive Non-Invasive
Explicit programming model, possibly DSL based+ -
Enable automation + -
Low start-up / evolution costs - +
Domain-specific optimizations + -

Table 2.1: Techniques for Attribute Mobile Containers - Invasive versus Non-Invasive

As shown in Table 2.1, invasive techniques can be used to support an explicit program-
ming model with DSA at the language level. The focus in this thesis is in the invasive interpreta-
tion of explicit hooks modeled with attributes. This means, for example, that invasive techniques
can be used to automate attribute-based DSA transformation, but in general invasive techniques
could also be used with implicit hooks (joinpoints) (§2.4). Explicit attributes combined with
invasive techniques help to reduce the accidental complexity. The last line of Table 2.1 shows
that, for mobile containers, invasive techniques also support better the optimizations, e.g., spe-
cific selection of service code, or reduce the abstractions being used.

The only benefit of non-invasive techniques with regard to the criteria in Table 2.1 is that
they do not require any special language support and have lower start-up costs. That is, non-
invasive containers are easier to implement. However, non-invasive techniques do not support
an explicit declarative programming model. This means that more lines of code need to be
written with non-invasive techniques. Therefore, non-invasive techniques offer less automation
than invasive ones. Appropriate lightweight attribute-based DSA technology can help to reduce
the startup costs of invasive DSA techniques and to preserve the DSA automation benefits.

Invasive techniques have several liabilities that need to be addressed:

• Lack of language technology support.Invasive techniques may not be directly supported
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by the language. Source to source transformers require access to the AST of the compo-
nent code. For languages that support binary meta-data, such as Java [Jav04], transfor-
mations at binary level can be used. Some equivalent of source code AST is preserved
and need to be accessed and manipulated. Not all OO languages offer such AST access
as part of their libraries. Third-party parser tools need to be used. These tools should be
explicitly maintained when the target language changes. Third-party meta-programming
frameworks increase the overall cost of the container implementation30 and can result in
higher costs for a product-line, as compared to the non-invasive techniques.

• Transformation side-effects.The flexibility of invasive techniques raises new problems
for debugging and traceability. Transformation side-effects31 may not be predictable in all
cases. Despite of the flexibility of invasive techniques, developers need to be conservative
in the way they use them (the so-calledsoundcompositions in [Aßm03]). Explicit exten-
sion points used in frameworks and explained in section§2.1.3 can be combined with the
invasive techniques to narrow the range of transformation possibilities in a product-line
and reduce the transformation side-effects.

2.4 Aspect-Oriented Programming and Product-Lines

The transformations of attribute-based DSA (§3.1) that are used in this thesis can be supported
with any generic invasive meta-programming system. This section discusses Aspect-Oriented
Programming (AOP) [KLM+97] as a generic technique that can be used to support invasive com-
positions. AOP is used to implement horizontal32 transformations [GSCK04] within the same
system meta-level, usually within a single programming language. Arbitrary meta-program gen-
erators and DSA can be used to implement horizontal, but more often vertical transformations,
which cross more than one meta-level. There is an overlap of various program transformation
technologies that affects also attribute-based transformations. Attributes can be used to carry
either horizontal, or vertical semantics and serve as a bridge that enables AOP engines, which
can access attributes, e.g., AspectJ [Lad03, KHH+01]33, to support vertical transformations that
can be expressed with attributes.

This overlap has several consequences. More than one technology can be utilized to
achieve the same transformations. All AOP examples given in [Lad03], can be equally solved

30For example, third-party tools used to parse Java code or manipulate Java binaries have difficulties moving from
JDK 1.4 to JDK 1.5. JDK 1.5, introduced a lot of new syntax and the binary meta-data were slightly enriched.
The Java vendor (Sun) does not support any transformation interface for Java binaries.

31For example, joinpoint matching with pointcuts in AspectJ [KHH+01] may match also program elements that
were not intended as the system evolves.

32Horizontal transformations have both the domain and the co-domain in the same MOF [Met02] level. Vertical
transformations have the domain and the co-domain in different MOF meta-levels.

33With support for Java 1.5 annotations.
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with any invasive transformation framework, even though some more explicit context book-
keeping data may be occasionally needed. For example, the AOP techniques could be explained
in terms of hooks in the COMPOST [Aßm03], a generic invasive composition system. It is, thus,
often not clear when to choose one technology or another. There is also no clear boundary on
the limits of what can be achieved with specific technologies, such as AOP.

This section elaborates more about the position of AOP for supporting generation. AOP
techniques will be compared with DSA in section§3.5.3. This section considers AOP from a
technical point of view as an invasive transformation technique. While the focus will be on
attribute transformations, much of the discussion in this section is general and applies not only
to mobile product-lines.

2.4.1 Introduction to AOP Techniques

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [KLM+97] comprises a set of technologies aimed at bet-
ter modularization of cross-cutting concerns found in software systems. This section discusses
AOP from a technical perspective. The interest will be in the transformation mechanisms used
by AOP and not in the modularization issues [Ost03]. The discussion of AOP technology is
based on the AspectJ programming language [Lad03, KHH+01]34. The scheme in Figure 2.13
illustrates the relations between the main components found in AOP terminology.

a) The Complete Program

Execution Graph

b) The Joinpoints Graph

Pointcut

(shadow)

Advice

c) Advice Graph

Joinpointprojection

Figure 2.13: Illustration of Components found in the AOP Terminology

• A program is seen in AOP as anexecution graph[MK03]. A node in this graph represents

34AspectJ is Java dialect with AOP extensions. The AspectJ’s predicate model has been influential to other AOP
languages.
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a possible state of the program and an edge represents a transition from one state to an-
other. The node set of the execution graph of a program includes theoretically any state in
a program execution, with all possible paths to that state from the other states as shown in
part (a) of Figure 2.13.

Building the complete execution graph for any arbitrary program and any possible input
is unfeasible. The termexecution graphis often used in AOP to mean some abstraction of
the entire execution graph, consisting of some representation of the Abstract Syntax Tree
(AST) and eventually augmented by information from additional static or dynamic analy-
sis, e.g.: data flow information, control flow information, and other forms of execution
history. Collecting the additional information, e.g., execution history, may require special
run-time support35.

• Accessible points of the execution graph are calledjoinpointsand are defined as”any
identifiable execution point in a system.”[Lad03]. As shown in part (b) of Figure 2.13,
joinpoints are a subset of the execution graph accessible in a particular representation of
it36. A joinpoint model describes the execution graph nodes based on the context where
they are found, shown as edges inside the dashed circle in part (b) of Figure 2.13. That
is, the execution nodes are identified not only by their own characteristics, e.g., a method
signature, but also from the context where they are found, e.g., where the method is being
called.

As mentioned in section§2.3.2, the accessible points of a program graph depend on the
technology used to describe it. Some systems, such as AspectJ, place further restrictions
on accessible joinpoints and distinguish between all possible joinpoints (accessible for
example thought AST) andexposedjoinpoints [Lad03]. For example, AspectJ’s joinpoint
model does not expose loops. That is, loops are a possible, but non-exposed joinpoint.

• An execution graph is a state machine. To modify the execution graph, there should be a
way to select sets of nodes of interest and modify, replace, or delete them. There are two
ways how this can be done and both are explored in AOP:

i. The execution graph is totally known37. That is, the entire state machine graph
or at least the wanted parts to change are known. In this case, one can speak of
selectionof nodes and of explicitsearchover the execution graph. Depending on
the execution graph representation many transformations are possible in this total
view. For example, often the AST is used as a representation of the total execution
graph.

35An optimization used in AspectJ [KHH+01] is to simulate part of execution to collect some run-time data from
the static AST to avoid the overhead of run-time support, for example, when implementingcflow.

36A projection in time and space of the execution graph.
37This is of course not possible all the time, especially at run-time.
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ii. The execution graph is partially known at run-time. Transformations over the total
view of the execution graph cannot be done in real-time. This could be a problem
for those graph transformations that rely on information that is available only at run-
time. In this case, one can see the execution graph as an automata and can wait for
patterns of transitions orevents. Every time an event happens, one can respond to it
in real-time with predefinedevent handlers (callbacks).

The real-time processing of events38 requires some form of run-time support which is
often not acceptable, because of the additional overhead or proprietary technology ad-
ditions. Using partial evaluation [JGS93] (partial execution) techniques, many real-time
(dynamic) events can be equally expressed statically by using the information found in
total static models such as the AST, the way AspectJ does. The total view of the graph
is, in general, preferable as it removes the need to maintain the execution context. The
real-time partial view requires maintaining the execution context explicitly39.

AOP systems logically use the real-time event-based way for reacting to sets of nodes of
interest. Practically, most events can be statically implemented. For this reason, some
of the early AOP systems, such as AspectJ, speak aboutvirtual eventsover the program
control flow [Lad03]. Newer implementations, especially those of dynamic AOP, such
as Prose [PGA02], react to actual events in the program execution and the distinction
between virtual events and event-driven (triggered) systems is blurred.

The event patterns of interest, over the execution graph, can be made declarative by using
specialized predicates. A predicate model can allow also the composition of primitive
predicates. Predicates can be part of a general-purpose language and are known in AOP
aspointcuts. For example, pointcut predicates such ascfloware made part of the AspectJ
syntax. The selection criteria in a pointcut is based on all characteristics of a joinpoint,
this includes a node in the execution graph and its context.

• Every time an event of interest is matched by a pointcut predicate some action of interest
(event handler) can be executed. This is known asadvicein AOP and is shown in part (c)
of Figure 2.13. The execution graph regions matched by a predicate are also known as the
pointcut shadow[MK02].

The advice contains code to be executed for the matched nodes. The modifications that
the advice code can do to the execution graph can include any graph rewriting [Men99]
technique, depending on the model used to present the execution graph.

38That is, responding to the events as soon as they happen.
39This is analogous to the difference between DOM and SAX parser models for XML documents

(http://www.w3.org/) [McL01]. ADynamic Object Model (DOM)parser processes entirely an XML document
and builds a total tree of its nodes, so the node tree can be explicitly searched and modified using XPath or
XQuery. A Simple API for XML (SAX)parser, on the other hand, generates events (that can be processed if de-
sired) every time it encounters a node tag in a XML document. In the case of using SAX, the context where a
node is found with regard to the other nodes need to be maintained explicitly if needed.
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The process of injecting the advice code into the pointcut shadows is known asweaving.
Depending on the AOP system the weaving process can be either static or dynamic.

• The combination of pointcuts and advice is known as anaspect. Depending on the par-
ticular system, an aspect may contain also other elements. For example, AspectJ aspects
contain compile-time directives for errors, introduction (invasive changes in the structural
hierarchy of a program) and can declare new methods and fields.

2.4.2 AOP as a Generic Invasive Transformation Technique

The above discussion about AOP shows that AOP engines are generic transformation engines,
that can be used to carry out a great range of invasive transformations. AOP techniques have been
used to support product-line variability [MO04, LRZJ04]. The possible AOP transformation are
limited only by the joinpoint model supported by a specific AOP engine implementation. The
use of generic AOP engines, such as AspectJ, is preferable for program transformation because
of:

• Language integration. AspectJ is tightly integrated with the Java language. This enables
a great range of compiler-based static checking to find errors in the aspect code40.

• Declarativenes. AspectJ offers a set of declarative context-enabled predicates (pointcuts)
to select nodes of interest41. The pointcuts not only ease the implementation, they also
build a common vocabulary to speak about node selection.

• IDE Support. Statically checked generative tools with IDE42 support simplify the im-
plementation of program transformations. AspectJ is tightly integrated to Java, and well
supported by development tools, such as, Eclipse AJDT [Ecl05].

These features make any generic transformation system, such as AspectJ, preferable, be-
cause the cost of developing custom transformation systems is often high and cannot be justified.
There are also several liabilities:

• Specialized transformation engines can explore better the domain characteristics.Generic
transformation engines including the AOP ones are not always the best option. Generic
transformation engines could be used to implement transformations in those systems
where it makes no sense to invest in a more specific transformation technology. How-
ever, invasive transformation frameworks specialized for a narrower purpose are better

40AspectJ is not the only generic generative framework that is statically checked.
41AspectJ users are not explicitly aware that aspects rely on the meta-model of a program to manipulate it. This is

explicit in other systems with meta-programming capabilities.
42Integrated Development Environment.
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suited in the long term than any generic transformation engine. An example, where a spe-
cific technique is better suited than any generic technique, would be to add OO support to
ANSI C. One can start with a Cstruct construct and add some abstractions around it,
using a combination of C code and generative transformations as in [Sch94a], to make the
struct construct behave as a C++ class. Any invasive transformation tool that allows us
to access the AST of a C program can be used for this purpose. However, the complexity
of the solution would make any generic tool based implementation complex. Specialized
generative techniques for this problem, as in [Sch94a], work better in ANSI C case. And
it is even better, if the OO abstractions are made part of the language, as they are in C++.

• Limitations in transformation capabilities of generic systems.Another issue with generic
transformation engines is their transformation limitations. The limitations are unfortu-
nately not always clearly stated. For example, the joinpoint model of AspectJ cannot be
used to enforce capital name conventions [TBG03]. These limitations exist on purpose in
AspectJ. They make its programming model simpler and AspectJ was originally intended
to make various modularization factorizations over the meta-model of a Java program eas-
ier. Supporting very detailed joinpoint models is possible, but would remove much of the
declarativeness of the pointcut notations used.

• Limited support for vertical transformations.AOP engines, such as AspectJ are tightly
connected to the meta-model of the language they target. They cannot support new key-
words or new language constructs. This makes some generic AOP systems, such as As-
pectJ, to offer limited support for implementing arbitrary DSA constructs. Section§3.5.3
returns to this issue and explains in more detail the relation between AOP and DSA.

Chapter§4 develops a transformation technology specialized for interpreting DSA emulated
with attributes. Having a special transformation technology for this domain, enables develop-
ing modular attribute-driven transformers that are difficult to structure and enforce with more
generic transformation technologies. It makes sense to invest on an attribute-driven transfor-
mation technology, as the problem is relatively complex, very specific, and the attribute-driven
transformation technology can be used to support open container frameworks to organize assets
of product-lines for more than one domain.

2.5 Chapter Summary

More mobile applications can be build and debugged, if product-lines are introduced for this
domain. Iterative mobile product-lines automatically reuse the common functionality of mobile
application families. Several variability mechanisms can be used to support mobile product-
lines, e.g., OO libraries, frameworks, visual modeling with CASE tools, and domain-specific
abstractions (DSA) directly supported at the language level.
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DSA support the architecture of a mobile product-line at the language level, blur the
distinction between visual CASE tools and programming language constructs, and allow for
domain-specific optimizations. The cost of introducing DSA remains very high, and low cost
implementation mechanisms need to be explored.

Software containers offer an convenient architectural pattern to organize product-line as-
sets. Containers clearly separate the application specific functionality from the cross-cutting
domain functionality. Containers can be used to transparently inject the domain services into a
specific application. A mobile container is used to support product-lines for mobile device ap-
plications. The assets of a mobile product-line are organized as container services, having both
a server and a mobile client part. DSA combined with the container abstraction can be used to
create open container families for supporting product-line development.

There are several invasive and non-invasive approaches to implement the dependency
injection of services in containers. Non-invasive techniques are easier to implement, but offer
less automation. Invasive techniques are better suited to support attribute-based DSA in mobile
containers. Static invasive techniques in the context of a container can be used to bind attribute-
based DSA to the product-line services.

The need for several technologies was identified and they will be explored further in the
following chapters:

• Lightweight language extensions based on attributes.Attribute enabled language technol-
ogy can use attributes at various levels of abstraction to emulate embedded DSA in order
to support iterative product-line development with minimum start-up costs. Language
technology that directly supports attribute-based transformations is needed (§3).

• Attribute-driven transformation support.Any generic invasive programming model can
be used to implement attribute-based abstractions. Specialized transformations could help
to better modularize attribute-based transformers and make them declarative. Attribute-
based transformer technology enables reuse of transformation components and declarative
composition of attribute-based transformers (§4).

• Open container families.Extensible containers are needed to organize the common mo-
bile device application functionality. Mobile containers are specialized to address the
peculiarities of mobile applications and to organize the mobile product-line assets, e.g.,
the need for data adaptation and performance optimizations (§5).
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Chapter 3
Attribute Enabled Software

Development

We don’t usually consider a statement to be
data at all, since it cannot be read, written, or
manipulated.

R. A. Finkel, Advanced Programming Language

Design, 1996

This chapter1 explains the main ideas behind attribute-enabled language technologies2 and their
usage to support domain specific abstractions (DSA). Section§3.1 explains how DSA can be
supported with attributes and how the domain variability can be modeled as nested attribute-
families. The advantages ofattribute enabled programming(AEP) are discussed in section§3.2
focusing on mapping Model-Driven Architecture (MDA) UML class diagram models onto source
code artifacts. Several widely used approaches for mapping MDA models are compared with
the attribute programming.

Section§3.3 investigates several ways to support attribute-based design in UML class di-
agrams. The language technology used to support AEP is discussed in section§3.4, stressing

1This chapter shares content with references [CM05a, CK05].
2The termlanguage technologyis used to mean the complete language system: the grammar, the binary represen-

tation, and the run-time system.
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the importance that this technology be part of the core language and supported by the language
vendor. Related approaches are addressed in section§3.5, where attribute programming is com-
pared with other ways to support EDSL constructs, namely extensible grammars / compilers
and meta-programming systems. Finally, section§3.6 explores the proper usage of attributes to
clarify the power and some of the pitfalls of the AEP.

Supporting DSA with Attributes
Section§3.1
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Comparison to other Approaches
Section§3.5

Representing Attributes in UML
Section§3.3

Proper Usage of Attributes
Section§3.6

3.1 Supporting DSA with Attributes

Based on the third alternative for implementing domain specific abstractions (DSA) explained in
section§2.1.5, namely generic language additions, this thesis develops technology that addresses
the DSA drawbacks mentioned in section§2.1.5 based onexplicit attributes[Hed97, BCVM02].
Explicit attributes are a lightweight language extension which reduces the grammar processing
costs and avoids the DSA accidental costs. Using aattribute(or tag) to denote a property about
an entity is intuitive. When Knuth [Knu90] describes the idea of using attributes as tags that
carry out semantics related to grammar productions, he notes that the idea has been around
for some time. Since then, attribute grammars have evolved and matured and they are used in
different ways to develop software [Paa95].

An example is the tag definition and usage in the Meta-Object Facility (MOF) [Met02]
and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [OMG03]3. In MOF tags derive from the classMo-
delElement , i.e., any element can be decorated with custom defined tags (Figure 3.1). Tags
carry no domain-specific semantics for the MOF or UML itself. Their semantics are meaningful
only to the modeler of the profile, who introduces the tag definitions. Tags serve as hints to
model transformers and generators and enable the association of arbitrary semantics with model
elements of interest, without having to change the meta-model of a given model. In terms of
MOF, tags enable modeling in different vertical layers simultaneously: At any layer Mi there is
some functionality available to modify the model, the same as being in the layer Mi+1.

3UML can be desribed in terms of MOF.
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ModelElement

Generalized

Element

Stereotype

Tag

(TagDefinition)
TaggedValueNamespace Action

Figure 3.1: TheTagelement in MOF / UML can be used with anyModelElement

This thesis focuses on the use ofattributes[Pro02], known also asannotations[JSR03] or
tags[Met02], as a form of graph labeling [Men99] at the programming language level. In some
programming languages, attributes areexplicitly present as part of the grammar rules and allow
to modify the semantics of language constructs without changing the grammar [TS97]. The
interest is in programming languages that allow a programmer to define any number of attributes
to decorate selected elements, promoting an explicit attribute programming model [BCVM02].
Examples of languages that support the annotation of program elements with attributes4 are
the .NET [Pro02] platform with its common language model and Java 1.5 whose annotations
support is described in JSR 175 [JSR03]. In other languages, where support for attributes is
missing, e.g., J2ME MIDP [J2M02b], attributes can be emulated with special comments as is
the case with JavaDoc [Pol00] comments in Java 1.4.

Unlike other approaches [TS97], where a limited number of predefined attributes is used
to replace custom keywords, explicit attributes can be introduced freely, in any number, in a lan-
guage that supports them. They are used directly at the source level and hence the qualification
explicit. This is different from other approaches, where attributes are used in the inner parts
of a compiler to save intermediate processing results [vdBHKO02, WB00]. Attributes enable
the decoration of program entities with custom notations, whose semantics are defined by the
programmer. Attribute decorations are explicitly used by the developers and represent semantics
that make use of an arbitrary context, unlike in a attribute grammar [Paa95, WMBK02], where
attributes are used inside the parser to help with the evaluation of the grammar rules and where
the propagation of the context is well-defined. Attributes can be parameterized and help to drive
program transformations and can also be used to emulate DSA at the language level.

In a language that supports attributes, e.g., .NET C# [Pro02], the same web service lan-

4Different names are used for tags, such as attributes [Pro02] or annotators [JSR03].
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guage extensions of Figure 2.4 (§2.1.5) can be coded by introducing two custom attributes as
shown in Figure 3.2. TheTravelAgent class is decorated with the attribute[WebServi-
ce] , whereas its public methods that constitute the web service interface have a[WebMethod]
attribute. Introducing new attributes is supported directly by the .NET compilers and there is no
need to deal with any grammar modification issues. This makes it easier to extend a .NET-based
language, such as C#, with domain-specific constructs.

1 [ WebService ]
2 c l a s s Trave lAgen t {
3 . . .
4 [ WebMethod ]
5 pub l i c vo id GetHo te l s ( ){ . . .}
6 . . .
7 }

Figure 3.2: A Web Service Class with two Inter-depended Attributes

Unlike some forms of EDSLs, such as SQLj, which introduce islands of alien code into a
host language, this thesis will be restricted to less expressive language extensions in the form of
new parameterized attribute-based keywords that fit in the overall design of the host language.
While less expressive than full-fledged EDSLs, attribute-based language extensions are expres-
sive enough to support declarative DSA for iterative product-line variability, as will be explained
in section§3.5 and demonstrated in chapter§5. The attribute technology makes it possible to
benefit from the declarative nature of DSA in order to preserve the domain abstractions, whereas
at the same time, attributes keep the start-up costs of DSA extensions at a minimum. This makes
attribute-based DSA a variation mechanism of choice for iterative mobile product-lines.

3.1.1 Supporting Domain Variability with Attribute Families

There are several techniques to identify the core assets and present the variability of the require-
ments for a domain [KE02]. One of the most widely used is Feature-Oriented Domain Analysis
(FODA) [KCH+90, CE00, BHST04]. FODA models variability as feature trees with required,
optional, or alternative sub-trees. Starting with a feature diagram, it is possible to identify com-
ponents of a system and produce design models of how the final system may look like [ZJF01].
Feature representation facilitates also the representation of the domain concerns with declarative
programming constructs [vDK01]. Modeling of domain features with attributes could follow the
structure of the feature diagrams.

The idea is to model top features of a domain that would be handled by an attribute-based
container by single attributes. For example, a single attribute can be used to represent a feature,
such as the need to persist the data in a mobile application. A simplified (non-complete) feature
model of data persistence is shown in Figure 3.3. The data may need to be stored locally in the
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data persistence

location representation

local remote primary keys other fields

Figure 3.3: Feature Representation of Data Persistence

device or remotely on the server-side. The possible representation model of the data needs to be
decides for each component, e.g., the fields that will serve as primary keys. Attributes can be
grouped in tree-like name spaces, where each name space is used to model different parameters
of a single product-line asset. Sub-attributes are added as necessary to follow the feature model
and obtain a tree-like view of the modeled domain concern. Attribute name spaces will be
calledattribute familiesand a C++ [Str97] namespace-like dot notation will be used to organize
them. The parameterization of attribute families is done by using nested attributes or attribute
parameters.

For example, consider the attribute-based implementation example of aGameScorecom-
ponent in a mobile application5, shown in Figure 3.4. The code in Figure 3.4 is a declarative
specification of the functionality encoded in Figure 3.56. The fields in Figure 3.4 are decorated
with explicit attributes in the form of special’[]’ comments. The following attribute families
correspond to the different generic domain assets (§2.2.3) that have been used in the code of
Figure 3.4:

• [property] - adds accessor / mutator methods for a field (lines 3, 10, 17, and 20).

• [validate] - adds validation code for fields that have mutator methods;min, maxshow the
required range for an integer or the required length ranges for a string field (lines 2, 8, 9,
15, and 16).

• [dp] - adds data persistence methods to the component, and allows the records to be
retrieved sorted based on the primary keys (presented as an attribute sub-familydp.pk)
(lines 1, 6, 7, 13, and 14).

5The example is based on the standardGameScoreexample which comes with J2ME MIDP 2.0 [J2M02b] docu-
mentation, explained in chapter§5. The examples of Figure 3.4 and Figure 3.5 will be reused in chapter§4 to
explain attribute-driven transformations.

6The code in Figure 3.5 is one possible result of mapping the code in Figure 3.4 to a concrete implementation for a
concrete mobile device.
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1 [ dp ]
2 [ v a l i d a t e ]
3 [ p r o p e r t y ]
4 pub l i c c l a s s GameScore{
5
6 [ dp . pk ]
7 [ dp . pk . s o r t ( ” asc ” ) ]
8 [ v a l i d a t e . min ( 0 ) ]
9 [ v a l i d a t e . max ( 1 0 0 ) ]

10 [ p r o p e r t y . a c c e s s o r ]
11 p r i v a t e i n t s c o r e ;
12
13 [ dp . pk ]
14 [ dp . pk . s o r t ( ” asc ” ) ]
15 [ v a l i d a t e . min ( 4 ) ]
16 [ v a l i d a t e . max ( 3 2 ) ]
17 [ p r o p e r t y . bo th ]
18 p r i v a t e S t r i n g playerName ;
19
20 [ p r o p e r t y . bo th ]
21 p r i v a t e S t r i n g Comment ;
22 }

Figure 3.4: Input Code

1 pub l i c c l a s s GameScore{
2 p r i v a t e i n t s c o r e ;
3 p r i v a t e S t r i n g playerName ;
4 p r i v a t e S t r i n g Comment ;
5
6 pub l i c g e t S c o r e ( ) { re turn s c o r e ; }
7
8 pub l i c S t r i n g se tP layerName (
9 s t r i n g v a l u e )

10 { playerName = v a l u e ;}
11
12 / / . . .
13 pub l i c byte [ ] t oRecord ( )
14 {
15 By teAr rayOutpu tS t ream baos =
16 new ByteAr rayOutpu tS t ream ( ) ;
17 DataOutpu tS t ream o u t p u t S t r e a m =
18 new DataOutpu tS t ream ( baos ) ;
19 o u t p u t S t r e a m . w r i t e I n t ( o . g e t S c o r e ( ) ) ;
20 o u t p u t S t r e a m . wri teUTF (
21 o . getP layerName ( ) ) ;
22 o u t p u t S t r e a m . wri teUTF (
23 o . getComment ( ) ) ;
24 re turn baos . toBy teAr ray ( ) ;
25 }
26 / / . . .
27 }

Figure 3.5: Output Code

The organization of attribute families is similar to organizing other language abstractions
into name spaces and enables the reuse of attribute names with overloaded semantics, reducing
the total required vocabulary. For example, all attributes related to the persistence of data in a
device start with thedb prefix (lines 1, 6, 7, 13, and 14 in Figure 3.4). Attribute parameters, e.g.,
"asc" in line 7 in Figure 3.4, are used to support the variability of the specific attributes inside
an attribute family. Using attribute families makes it easier to organize the domain functionality.
All domain assets are organized as a tree of attribute families. Similar to language name spaces,
attribute families can contain nested sub-families that group the variability of similar concepts,
e.g.,db.pk , groups the variability parameters related to the primary keys (lines 6, 7, 13, and 14
in Figure 3.4).

Based on the domain features, the architectural space of a product-line can be designed
and its programming model can be decided. In [CE00], the domain features are divided in
four classes: concrete, aspectual, abstract, and grouping. As explained in section (§2.2.3), the
container-based view of a product-line enables a uniform treatment of generic and specific assets
and their features. The programming model can be represented by attribute families. Attributes
enable a uniform representation of all the feature groups distinguished in [CE00]. For example,
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the concrete implementation of the data persistence feature of Figure 3.3 will be aconcrete
component as part of the product-line services. The instantiation of the data persistence feature
is, however,aspectual. The specification of the primary keys needs to refer to a particular
component implementation. Attributes connect the feature-based variability implemented as
part of the product-line services with the fine-grained feature variability code written manually
by the developers. Ideally, attribute families enable the presentation of the domain features
declaratively, without giving any clues about the implementation details of a given feature. In
practice, the level of abstraction modeled by an attribute family is as good as the feature model
used to create it. Attribute can easily reflect the evolution of a feature model. As explained in
section (§3.4), attribute-enabled languages are a lightweight mechanism to support the evolution
of the declarative constructs in code.

3.1.2 Attribute Parameters

Attribute parameters are a convenient mechanism to specify the variability modeled using at-
tributes. This section discusses how attribute parameters can be included formally in the overall
attribute model. The discussion hitherto has assumed that attributes have the following EBNF
[GJ90] form:attributeName := (paramterName = parameterValue) * . An at-
tribute is identified by a name and by any (optional) parameters that it takes.

A distinction can be done betweenstructuralattribute parameters that are known at com-
pile time (usually static constants) andbehavioralparameters whose value can be determined
(dynamically) only at run-time. When attributes are used for generation, they can contain only
compile time evaluated parameters. Run-time evaluated parameters usually need some form of
run-time support. Behavioral parameters are similar to introducing additional method / construc-
tor arguments, and can be handled as such in the systems that need them.

When speaking about attributes, their structural parameters will be implied without mak-
ing any special assumptions about them. Using parameters is only a convenience in using tags
for annotations. While parameters help to express attribute variability more declaratively, they
do not make annotations more powerful as summarized formally by the following theorem:

Theorem 3.1.1 Tags with explicit structural parameters can be always replaced with tags with-
out parameters in a given program.

Proof: Let T be a tag andπ its parameters vector. We need to prove that (i) there exists a
discrete function F: (T,π) → T’, that returns a new tag T’ based on the tag T and its parameters
π and (ii) that F is a finite function, that is, it has a finite co-domain.
(i) Let F: (T, π) → T’ be a function constructed by expressing all the parameters{π} as strings
that are joined together with some string separator (e.g: ’$’), and appended to the tag T, for
example T’ = T$π. The function F returns a unique tag for any tuple (T,π). If ’$’ is escaped
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inside T andπ, then F has also an inverse function F−1: T’ → (T, π).
(ii) The function F is a total function over{π}. If {π} is an infinite set then so is F. But the
number of structural elements in a given program is finite. Thus, even thoughπ could be infinite,
only a finite set of its values are used in a given program. So, F can be replaced with a finite set
of partial functions overπ (QED).

3.1.3 Connecting Attribute DSA with Product-Line Assets

Representing DSA with attributes in code removes the costs related to the grammar modification.
Attribute-based DSA should, however, be interpreted and properly connected to product-line
services. For example, the code in Figure 3.6 shows the attribute-decoratedGameScore class
of Figure 3.4. The used attributes state that theGameScore objects should be made persistent
in the memory of a mobile device. The persistence requirement is expressed declaratively as a
set of attributes, e.g.,dp7 in theGameScore class definition.

Data

Persistence

Service

[DP]

class GameScore

{

 [ PrimaryKey ]

    string userName;

    ...

}

inject

inject

Figure 3.6: Connecting Attributes with Services

The declarative attribute-based DSA notation needs to be connected to the actual data
persistence code (service). The connection can be implemented in a variety of ways, for example
by enhancing the compiler to detect and process the attributes, or by using some other way
to organize services, such as, as component libraries or templates, and then bind them to the
attribute-decorated code as required. Given that the focus is on easy to implement and maintain
DSA mechanisms, extending the compiler is not an option.

Section§2.2 already discussed how product-line assets can be organized as services that
are transparently managed by a software container abstraction. Chapter§4 develops a tech-
nology to implement modular attribute-based transformers, which helps to develop low-cost
attribute-based DSA transformations and connect them to the product-line services. Attributes
can be interpreted before or after compilation, or at runtime. Attribute interpretation requires to
somehow be able to access and eventually modify / transform some AST-like source- or binary-
level representation of the annotated program. For instance, tags used in MOF / UML can be

7Data Persistence Object.
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interpreted when the model is transformed to another more detailed model. JavaDoc attributes
used in Java 1.4 can be interpreted when the source code is processed. .NET attributes or Java
1.5 annotations are saved as part of the binary meta-data. This enables the manipulation of bi-
naries after compilation, or the run-time interpretation of tags by using the Reflection API. The
run-time interpretation requires that the original annotated program is structured in such a way,
that it can be compiled without interpreting the tag semantics. For example, in .NET a method
body cannot use a variable that will be introduced by an attribute interpretation, because such a
method cannot be compiled.

This chapter concentrates on language technology for supporting and facilitating the con-
struction and maintenance of attribute-based DSA transformers. Before doing so, in order to
complete the attribute-based software development discussion, the advantages of AEP will be
summarized, and ways to integrate attributes in the early phases of software development will
be considered.

3.2 Advantages of Attribute Programming

This section compares the benefits of having access to explicit attribute support at the language
level with other techniques to model domain abstractions in source code, namely marking in-
terfaces and pseudo-syntax marking. A typical model mapping scenario fromModel-Driven
Architecture(MDA) [HS01, Fra03] is used. The goal of MDA is to increase the level of abstrac-
tion of software development. MDA enables software developers to specify ”what” a software
solution should provide rather than ”how” to realize the desired solution in terms of the techni-
calities of a particular implementation platform. The ”what” is specified in a so-calledPlatform
Independent Model(PIM). Based on the chosen technology, there are different operations that
can be used to realize a PIM resulting in differentplatform specific models(PSMs) of the PIM.
A PSM can be a ready-to-run implementation, or it may act as a lower-level PIM for further
refinement to a new PSM that can be directly implemented.

Obviously, it is desirable to have an abstract PIM and to automate its translation to a given
PSM implementation. A fully automatic transformation of any abstract model is not possible.
Additional PSM specific directives need to be provided by applying marks from a specific pro-
file8 to PIM elements. This implies a commitment to some kind of technology for solving the
problem. The profile denotes the domain-specific notations using specialized forms of marking,
e.g., tagged values and stereotypes. Marking represents concepts of the PSM in the PIM and
indicates how the PIM elements are to be transformed [MDA03].

For illustration, Figure 3.7 shows a simple web service with two methods, (i) to log in
(authenticate) a user (Login ), and (ii) to enable the user to access some user specific data
(AccessUserData ). The simple Web Service class, namedWebService1 , is modeled

8UML profiles modify the UML M2 model, i.e., they bring extensions to the M2 level.
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by the means of UML profiles. Three stereotypes≪webservice ≫, ≪namespace ≫ and
≪uniqueid ≫ are defined. The last two can also be represented as tagged values connected
to the≪webservice ≫ stereotype. In addition, two free tagged values,enableSession of
typeboolean andtransactionOption of typeenumeration , are used to decorate the
methods of this web service.

<<WebService>>

WebService1

Login(username : String) : String { enableSession = true}

AccessUserData(id : String) : Data[1..*] {enableSession = true,

transactionOption = RequiresNew }

<<namespace>> namespace: String

<<uniqueid>> name: String

Figure 3.7: Modeling using UML Profiles

Compared to a more abstract counterpart that does not contain any of the above tags, the
model of Figure 3.7 is technology dependent. Several technology commitments are made by
using the profile. First, it is decided to expose the component as a web service. Second, the
technical concerns needed by the service methods are explicitly enumerated, e.g., session and
transaction management. However, at this point there is not yet any commitment made on how
the session and transaction management will be implemented. The example only states the need
for such technical services by means of the specialized UML profile, but has not yet committed
to a particular web service platform.

In the MDA terms, the model in Figure 3.7 is still a PIM for a more specific PSM. Given
such a marked PIM, some transformerT1 is applied to produce a lower-level PSM, as shown
schematically in Figure 3.8. In MDA the commitment about the technology is done in stages
rather than at once. The rationale behind this stratified commitment [AK01] is that a model
of a higher-level stage can be mapped to more than one possible models of a lower stage. A
staged commitment makes it possible to exchange the lower-level models, while preserving the
investment on the higher-level models.

Assuming that the target PSM is expressed in a programming language, the transformer
T1 knows (a) how to map marks to corresponding language constructs, and (b) how to map types
used in the model to types of the target programming language, e.g., aString in the modeling
language may map to a character array in the target programming language. Type mapping
is usually easy to handle automatically and will be not addressed any further. By selecting a
given language, a further commitment is made on what the final software will be like. Selecting
the target language says nothing about how issues, such as sessions and transactions, will be
implemented by tag interpretation (eventually in a later stage). Concerning the tag mapping, in
the case when the target PSM (Figure 3.8) is expressed in a concrete programming language,
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Marked

PIM

PSM

T1

PIM

Marks

Mapping

Figure 3.8: MDA PIM-to-PSM Transformations

one can distinguish between:

• mapping the tags to language constructs, and

• interpreting the language constructs to insert the specific concern’s functionality.

A specific transformer may combine all three stages (mapping types, mapping marks to
language constructs, and interpreting the latter) into a single pass. For instance, in addition to
type and tag mapping,T1 (Figure 3.8) may also interpret the tags. In this case,T1 commits to
concrete session and transaction implementations and produces an executable PSM.

However, it makes sense to separate tag mapping from tag interpretation, when the trans-
formation of a PIM to an executable PSM is not fully automatic. This is the case when modeling
is used only for defining the high-level architecture of an application. For example, in an EJB
[MH00] application it is preferred to model beans and their interactions by means of UML con-
structs. It is easier to write and maintain complex business functionality directly in Java rather
than to modelfor loops and similar constructs using the UML action language [OMG03]9. In
the web service example, issues, such as sessions and transactions, will be handled automati-
cally. Programmers may still fill-in manually the functionality for logging and retrieving data by
implementing the methodsLogin andAccessUserData .

As the focus is on programming language support for tag mapping and interpretation,
the interest will be in lightweight mappings of tags to language constructs that do not require
domain-specific additions to the target language. Such mappings are preferable because of lower
costs for mapping arbitrary custom profile elements to a general-purpose language. The remain-
ing of this section compares three widely used approaches for handling the mapping of tags
to programming language constructs and for the interpretation of language constructs, namely:

9The UML action language might be well suited to model embedded systems, where full automation of the trans-
formation would make sense.
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marking interfaces, pseudo-syntactic markingandattribute mapping10. The comparison is done
along the following dimensions:

1. Preservation of the PIM.Preserving the architecture of the marked PIM in the source PSM
is important, because it helps (a) to reverse engineer the source code PSM and (b) to un-
derstand the original PIM architecture by looking at source code alone. Figure 3.9 shows
an equivalent textual model of the web service of Figure 3.7 in an extended11 HUTN12

notation [Hum02]. The OMG HUTN standard is aimed at defining textual equivalents
of MOF / UML diagrams which can automatically be generated. The tags of the web
service example are modeled as extended adjectives in terms of HUTN. It is desirable
that the source code PSM preserves the PIM structure to the same degree as the HUTN
representation.

1 webse rv i ce ” WebService1 ”
2 {
3 namespace namespace : ”www. s t . tu−d a r m s t a d t . de ”
4 u n i q u i e i d name : ” Simple S e r v i c e ”
5
6 e n a b l e S e s s i o n Login ( username : S t r i n g ) : S t r i n g
7 e n a b l e S e s s i o n t r a n s a c t i o n O p t i o n . RequiresNew
8 AccessUserData ( i d : S t r i n g ) : Data [ 1 . .∗ ]
9 }

Figure 3.9: Extended HUTN Model

2. Complexity of the Programming Model.As already mentioned, parts of the code need
often to be filled-in manually by the programmer in the generated PSM code. The structure
of the PSM produced by tag mapping directly affects how the programmer interacts with
such code. It is preferable to keep the programming model simple.

3. Interpretation of Mappings.Interpretation is the next step after marks are mapped into
language entities. Different kinds of mappings result in different techniques of interpreta-
tion. The interest will be in how easy it is to interpret language constructs resulting from
tag mapping by considering the native support that the language technology offers for this
purpose.

4. Extensibility of the Profile.Extending a profile is often a requirement rather than an option.
It is preferable to have means which facilitate the introduction of custom extensions to

10A given tool may use any combination of these approaches.
11The introduced extensions address modeling profile elements. The current version of HUTN specification does

not address any extension mechanisms for HUTN in order to keep the language simple [Ste99].
12Human-Usable Textual Notation.
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profiles. To illustrate the discussion, suppose that a new tag namedlog is added to the
custom web service profile of Figure 3.7. This tag, when used with a method, will generate
code that logs all method invocations. In the discussion that follows, the tag will be added
to the Login method. Logging enables to register which users used the service, at what
time, and which users failed to authenticate.

3.2.1 Mapping Marked PIMs to Marking Interfaces

To implement mapping of the PIM of Figure 3.7 in Java 1.4, interfaces are often used as a means
to simulate marking code elements at the language level [NV02, Fra03]. If the PIM of Figure 3.7
needs to be implemented in Java 1.4, it could map to the Java model consisting of the classes
and interfaces of Figure 3.10.

EnableSessionWebService

TransactionRequiresNew

TransactionOption

TransactionNone

WebService

WebService1

ES1

Login(...)

TR1

AcessUserData(...)

<<interface>> <<interface>>

<<interface>> <<interface>>

<<interface>> <<interface>>

Figure 3.10: Mapping by Means of Marking Interfaces

For each tag and stereotype in Figure 3.7, a marking interface is introduced in Fig-
ure 3.10. Multiple-value attributes are modeled as specialized interfaces that derive from other
base marking interfaces. For example, Figure 3.10 assumes that the multi-value tagtran-
sactionOption can only have two possible values,RequiresNew andNone, which are
modeled by children interfaces of theTransactionOption . The stereotypes can also be
modeled as marking interfaces or as specialized (prototype) classes, e.g.,WebService in Fig-
ure 3.10. The mappings for the≪namespace ≫ and≪uniqueid ≫ stereotypes are not shown
in Figure 3.10 and it is assumed that they are used in the implementation ofWebService .

To simulate the tags of a given method in a given class, a specialized interface for that
method needs to be created. The specialized method interface derives from the basic inter-
faces that model the respective tags. For example, the interfaceES1 inherits fromEnableSe-
ssionWebService to make explicit that the methodLogin is marked by the tag simulated
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by theEnableSessionWebService interface. In the same way, the interfaceTR1 con-
taining the methodAccessUserData is derived fromEnableSessionWebService and
TransactionRequiresNew to reflect the fact that this method is marked by bothena-
bleSession andtransactionOption=RequiresNew in Figure 3.7. This way, the at-
tributes of a method can be found by looking at the interface it belongs to.

Discussion:

1. Preservation of the PIM- The mapping of Figure 3.10 does not preserve the modular
structure of the PIM in Figure 3.7. From the model in Figure 3.10, it is hard to guess the
clear and concise structure and semantics expressed by the original PIM. The correspond-
ing PSM code contains an explosive number of marking interfaces. This makes the PSM
model more difficult to understand and hinders reverse engineering to the original PIM.
The corresponding Java code of the UML model of Figure 3.10 will also be much more
verbose compared with the textual HUTN representation of Figure 3.9.

2. Complexity of the Programming Model- Even though the example is extremely simple and
several simplifying assumptions were done, the resulting PSM (Figure 3.10) gets complex
and verbose. Cross-interfaces need to be introduced that inherit from base ones. The
resulting PSM already mixes the business logic model with the model for implementing
technical concerns. The technical concerns crosscut the modular structure of the business
logic in Figure 3.10 and dictate the inheritance structure of the resulting program. The
developer responsible for implementing the PSM in Figure 3.10 cannot ”escape” some
issues related to the implementation of the technical concerns. The developer has to know
that interfaces, such asES1, exist and will be handled by a suitable concern automation
environment.

3. Interpretation of Mappings- Marking interfaces are not easy to interpret. Extracting the
tags of a given method requires finding the interface where the method is declared and
retrieving the interfaces from which this interface inherits. If the interpretation is done
at the source-code level, the full inheritance hierarchy must be resolved. Using compiled
pseudo-binaries that contain meta-data, e.g., Java bytecode along with Reflection API-
s, makes it easier to resolve marking. Reflection relies on the existing virtual machine
mechanisms to resolve the inheritance hierarchy. In order to extract knowledge about the
marking interfaces hierarchy, the transformer that performs the mapping of marks must
know the meta-model abstractions of the marked PIM.

The overhead of tag extraction in terms of both complexity and performance of the in-
terpretation logic cannot be avoided because the mapping of model tags to programming
language constructs does not preserve tags as first-class values. First, as indicated above,
the transformer that maps tags to language constructs is complex and needs to know the
tag meta-model of the marked PIM. Second, the tag interpretation transformer needs to
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basically ”undo” this work in order to extract tags from the marking interfaces resulting
in a double overhead.

4. Extensibility- To add a newlog tag to the methodLogin , a new additional interface
Log need to be created in the language representation. In addition, theES1 interface
needs to be modified so that the web service class inherits from the new interface, in order
to make explicit which new attributes theLogin method has. Iflog were to be added to
the other methods, the other interfaces need to be modified in a similar way. This would
make the PSM model even more complex. Hence, the marking interfaces approach does
not scale well.

3.2.2 Mapping Marked PIMs to Pseudo-Syntactic Elements

One way to decrease the number of the resulting marking interfaces is to rely on coding conven-
tions, such as those used in JavaBeans [Har97], J2EE EJB [Jav02a], or COMPOST [Aßm03].
Pseudo-syntactic marking uses string prefixes / suffixes to decorate the names of the marked el-
ements according to some accepted convention based on the marked PIM. This approach will be
calledpseudo-syntactic marking, because it adds new syntax to a language without really adding
new keywords.

Some systems, e.g., COMPOST [Aßm03], rely on pseudo-syntactic marking for express-
ing class and member annotations. Other systems, e.g., JavaBeans [Har97] and J2EE EJB
[Jav02a] use a mixture of marking interfaces, required coding conventions, and annotations
defined in so-called bean info objects (in the XML deployment descriptor). J2EE EJB imple-
ments class-level annotations by means of predefined classes / interfaces from which the anno-
tated classes inherit. For methods and attributes, JavaBeans and J2EE EJB use pseudo-syntactic
marking.

1 WebService1 implements WebService {
2 S t r i n g s e s s i o n L o g i n ( S t r i n g username ){ . . . }
3 Data [ ] s e s s i o nt r a n s a c t i o n A c c e s s U s e r N a m e ( S t r i n g i d ){
4 T r a n s a c t i o n t =
5 c o n t e x t . g e t T r a n s a c t i o n F a c t o r y ( ) . NewTransact ion ( ) ;
6 . . .
7 }
8 }

Figure 3.11: Using Pseudo-Syntactic Marking

For illustration, Figure 3.11 shows how the web service of Figure 3.7 could be mapped
with pseudo-syntactic marking. The≪WebService ≫ stereotype is mapped to the prede-
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fined classWebService , from which WebService1 inherits13. The session and se-
ssion transaction are used as required method name prefixes for methodsLogin and
AccessUserData respectively. For analogy, in the EJB [Jav02a] framework there are prede-
fined types, such asSessionBean or EntityBean , as well as coding conventions, such as
ejbPassivate or ejbActivate .

Discussion:

1. Preservation of the PIM- The original PIM is preserved better in this approach compared
to the approach based on marking interfaces. However, pseudo-syntactic marking does
not fully preserve the original PIM structure. Coding conventions and implementation re-
strictions imposed by a component model pollute the PSM, such that the details of original
PIM get blurred.

2. Complexity of the Programming Model- Coding conventions for method prefixing reduce
the exponential number of the emerging cross-derived marking interfaces. Compared to a
PSM expressed by marking interfaces only, a PSM expressed by pseudo-syntactic marking
hides some of the details for implementing technical concerns. Pseudo-syntactic marking
abstracts over the way the technical details are concretely realized by a certain framework
model. The syntactic marks still need to be processed. Pseudo-syntactic marking also
introduces new complexity at the programming model [POM03b]. The programmer has
to be aware of the coding conventions and implementation restrictions encoded in the
framework in use, which cannot be directly enforced by the compiler.

3. Interpretation of Mappings- Pseudo-syntactic marking is more difficult to parse than
marking interfaces because the transformer must use string operations on the code ele-
ment names in order to extract tags. This can also cause performance overhead if done
repetitively at run-time due to the need for introspection. For example, a bean imple-
mentation in EJB needs to be introspected after it is compiled so that the container can
generate and add glue code, e.g., to handle passivation to its methods based on the method
prefixes. As with marking interfaces, the overhead paid for tag extraction is introduced be-
cause tags were not preserved as first-class entities in the first place during mapping model
tags to language constructs. No direct support is offered by the language technology for
pseudo-syntactic mappings.

4. Extensibility- Again, consider adding the new taglog . The session concern can be repre-
sented as a new special prefix with pseudo-syntactic mapping, and the name of the method
Login will be log sessionLogin . Such a schema is more fragile than marking inter-
faces because the new name could easily contradict with existing names, and may require
a more careful code overview to avoid errors.

13A pure pseudo-syntactic marking approach would have used awebservice prefix.
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3.2.3 Mapping Marked PIMs to Attribute-Enabled Languages

As discussed in section§3.2 the transformation of a marked PIM to source code PSM can be
staged into (a) mapping marking elements into language elements and (b) interpretation of such
language elements. An attribute-enabled language helps with both (a) mapping marking ele-
ments to language constructs and (b) building transformers that do the interpretation. To deal
with the issues of other language representations, e.g., the preservation of PIM and the com-
plexity of the programming model, this thesis proposes to add an element to the MDA model of
Figure 3.8, represented by the gray box in Figure 3.12.

The transformerT2 performs the mapping of model tags to language tags. TheT2 map-
ping is straightforward in the sense that tags are basically preserved and only written in a dif-
ferent syntax, since tags are first-class values in an attribute-enabled language. For illustration,
Figure 3.13 shows a possible mapping of the extended HUTN notation for the web service in
.NET C# language14. .NET C# is considered an attribute-enabled language due to its explicit
support for tagging in the form of attributes. The attribute-driven transformer in Figure 3.12 is
responsible for implementing the semantics of the tags. Compared to the interpretation of tags
in the approaches discussed in the previous sections, the attribute-driven transformer does not
need to do any tag extraction as attributes are full status elements. Implementing attribute-driven
transformers is natively supported by attribute-enabled languages (§3.4).

Marked

PIM

PSM 2

PSM 1

Attribute-driven

Transformer

T1

T2

T3

PIM

Marks

Mapping

PSM 1 - Annotated Source
PSM 2 - Executable Source

Figure 3.12: MDA Attribute-enabled PIM-to-PSM Transformations

14The web service example was deliberately chosen to be a simplified version of the web service modeling semantics
provided in theSystem.Web.WebServices .NET namespace.
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1 [ WebService ( namespace=”www. s t . tu−d a r m s t a d t . de ” ,
2 name=” Simple S e r v i c e ” ) ]
3 c l a s s WebService1 {
4 [ WebServiceMethod ( e n a b l e S e s s i o n ) ]
5 s t r i n g Login ( s t r i n g userName )
6 { / / TODO: add i m p l e m e n t a t i o n code here}
7
8 [ WebServiceMethod ( e n a b l e S e s s i o n ,
9 t r a n s a c t i o n O p t i o n = T r a n s a c t i o n O p t i o n s . RequiresNew ) ]

10 A r r a y L i s t AcessUserData ( s t r i n g i d )
11 { / / TODO: add i m p l e m e n t a t i o n code here}
12 }

Figure 3.13: Mapping to .NET C#

Discussion:

1. Preservation of the PIM- Converting the HUTN representation of Figure 3.9 to C# is
straightforward. Apart from type and syntax mapping these models are actually equiva-
lent. The transformer for the attribute mapping does not need to access the PIM meta-
model. The transformerT2 can work at the M1 level. This is different from the case of
transformers responsible for tag mapping in the marking interfaces approach. Marking
interface transformers need details about the meta-model to do the transformation.

With the attribute representation, the model structure is preserved in source code, hence fa-
cilitating reverse engineering to the original PIM’s architecture. The annotated source can
express the full design architecture better than pseudo-syntactic marking without having
to process method names and without having to invent many method prefixes or suffixes,
which make it more difficult to understand the code.

2. Complexity of the Programming Model- The use of annotations simplifies the program-
ming model because marks are still explicit. Having attribute-driven transformation sup-
port in the language framework provides the means for processing the language-level PIM.
In other words, the part of the transformation concerned with introducing the details of
”how” to realize the specified ”what” is pushed entirely down to the language level.

The series of commitments in the MDA-based development could start by choosing the
target attribute-enabled language. In an attribute-enabled language decorations based on
attributes are used directly in code. This would be an alternative design to a graphical
UML profile modeling step. Making programs look like designs improves the program-
ming model, given that it decreases the intellectual gap to the domain concepts.

3. Interpretation of Mappings- The interpretation process in the marking interfaces and
pseudo-syntactic marking approaches may require third-party tools which can parse and
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modify the input. An attribute-enabled language serves as a unified framework that does
not require any additional third-party tools for parsing the input AST (§3.4).

Having the attribute processing be integral part of the language also simplifies the devel-
opment of the transformers. Instead of relying on external systems to introduce custom
parsing extensions to the language, the language is designed from the beginning to support
such kind of transformations. The developer can focus on specific needs of the transfor-
mation, e.g., how to integrate transaction management, and not on thetechnicalities of the
transformation itselfe.g., on how to parse, access and modify the introduced linguistic
abstractions for modeling transaction processing.

Shifting the transformation at the language level helps to achieve tool unification. The
target development language is also the transformation tool. The transformation model
supported by an attribute-enabled language is the only framework a developer must learn
in order to deal with the transformation issues.

4. Extensibility- Attribute-based mappings are modular because they directly preserve the
PIM architecture and are easy to customize and extend. New issues can be dealt with any
time by defining appropriate annotations and introducing corresponding processors to the
language framework. Thelog tag example maps directly to a new attribute in this repre-
sentation and this does not conflict with any of the other existing attributes. Nevertheless,
one still needs to care about the order of the transformation at the interpretation level.

This section concludes with a short discussion of some of the limitations of a attribute-enabled
model-driven development (MDD):

• Only the mapping of UML class diagrams of specialized profiles is directly supported by
attribute-enabled languages. UML class diagrams map easily to an OO language, other
UML constructs cannot be mapped directly to the source code of a OO language. That is,
attribute-enabled languages do not address the complete UML-based modeling of MDA.
The attribute-enabled MDA process was illustrated by the means of the general-purpose
object-oriented language C# [Pro02], whose meta-model maps directly to the class-based
web-service model. The transformation process may not be as easy when the UML model
elements cannot be directly mapped to the target OO language.

• The integrated attribute processing greatly facilitates, but does not automate the imple-
mentation of the transformers. While it enables the transformer programmer to concen-
trate on the semantics of the technical concerns to be integrated rather than be concerned
with issues, such as tag extraction, the technical concerns semantics and interactions
among transformers still need to be taken care of by the programmer.

• Only the PIM structure is preserved in the language level PSM. Other more fine grained
models of the method internals (e.g., using UML actions) will be lost, so only structural
reverse engineering is possible.
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• The target language must have support for attribute-driven transformations.

3.3 Representing Explicit Attributes in UML

Attributes play an important part in representing custom design-related meta-data [NV02, KM05,
Lad05, Aßm03] and can be used to expose joinpoints [KLM+97] (§2.4). These usages of at-
tributes require an appropriate representation of attributes at the design time and therefore in
UML [OMG03] diagrams. Several UML extensions using stereotype-like notations have been
proposed for dealing with specific joinpoints in OO class diagrams [Don02, BGJ99, HKC05],
but none of them deals with explicit attributes directly.

While attributes are similar to MDA MOF [Met02] tags and UML [OMG03] tagged val-
ues or stereotypes, the effect of using attributes explicitly in a programming language, e.g., with
Java 1.5 [JSR03] annotations and .NET [C#02] attributes opens new ways to design and pro-
gram software. UML tagged values and stereotypes model only a subset of design possibilities
of explicit attributes. This section elaborates on the issue of representing attributes in UML,
comparing different possible alternatives that can be used to model different design scenarios.
The interest is to find convenient ways to represent explicit attributes in the UML class diagrams.

There are several issues with regard to representing attributes in UML. The first issue
has do to with the terminology. In UML (and MOF) the termattribute is used to denote class
fields: in accordance with OO terminology a class contains methods andattributes. The term
is also used with a generic meaning in the UML documentation synonymously with the term
property. The termannotationdoes not have any strict meaning in UML. It is used in the UML
documentation mainly to denote text notes, i.e., comments. The best fit for a corresponding
term for .NETattributesand Javaannotationsin UML (and MOF) aretagged values. Tagged
values are one of three extensibility mechanisms in UML (the two others beingconstraintand
stereotype).

☞ A tagged value is a keyword-value pair that may be attached to any kind of model element
(including diagram elements as well as semantic model elements). The keyword is called
a tag. Each tag represents a particular kind of property applicable to one or many kinds
of model elements. Both the tag and the value are encoded as strings. Tagged values
are an extensibility mechanism of UML permitting arbitrary information to be attached to
models.(UML 1.5 Section 3.17.1 [OMG03])

The UML specification [OMG03] defines in section 3.17 a standard notation for repre-
senting tagged values and in general any custom properties in class diagrams (which describe
the static structure of the system). Properties of an element are written after all other data for
that element have been specified.
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☞ A property (either a meta-model attribute or a tagged value) is displayed as a comma
delimited sequence of property specifications all inside a pair of braces ({ } ). A property
specification has the form name = value where name is the name of a property (meta-
model attribute or arbitrary tag) and value is an arbitrary string that denotes its value. If
the type of the property is Boolean, then the default value is true if the value is omitted.
(UML 1.5 Section 3.17.2 [OMG03])

There are, however, several problems with the property notation for modeling .NET attributes
and Java annotations in the general case:

• Tagged values can only represent a single(key, value)pair. .NET attributes and Java anno-
tations do take more than one(key, value)parameter in the general case. For example, an
[Author] attribute may require name and department parameters (e.g.,[Author(Na-
me=Vasian,Department=TUD)] ). The parameters can also be named or positional.
Coding this information with a special escaped string in the value part of a tag, makes it
error-prone and difficult to parse.

• In .NET, an attribute is a class, whereas in Java it is a special form of an interface. That
is, a .NET attribute or a Java annotation exists as a separate class diagram element in a
UML design. By representing an explicit attribute as a tagged value, it is impossible to
distinguish between a tagged value and an attribute by looking at the notation only. A
special notation can be used, e.g., an ’@’ prefix, for those keys that are attribute names.
However, this convention is not supported by default in the UML standard.

• .NET attributes and Java annotations can take complex type values as parameters, such
as arrays of constants or other attributes. The UML tagged value notation can be become
overloaded with all this information.

• A .NET attribute and Java annotation can be used to decorate not only a class but also
class fields, methods, method parameters, the return type, and so on. The UML property
notation can be used in all these cases, but the diagrams may become overloaded with
information.

• .NET attributes and Java annotations are used in this thesis to represent domain-specific
abstractions. In this context, attributes serve as a kind of parametrized stereotype, and have
the same weight in the design as a stereotype. The property notation, which is specified
after all the other information for an element, does not give any visible clue about the
relative weight of the attributes in the design.

In general, there is more than one possible alternative for presenting attributes in UML
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class diagrams15, with tagged values being the first candidate. The remainder of this section
discusses several alternative UML presentations of explicit attributes and presents criteria for
analyzing the benefits and drawbacks of each notation accordingly.

3.3.1 UML Representations of Explicit Attributes

Several UML-based representations could be used to include explicit attributes in class diagrams.
While all these notations use UML standard mechanisms, they all extend the UML notation in
one or more ways. The intention is to enumerate the most useful possibilities and comment
on the benefits and drawbacks of them. The different alternatives are compared based on the
following criteria:

Standard Compatibility: How good does the notation relate to the overall UML standard.
Notations that are as near as possible to the UML standard are preferred. Related to
standard compatibility istool support(integration in existing tools): Existing UML tools
[Jec04] can easily support minor extensions that fit into the overall UML designs.

Visibility: How good does the notation emphasize the importance of attributes in a UML de-
sign. Notations that emphasize the attribute semantics are preferred. Explicit attributes
are often an important part of the design and their relative weight should be properly
expressed in the UML class diagrams.

Clarity: How clear or verbose is the notation. The less verbose notations are preferred. Verbose
notations can be difficult to manage when they are used to decorate internal class elements,
e.g., method parameters. Verbose notations could also result in cluttering of the UML
diagram with too many elements.

Usability: How easy it is to use or reuse a given notation, e.g., being able to have a single
definition of an attribute in a diagram and then reuse it via associations. Reuse is preferred,
as it means less maintenance efforts. Related to reuse isease of use, that is how convenient
a notation is to use, in order to present an explicit attribute.

Representation Structure: The preferred notations allow a more structured attribute repre-
sentation, compared to those that simply represent attributes as strings. Structured nota-
tions are less error prone and easier to manipulate automatically.

The main possible alternatives for presentation of explicit attributes in the UML class diagrams
are discussed next. The example of Figure 3.14 modified from [Lad05] will be used to illustrate

15The issue of presenting attribute definitions in UML will not be addressed, given that an attribute is similar to a
stereotype. As attributes are first-class entities in Java and .NET, attribute definitions can be easily mapped to de-
finitions of a specific≪attribute≫ stereotype notation, used to decorate attribute classes in .NET and annotations
interfaces in Java.
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1 @Author (
2 name=” Vas ian Cepa ” ,
3 name=” Sven Kloppenburg ” )
4 @DAO
5 pub l i c c l a s s Account {
6
7 @PrimaryKey
8 p r i v a t e s t r i n g account ID ;
9

10 . . .
11
12 @Transac t i ona l ( k ind = Requ i red )
13 pub l i c vo id c r e d i t ( f l o a t amount ) { . . . }
14
15 @Transac t i ona l ( k ind = Requ i red )
16 pub l i c vo id d e b i t ( f l o a t amount ) { . . . }
17
18 pub l i c f l o a t g e t B a l a n c e ( ) { . . . }
19
20 . . .
21 }

Figure 3.14: Attribute Annotation Example

the various alternatives. The example shows how a bank account class can be modeled by
utilizing several Java 1.5 annotations. There are two class level attributes:[Author] and
[DAO] 16, that denote the author(s) of the class, respectively that the class need to be processed
to enable data persistence. Inside theAccount class, there is a string fieldaccountID , which
is decorated with a[PrimaryKey] attribute as part of the data persistence functionality. This
field will be used to identify theAccount class records, when they are persisted in the database.
Several of the class methods are decorated with a[Transactional] attribute to denote that
they must always be called as part of a transaction. Of course, not all code entities have attribute
annotations as illustrated by thegetBalance() method. When required, the UML examples
below use atilde (’∼’) sign to separate multiples values in a UML property string value notation,
and anat (’@’) sign to decorate attribute name strings. Possible alternatives are separated as
needed withsemicolons(’ ;’).

UML properties, tagged values: This is the first UML possibility that comes to mind and
the details and problems of this case were discussed in section§3.3 to motivate the need to
explore other notations. To represent the explicit attributes, the property notation needs to
be extended (a) with a special notation, e.g., ’@’, used before the attribute names, and (b)
to allow the string values to have an inner structure in order to represent key–value pairs
of the attribute arguments. The extended notation is illustrated in Figure 3.15.

16Data Access Object.
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{@ DAO}

{@ Author=name~Vasian Cepa;name~Sven Kloppenburg}

Account

- accountID  : string
{@ PrimaryKey}

+ credit (amount : float) : void
{@ Transactional=kind~Required}

...

Figure 3.15: Attributes as UML Properties

The modification of the UML standard is minimal and could be supported by any existing
tool that supports UML properties and tagged values. The notation can be verbose, when
too many attributes and attribute parameters are used in a class or other inner elements,
e.g., method parameters. The attribute annotations applied to an element cannot be reused.
The annotation has to be copied and pasted around be to reused. This notation is not very
structured, especially the value part of the string and can be error prone.

Account

- accountID  : string

<<@ PrimaryKey >>

+ credit (amount : float) : void

<<@ Transactional>> {kind=Required}

...

<<@ DAO >>

<<@ Author >>{name=Vasian Cepa,name=Sven Kloppenburg}

Figure 3.16: Attributes as UML Stereotypes

Stereotypes: An alternative to the UML properties and tagged values, is to use the stereotype
notation as in Figure 3.16 [BGJ99]. In this case, the name of the attribute is used as
a stereotype to decorate UML elements. To distinguish a stereotype that serves as an
attribute from other stereotypes, a special ’@’ character can be added before the name.
An extension would be needed to include the attribute parameter list as a special notation,
for example, using an extended UML property notation as part of the stereotype instance
name.

This notation is slightly better than the extended UML properties notation. Using the
stereotype notation for the attribute name, rather than the usual property notation, shows
more explicitly the weight of the attribute in the design. It is also relatively easy supported
by existing CASE tools. The notation is not very structured, especially the parameters part.

Template-like notation: The C++ template argument notation, supported by the UML, can
also be used to represent explicit attribute instances (Figure 3.17). This notation gives
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Account

- accountID  : string

{@ PrimaryKey}

+ credit (amount : float) : void
{@ Transactional=kind~Required}

...

@ DAO

@ Author
{name=Vasian Cepa,
name=Sven Kloppenburg}

Figure 3.17: Attributes as UML Template Parameters

even more weight to the usage of an attribute and could be useful in cases where attributes
play a very important role in the design. The template notation can also be useful when
the space inside the class-name box is scarce and there is a large number of attributes with
a lot of parameters that need to be used.

The template notation will not work well with explicit attributes used in the inner ele-
ments of a class, e.g., object attributes, methods and method parameters. A variant of
the template notation is to place in the template box also the values of attributes for all
member elements of a class, in separate sub-boxes. This variation may require some kind
of mapping between the attributes and the existing members. The notation could then
become verbose for the overloaded methods, where the method name is reused and can-
not be used alone as an mapping tag. The template notation (without sub-boxes) could be
easy supported by UML case tools. A benefit of the template notation is that all class-level
attributes are located in a single easily visible place.

Account

- accountID  : string

{@ PrimaryKey}

+ credit (amount : float) : void

{@ Transactional=kind~Required}

...

@ DAO

@ Author {name=Vasian Cepa,name=Sven Kloppenburg}

Figure 3.18: Attributes as Extra Class Sub-Box

Class partitions: Explicit attributes could form a separate sub-box inside the class notation,
similar to fields and operations, as in Figure 3.18. The sub-box notation could be seen
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as a natural way to extend the class definition semantics. Another variation is to have an
explicit optional attribute sub-box for each kind of element in a class, such as fields and
operations. The attribute sub-box is stand-alone and the notation has the same benefits
and drawbacks of the template-like notation. It can be used in the tools that do not support
the template notation.

Account

- accountID  : string
{@ PrimaryKey}

+ credit (amount : float) : void
{@ Transactional=kind~Required}

...

<<attribute>>
@ DAO

@ Author
{name=Vasian Cepa,
 name~Sven Kloppenburg}

<<annotated>>

Figure 3.19: Attributes as Separate UML Class

Separate classes: Explicit attributes can be represented by a separate class-like notation with
an≪attribute≫ stereotype associated to the class, as illustrated in Figure 3.19. There are
two variations of this representation: (a) one similar to the template notion, containing all
the attribute notations for all elements of a class, (b) a separate class for each the attributes
of each inner element associated directly with it.

In the case of sub-elements, e.g., methods, the class notation may require that the asso-
ciation lines intersect the class boundaries and link directly to the methods or other inner
elements, a feature that may not be supported by the UML tools. The class notation is
more reusable and more structured that the previous possibilities.

Account

- accountID  : string

+ credit (amount : float) : void

...

@DAO

@Author
{name=Vasian Cepa,
 name~Sven Kloppenburg}

@PrimaryKey@Transactional

{kind=Required}

Figure 3.20: Attributes as Comment Boxes

UML comments: Comments allow arbitrary text to be associated with any UML model el-
ement. This notation can be used to express explicit attributes as shown in Figure 3.20.
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Comments are unstructured, so there may be a need to place some implicit structure in the
string text. For example, an ’@’ character can be used before a name to denote that it is an
attribute. The implicit notation can be tool and language specific. The comment notation
lacks the inner structure and it may be difficult to distinguish between attribute comments
and other types of comments in a diagram. Apart of this, the notation is as reusable and
flexible as the separate class notation.

3.3.2 Discussion of UML Alternatives

Table 3.1 summaries the above discussion evaluating the alternative UML notations discussed
above against the criteria given in section§3.3.1. Plus signs indicate that a criteria is better
supported. Minus signs indicate less conformance to a given criteria.

Presentation Standard Visibility Clarity Usability Structure
Properties + + - - - - - -
Stereotype + + + - - -
Templates + + - - +
Partition - + - - +
Separate Class + + + + + + + +
Comment + + - + + - -

Table 3.1: Summary of Various Explicit Attribute Presentations in UML

As indicated by the Table 3.1 no representation is better suited than all the other with
regard to all criteria. The separate class notation seems to fulfill most of the requirements,
however, it may have difficulties to represent the annotation of the inner class elements.

Table 3.1 indicates that some notations are better suited that the others is some direction.
This is a consequence of the various use case scenarios that could be covered with explicit
attributes in a model. Depending on the relative weight of the attributes in the design, their
parameters and the density of the attribute usage in a class or in the class inner elements, different
notations may be used in different situations.

For example, one can choose to represent attributes that function as marking interfaces
[NV02] by stereotypes, given that this expresses their importance. When many explicit attributes
are used to drive generation and they are repeated over classes, a separate class notation would
make more sense. For fine grained notations, e.g., method annotations or method parameter
annotations, an extended variation of UML properties would be less verbose and hence better
suited. More than one notation could also be combined in the same diagram as was the case with
some of the UML examples in section§3.3.1.
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Finally, based on the Table 3.1, it can be concluded that the stereotype and separate class
notations are the two most usable notations that should be considered as a first choice to model
the explicit attributes in UML class diagrams. In many cases some notation based on UML
properties is needed to augment the other representations (as was the case with the examples
given in section§3.3.1). Some of the extensions may also be not supported by all UML CASE
tools.

3.4 Languages with Generalized and Annotated Abstract Syn-
tax Trees

This section discusses language technology organized around annotated AST-like representa-
tions of program structure used to support attribute-based DSA in product-lines. This section
also discuses the impact of such technology on the processing of code entities.

3.4.1 Attribute Language Support Example: .NET Languages

To illustrate the relation between annotations and AST-like representations of the program struc-
ture, this section considers .NET framework [Pro02], as a representative of systems with explicit
support for tag interpretation by means of access to source or binary representations of programs.

.NET follows a hybrid approach with respect to attributes: It distinguishes betweenprede-
finedandcustomattributes. Predefined attributes are used by various APIs of the .NET platform.
For example,[System.Diagnostics.ConditionalAttribute] is used by the com-
piler to condition the inclusion of methods in the compiled version. In contrast to predefined
attributes, custom attributes do not, in general, have a meaning to the compiler. Code to inter-
pret a custom attribute has to be implemented by the developer that uses the attribute to introduce
domain-specific concepts.

In .NET an attribute is a normal class derived from a predefinedSystem.Attribute
class. Attributes are part of the type system and can also be marked with other attributes. The
interpretation code can be placed inside the attribute class itself. When a larger context need to
be processed to interpret the attributes, the interpretation code could be placed also in a separate
module.

Figure 3.21 shows a high-level view of the .NET API-s that support access to different
AST-like representations of a program. There are by default two main ways how .NET APIs can
be used to process attributes:

• Source code manipulation.The .NETSystem.CodeDom API [Har03] supports source-
level AST-like representation and manipulation of a program. An implementation of this
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source binary

AST CodeDom Reflection

Figure 3.21: .NET AST-Like Program Representations

API can be used to build an AST either manually or from the source code of a program
(by means ofICodeParser 17). Next, the constructed AST-like representation can be
transformed and the result AST can then be saved (back) as source (by means ofICo-
deGenerator ) or it can be directly compiled to binary (by means ofICodeCompi-
ler 18).

• Run-time manipulation.The .NET reflection API,System.Reflection , can be used
to (a) introspect a binary for its structural elements and the attributes they are decorated
with, as well as (b) in the reverse direction, to create executable modules (assemblies). For
the latter purpose theSystem.Reflection.Emit API can be used (in combination
with the reflection API) to generate method internals. While the Reflection API deals with
creating the program structure elements, e.g., classes and methods, theEmit API deals
with Intermediate Language (IL) opcodes used inside methods. TheEmit API works in
one way only. It can only generate new assemblies, but cannot access / modify the IL
representation of the existing ones.

.NET provides, thus, an infrastructure for creating and accessing AST-like representations
of a program beyond the parsing stage of the compiler. Figure 3.22 shows how this infrastructure
can be used for interpreting attributes in .NET. The first action in using custom attributes in .NET
consists in defining new attribute classes (if needed) and using them for decorating the code. The
exact actions to be performed next depend on the desired semantics of the used attributes. In a
next step, the source-level AST obtained viaCodeDomcan be used to modify the source code.
Otherwise the code can be compiled and the attributes become part of IL binary meta-data. The
IL meta-data can be accessed at run-time via theReflection API and be used to take some
action. Post-compilation manipulation of existing IL binaries is not directly supported by the
.NET APIs.

17The current .NET framework language specific providers do not implementICodeParser . For this reason, the
connection from source toCodeDombox in Figure 3.21 is drawn as a dashed line. A free third-party implemen-
tation for C# isCS CODEDOM Parser[Zde02].

18 System.CodeDom.Compiler interfaces (and helper classes) must be implemented by aCodeDomcompiler
provider.
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Define the

Custom Attributes

(as Classes)

Decorate the Source

with Attributes

(can be the output of a

MDA transformer)

Compile

(Attributes

become part of

metadata)

Write a Pre-processor

using CodeDom

(compile time

processing)

Introspect the binary

using Reflection
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Figure 3.22: Processing Attributes in .NET

3.4.2 GAAST-Based Language Technology

Figure 3.21 showed a dashed box namedAST, which is not discussed so far. This box represents
the Abstract Syntax Tree (AST) internally constructed by the compiler in the process of com-
piling the source code of the program. In .NET, this AST is not available to the programmer.
The AST box is shown in Figure 3.21 to emphasize the similarity between the different .NET
AST-like representations of the program (aimed at supporting program transformations) and the
source AST built by the compiler: The .NET CodeDom or Reflection ASTs and the compiler
AST represent the same information at various levels of detail.

This similarity suggests the idea of having a single common AST-like representation of
programs that would be used by the compiler, as well as by other attribute-driven transformers
in a language with support for annotations. Such AST API that generalizes over different ASTs
of the same program and supports annotations will be called aGeneralized and Annotated AST
(GAAST) API. There are several aspects of a GAAST API that need to be specially discussed:

• Modeling AST differences.As illustrated in Figure 3.23, there could be differences in
the information found in different representations of the program. Some nodes present at
source code are not preserved in the binary representation, or could be presented by dif-
ferent element nodes (gray filled in Figure 3.23). A common example is an prefix or suffix
increment / decrement operator. The GAAST API is intended to support attribute-driven
transformation for implementing DSA constructs. The source code AST representation is
too fine grained attribute-driven transformers. The GAAST API can unify the structural
information and leave out the other details. Some nodes can be present in the interface, but
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Source AST Binary AST (less details,

but the same structural

information)

Reflection AST (less, details

but the same structural

information)

Unified AST

(GAAST) interface

Figure 3.23: Unified AST Representation

a given implementation of GAAST may not fill all nodes with valid information (§3.4.3).
This is represented by node different fillings of (possibly empty) nodes in the unified AST
at the bottom of the Figure 3.23.

• Matching the language features.GAAST reflects the features and the dynamicity of the
underlying language system. The source code manipulation enables static transforma-
tions. Many language systems support only static transformations, because they do not
save AST information as part of theirpseudo-binaries. Figure 3.24 shows a rough clas-
sification of what is understood by binaries in this section. The meta-data as shown in
Figure 3.24 is a way to explicitly save part of the AST obtained from the source code
along with the compiled code. The amount of the AST information saved as part of meta-
data determines the level of reflection that is possible at run-time in a given language
system. The reflective transformations require languages that have enough meta-data to
support run-time introspection, represented by the dash-dotted box in Figure 3.24.

Languages, such as Java or .NET, save almost all structural information found in source
as part of the binary meta-data. They usually do not preserve one-to-one those parts of the
AST that represent control-flow (behavior), e.g.for loops; so obtaining such structures
requires some reverse engineering. In languages that support meta-data as part of their
binaries, the GAAST API could support also static binary manipulation. In reflective
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Binaries without

meta-data 1

Binaries optimized not

to contain meta-data 2

Binaries enriched with

meta-data

 (part of source AST) 3

Binaries that contains also

the complete source AST 4

(source-binary

equivalence)

(usually) pseudo-binaries  that require an interpreter  (VM )

Binary

Binaries with

meta-data

 1  E.g. DOS EXE files, contain "very few" meta-data
 2  E.g. DOS BIN files, or specially encoded EXE files have almost no meta-data
 3  E.g. Java class files, or .NET assemblies, and to some extent COM TLB files
 4  E.g. any interpreted language, where the source is not compiled, but is reused every time

Figure 3.24: GAAST Relation to Meta-data

languages, GAAST may support either static or dynamic transformations depending on
the language support for reflection.

• GAAST as a Language Workbench.Extending a programming language to support a
GAAST-like API is relatively easily, when only specific features of GAAST are needed.
For example, any static meta-programming framework can be used as a GAAST-like API
for static source code transformations, as long as the framework preserves and enables
access to the AST attributes. This makes a GAAST-like API an attractive lightweight
language expression to support attribute-based transformations in mobile product-lines.

IGaastMethod

ISourceMethod IBinaryMethod IRuntimeMethod

Figure 3.25: GAAST Language Information Organization

A more advanced view is to consider GAAST as part of the language system itself. That
is, to make the unified GAAST API a central part of a language framework supported
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by the language vendor. The other APIs, such as the compiler AST,Reflection , or
CodeDom-like APIs could be organized around the common GAAST interface, as the
method interface example in Figure 3.25.

A language with GAAST support for attribute-driven transformations can be seen as a
language workbench [Fow05] to support attribute-based DSA. The GAAST API serves
as acontract interfacebetween the language workbench features provided by the lan-
guage vendor, and the third-party attribute transformers. It becomes the responsibility of
the language vendor to maintain the contract interface as the language evolves. Several
languages, e.g., .NET or Java, are already moving into this direction.

In a GAAST-enabled language, the attribute transformers are immune to most changes
in the language workbench (e.g., several syntax changes). This is difficult to warranty
with third-party implementations that need to be separately maintained, adding accidental
complexity to the product-line. In a GAAST-enabled language, the transformer develop-
ers would not need to reinvent helper API-s and tools that are covered by the GAAST
API. Transformers could reuse third-party modules build on top of the central GAAST
and better leverage rapid prototyping. The language platform vendors would also profit
from the unified GAAST API, since by unifying several API-s, the total cost of the lan-
guage platform is decreased and the language system becomes also more attractive to the
programmers.

GAAST addresses only the parsing issues related to source or meta-data enriched binaries.
Attribute-driven transformation based on GAAST-like APIs will be fully discussed in chap-
ter§4. Specialized abstractions could be built on the top of the GAAST API that would facilitate
building transformers. There are two concepts that can be used in combination to implement
generic abstractions over a GAAST infrastructure:

• GAAST can be enhanced with declarative query capabilities. An example of query capa-
bilities is JPath API for Java developed as part ofEXTRACT[Cal03] compiler system.
JPath defines a set of operations for selecting nodes from a Java AST, borrowing the
idea from W3C XPath [XML99] standard for XML [SG01].

• Support for declarative specification of transformations. This is similar to the ideas put
forward by OMG MOF Query / Views / Transformations (QVT) proposals [MOF03]. In
terms ofQVT, JPath is a query and view language;QVTalso requires means to define
transformations, which takes a view as a parameter and transforms it to another view sim-
ilar to graph rewriting techniques [Men99, Agr04], hence, providing a declarative high-
level way to define graph transformations. At the time of this writing a final QVT standard
is not available yet.
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3.4.3 Implementing GAAST on Top of .NET

Having stressed the importance of supporting GAAST as a central part of the language technol-
ogy, Figure 3.26 shows how a third-party prototype GAAST API can be implemented on top of
the existing .NET APIs.

source binary

AST CodeDom Reflection

GAAST

Figure 3.26: Implementing GAAST on Top of .NET

The dotted arrow from thebinary box to theGAASTbox represents the need for cus-
tom code required to expose method internals of IL binaries through the GAAST API, which
is not currently supported by the .NET Reflection API. The dashed line connectingsource
andCodeDomboxes represents the implementation of theICodeParser interface, which is
missing currently in .NET.

Unfortunately, a third-party API cannot directly reuse any AST built by the language
compilers and has not access to the .NET Common Language Runtime (CLR) information unless
a clear interface for doing so exists. The lack of this interface renders the implementation and
maintenance of a third-party framework difficult, especially in face of the evolution of the .NET
framework.

As an example, consider Figure 3.27, that shows how themethodinformation is modeled
by the .NET Reflection API. The Reflection API enables the introspection of a method to get
information about it, e.g., to find the custom attributes of the method and its return type. When
using the Reflection API, the types returned by the methods, e.g.,ReturnType, are properly
resolved and the system has access to the full loaded assemblies, which makes it possible to
return, for example, the attributes inherited from a base class method (thebool inherit
option of theGetCustomAttributes method).

Figure 3.28 shows how the same information is modeled by the .NET CodeDom API. The
first difference concerns the returned types. For example, the type returned by theReturn-
Type is not a fully-resolvedType , but aCodeTypeReference , which could be either an
unresolved user defined type, or a resolved system type. Another difference is that theCustom-
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1 namespace System . R e f l e c t i o n{
2
3 pub l i c c l a s s MethodInfo : MethodBase{
4
5 pub l i c Type ReturnType
6 { g e t{ . . . } }
7
8 pub l i c o b j e c t [ ] G e t C u s t o m A t t r i b u t e s ( boo l i n h e r i t )
9 { . . . }

10 . . .
11 }
12 }

Figure 3.27: Reflection API Method Representation

1 namescpace System . CodeDom{
2
3 pub l i c c l a s s CodeMemberMethod : CodeTypeMember{
4
5 pub l i c CodeTypeReference ReturnType
6 { g e t{ . . . } s e t{ . . . } }
7
8 pub l i c C o d e A t t r i b u t e D e c l a r a t i o n C o l l e c t i o n C u s t o m A t t r i b u t e s
9 { g e t{ . . . } s e t{ . . . } }

10
11 pub l i c CodeCommentSta tementCo l lec t ion Comments
12 { g e t{ . . . } }
13 . . .
14 }
15 }

Figure 3.28: CodeDom API Method Representation

Attributes method cannot resolve hierarchy information. Information for additional nodes,
e.g., code comments, is also present, which makes no sense for binary files. The most profound
difference is the capability to modify the information, as can be noted by theset version of
the supported properties in Figure 3.28. The Reflection API provides read-only access to the
method information.

A possible common GAAST-like interface is shown in Figure 3.29. The GAAST interface
enables writing the same structural transformations despite the underlying program representa-
tion. When no complete native language support for GAAST exists, as is the case with .NET, a
third-party GAAST API based only on the CodeDom and the Reflection API could only offer a
set of uniform interfaces to access the common information. To initialize the GAAST interface,
a factory pattern [GHJV95] can be used, similarly to the way .NET CodeDom supports different
.NET languages. The factory can support either source or run-time representations. A trade-off
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1 namescpace Gaast{
2
3 pub l i c i n t e r f a c e Method : Member {
4
5 pub l i c Type [ ] ReturnType
6 { g e t{ . . . } s e t{ . . . } }
7
8 pub l i c C u s t o m A t t r i b u t e [ ] C u s t o m A t t r i b u t e s
9 { g e t{ . . . } s e t{ . . . } }

10
11 pub l i c Comment [ ] Comments
12 { g e t{ . . . } s e t{ . . . } }
13 . . .
14 }
15 }

Figure 3.29: GAAST API Method Representation

to model the AST differences could be to ignore representation specific information and throw a
missing implementation exception onset methods, when only a read-only view is supported.

In practice, unless GAAST languages become available, a third-party GAAST API im-
plementation can be limited to implement only those aspects of the GAAST technology needed
by a specific transformation system. As the focus of this thesis is on DSA support with at-
tributes, only the static aspects of GAAST API are explored in attribute-driven transformations.
Various aspects the GAAST technology for supporting static and run-time attribute transforma-
tions are investigated in the upcoming chapters. A custom GAAST-like API build for Java 2
Micro Edition MIDP [Mob02], which uses JavaDoc [Pol00] tags to emulate annotations, is de-
scribed in chapter§5. The Tango transformation engine, introduced in chapter§4, supports a
common GAAST API for static transformations based on a common XML representation of the
program structure, enabling either source or binary transformations, if they can be expressed in
the common XML format. The Attribute Dependency Checker tool of chapter§4 uses the run-
time aspect of GAAST, based on the .NET Reflection API to automatically enforce system-wide
attribute dependencies.

3.5 Comparison to other DSL Approaches

Attributes are used in this thesis to emulate DSA constructs in mobile product-lines. There
are two aspects on how this particular usage of attributes is related to other systems for DSA
implementation:

1. Attributes can be seen as a convenient way to extend the grammar of the language. Attribute-
based DSA only cover a subset of possible EDSL approaches and are limited in the grammar
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changes they can introduce. Attribute languages enable implicit grammar extensions. Sec-
tion §3.5.1 discusses this aspect of attributes languages, as languages with implicitly extensi-
ble grammars.

2. When combined with AST manipulation, e.g., via a GAAST-like API, attributes enable meta-
programming techniques. Section§3.5.2 discusses the relation of GAAST with other meta-
programming systems, intended for easing the DSL implementation. The discussion of the re-
lation between the attribute-driven meta-transformations and other transformation techniques
will be postponed until chapter§4, after the attribute transformations for mobile product-lines
are explained.

There are several approaches [vDKV00, Kam98, CMA94, BLS98, Vis01b, Hud98, BP01,
IR97, BH02, TCKI00] that have been proposed to reduce DSL and EDLS implementation costs.
These approaches address (i) grammar extensions and (ii) parsing costs, as well as, the (iii) in-
terpretation costs. As it will be argued in the remainder of this section, with these approaches,
the start-up costs remain still higher than those of other variability mechanisms used for product-
lines, e.g., OO frameworks (§2.1.3). These approaches also introduce often heavy external de-
pendencies on third-party tools (§2.1.5).

GAAST-enabled languages remove entirely the costs related to (i) grammar extensions
and (ii) parsing, for the category of EDSL extensions that can be modeled as attributes (§3.5.1).
The advantage of using attributes directly in a GAAST-enabled language is that the program-
mer does not need to deal directly with the grammar modification [TS97]. Attribute declara-
tions and usage are supported by the system and do not require changes to the compiler. In
a GAAST-enabled language, explicit attributes [BCVM02, Hed97] add new semantics to the
existing nonterminals of the grammar. The core grammar does not change, only its semantics
change selectively. The change of the semantic applies only to the annotated elements. This
enables the support for more than one set of attribute-based DSA at the same time in a given
GAAST language. Chapter§4 explains techniques that address the (iii) interpretation issues of
the attribute-based DSA.

For an analogy that illustrates the relation between the attribute-based DSA approach
and the other open language supported meta-approaches [CMA94, BLS98, BP01, IR97, BH02,
TCKI00] with regard to (i) grammar extensions and (ii) parsing, consider meta-modeling with
MDA MOF [Fra03, Met02] and UML [OMG03]. To extend the elements used in a MOF model,
its meta-model need to be extended. The meta-model extension requires knowledge about the
meta-model and how to modify it. An alternative solution is supported in UML by the means
of profiles. With profiles, a UML meta-model can be extended without explicitly modifying
the meta-model definition. UML profiles achieve such modifications by restricting the types
of possible meta-model extensions to stereotypes, typed values, and constraints. These three
generic mechanisms enable changing the semantics of existing meta-model elements selectively.
Furthermore, UML profiles enable to define these extensions at the same abstraction level as the
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model, making the meta-model manipulation implicit.

Attribute-based DSA, unlike the other approaches, make the manipulation of the language
meta-model implicit. Explicit attributes can be logically mapped more or less to UML parame-
terized stereotypes (§3.3). Similarly to MDA MOF, the attribute-based DSA introduces the
possibility to manipulate and extend the language grammar meta-layer, a feature that is missing
in most widely used programming languages. Attributes are a central part of a GAAST-enabled
language, forming a low-cost language workbench [Fow05] to support DSA.

3.5.1 GAAST Languages and Extensible Grammars

Programing languages need often to be extended with various constructs, which are made part of
their syntax. Extensible compilers [ZO01] support language extensions as part of their original
design. Extensible compilers require the modification of the parser and the modification of the
semantic analyzer and other back-end passes [ZO01] (§4).

AST annotations are traditionally used during contextual analysis and code generation
in compilers [WB00, WMBK02]. This thesis uses AST annotations explicitly [BCVM02] in
the source code. The GAAST languages, described in this thesis, can be seen as an extensible
front-end of a compiler. A grammar that support explicit attributes (tags) will be called atagged
grammar (TG), a term that does not conflict with any other existing grammar terms [GJ90].
The tagged grammar term is used to refer to the grammars that support GAAST languages. A
compiler that supports a TG-based language has an extensible front-end.

Any language grammar can be extended. There are approaches, e.g., extensible grammars
(EG) [CMA94] that structure the changes applied to a grammar into a series of basic modifica-
tion operations. EG reduce the cost of introducing and maintaining incremental grammar modi-
fications. An EG is a grammar augmented withconstructorfunctions for creating productions,
and three (meta) grammar operations:

1. addition- introduces a new production in the grammar, expressing it in the terms of grammar
constructors,

2. deletion- removes a production from the grammar, making the grammar more restrictive,

3. update via replacement- updates an existing grammar rule by replacing it with the new
definition.

The expressiveness of an EG grammar depends on the rules found in thecore grammar.
Phobos [GH02] is a system for Java based on the extensible grammars [CMA94] idea that struc-
tures the grammar changes as module (grammar) inheritance. The focus of this section is in TG
expressiveness for supporting EDSL, as compared to more full-fledged EG. There are two ways
how a TG can be utilized to support attribute-based DSA:
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a. As an extensible grammar- TG are restricted in the ways they can modify the core grammar.
A TG cannot introduce arbitrary changes. The expressiveness of a TG is limited as compared
to an EG. In formal terms, a tag can be seen as a nonterminal symbolτ ∈ T , with T being the
set of allowed tag strings19. A tag that accepts parameters can be expressed as tags without
parameters (§3.1.2). A tag enables adding only productions of formNnew → τN to the
grammar, whereNnew is a new nonterminal andN is a nonterminal that exists in the original
grammar. An EG supports adding productions of formNnew → α1Nα2, whereα1, α2 are
either nonterminals or terminals. This means that a TG can generate less strings than an EG.

b. As a transformation system- In this view, the annotation capabilities of TG are used to
mark transformation points (explicit hooks [Aßm03]) over the elements generated by the
core grammar. The modifications of the core grammar are external to the grammar itself.
The productionNnew → τN is interpreted as a transformation functionτ : N → τ(N). Tag
parameters can also be modeled as a parameter vectorπ, so the generic tag transformation
function becomesτ : N → τ(π,N) (§4.1.2). The functionτ maps the domainN into a co-
domainNnew ∈ TG20. This way, while remaining in TG, one can apply any transformation
semantics viaτ . The expressiveness of the semantics, as in the case of EG-s in [CMA94],
depends on the core TG (without tags).

It is the abitrary transformation view of a TG that is of interest in practice. The grammar
production context is removed in a TG from the grammar to the transformation system. When
combined with a transformation system, a TG can be used to express the same semantics as an
EG with minimal changes. Any computationally-complete general-purpose programming lan-
guage can be used as a candidate for a core TG. In practice the implementation of transformation
τ could be easier, if the language supports at least directly some of the language mechanisms
intend to be used byτ . For example, attribute transformations applied to classes are easier to
support in an OO language, where the classes are natively supported, rather than in a non-OO
language.

GAAST languages can be also used to support other program transformations apart of
attribute-based DSA. The GAAST API (and its implementation) could help with technical con-
cerns related to AST processing, so the effort to obtain the AST for the source code is not
repeated in custom transformers. The GAAST does not replace other approaches for building
EDSL-s. GAAST is rather an intermediate transformation tool that can be used in the interme-
diate transformation phases of other tools that need to do AST processing.

19TheT set is infinite, but only a finite number of strings are used from it in a program.
20

Nnew may map into several productions in the core TG.
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3.5.2 Meta-Programming Approaches

The approaches discussed in this section [TCKI00, BLS98, The02, BP01, IR97, BH02] ease one
or more aspects of DSL or EDSL implementation. They, however, do not make the grammar
manipulation as explicit as GAAST languages do (§3.5). Some of these approaches can also
be used to implement attribute-driven transformers. The reverse is also true. GAAST-enabled
languages remove the need for many of these third-party approaches.

Meta-programming systemsare language systems that contain support to process elements of
their own meta-model. There are two categories of meta-programming systems:

• Staticmeta-programming systems, e.g., LISP [Gra95], or OpenJava [TCKI00] are very
similar to the GAAST concept. They enable access to the meta-model of a program
and allow source-to-source manipulation. Some static meta-programming systems, e.g.,
OpenJava [TCKI00] or Jak [BLS98], support adding new types of terminals not found in
the core grammar and enable translating these new constructs to the core grammar entities.

• Reflectivemeta-programming systems, e.g., Smalltalk [GR89], Self [The02], or ECMA-
Script21 [ECM02], enable programs to query and, depending on the system, to modify
their own meta-information. Forms of reflection can be found in all modern general-
purpose programming languages, e.g., .NET and Java. Reflection in these systems is
limited to querying information only. Other systems, e.g., Self [The02], can also modify
their types and type hierarchies at run-time.

The only way to extend a GAAST language are attributes. This means that generic meta-
constructors are not required in a GAAST language. The meta-model is only implicitly ex-
tended. Only when the attributes are processed the meta-model manipulation becomes explicit
in a GAAST language. A GAAST API reflects the properties of the language. If a language sup-
ports reflective meta-programming, a GAAST API for that language could be made available.
In languages, such as .NET, the GAAST API enables only static meta-programming22.

The remainder of this section presents two examples of static meta-systems in more de-
tail. The selected examples were chosen because (a) they are implemented as generic language
extensions, introducing external third-party dependencies in the systems that rely on them, and
(b) they are not strict meta-systems, but contain also features that support the EDLS implemen-
tation.

Jakarta Tools Suite (JTS)[BLS98] facilitates the DSL creation by offering a set of related tools
that address the complete process of implementing DSL. The JTS tools include:

21The JavaScript OO model is quite similar to Self.
22Reflection in .NET can be combined with a GAAST API, but full reflective meta-programming capabilities are not

required.
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• Bali is parser generator that can be used to support parsing of custom DSL grammars
similar to JavaCC [Jav02b] or ANTLR [Par02]. Bali generates, based on a given grammar
specification, a lexer, a parser, and a hierarchy of Java classes to represent the parsed AST.

• Jak ”is an open, extensible superset of Java”that extends Java with”support for meta-
programming”that”enables Java programs to write other Java programs”[BLS98]. Jak
allows the programmer to access the parsed AST and manipulate it using Java-like code.
Jak can be used alone or as a back-end for Bali. Jak can parse at run-time uncomplete
code snippets (called surface syntax trees) and can validate them with regard to types and
symbols in the context of another AST. Jak can also support generation scoping by limiting
the identifiers scope to sets of related code fragments (environments). Jak provides also
some predefined AST traversal operations similar to Stratego [Vis01b].

• A mix-in [BC90] way to compose language extensions and, in general, any set of mix-in
features, known also asGenVoca[BST+94] generators. GenVoca is a scalable model for
composition of component-based software that generalizes the concept of mix-ins23.

JTS tools have been successfully used to implement complete DSL to support product-
lines [BJMvH00b]. Dealing with grammar evolution is still explicit in JTS approaches. Jak
supports source-to-source transformations and is similar to the .NET CodeDom API, but has
also generic constructors to create new types of statements or expressions.

Being third-party extensions, Bali and Jak need to be explicitly maintained as the Java
language evolves. For example, the evolution of Java from version 1.4 to 1.5 was not followed
by the JTS. For this reason, in section§3.4.2 it was required that GAAST be part of the pro-
gramming language technology, as it is the trend with .NET (CodeDom, Reflection APIs) and
to some extent with Java 1.524.

In order to benefit from GenVoca compositions, clear decomposition of the domain fea-
tures must be available. However, many software problems do not have a clear feature-based
decomposition structure [MO04], so that they cannot be easily composed as chains of indepen-
dent features25, reducing thus the applicability of GenVoca compositions for organizing AST
transformations.

GAAST-enabled languages address only attribute transformations. This means that GAAST-
enabled languages are a special case of a meta-programming system. In a GAAST language a
tool, such as Bali, is not needed, whereas support for the AST manipulation is assumed to be
part of the language, removing also the need for Jak-like tools.

Macro systems[BP01, IR97, BH02] can be used to support DSA constructs. Macros are used in
languages, such as C, to extend the language with declarative constructs. Macros are processed

23In the sense that every possible software composition is treated as feature mix-in.
24An unsupported API similar to CodeDom is distributed from Sun with Java 1.5.
25A feature-based decomposition structure is typical for abstract data collections and some mathematical libraries.
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by a preprocessor, usually by replacing the definition with the macro code. The systems men-
tioned above supportsyntactically richmacros, where the macro definition can access the AST
of the code at the point of the macro application, and modify its own behavior based on the
invocation context. This enables the implementation of more powerful macros, which are not
possible in languages, such as C. Syntactically rich macros can be used to implement DSA
constructs and help to address grammar and parsing issues.

While the mentioned macro systems do not have support for attributes, attributes sup-
port could be easily added. The macro systems could then be used for static source-to-source
attribute-driven transformations, similarly to the .NET CodeDom API. Syntactically rich macros
are usually implemented as third-party language extensions and have the same problems with
regard to the language evolution as Jak [BLS98].

Summarizing, GAAST languages have a more limited scope than all other extensible
meta-programming systems. Attributes support only a very specific set of EDSL, and not all
possible EDSL can be expressed as explicit attributes. What makes attributes attractive is that,
they are either part of a GAAST language or require a minimum one-time effort to be added.
Attribute-based DSA can also be processed with any meta-programming tool that exists for
a given language requiring, thus, minimum new investment in a product-line. Extending the
meta-model of a language with custom attribute-based DSA does not require any knowledge
about the grammar manipulation and parsing. When attribute processing is part of the language
(GAAST is supported), there are no external dependencies of a product-line to third-party DSL
implementation frameworks. Attributes expose a uniform programming model, free the user
from having to learn new syntax, and have minimal education and training costs compared to
the other approaches.

Attributes have the lowest start-up costs for supporting DSA in a product-line. While
attribute-driven transformations should still be applied, most of the time they require a simple
mapping from the attribute-based DSA, to the component libraries implementing the common
domain functionality. Attribute-driven transformations add only a very small burden with respect
to the implementation cost of component libraries, and can be used as a mechanism of choice
for iterative development of a product-line.

3.5.3 AOP and DSA

Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) [KLM+97] was mentioned in section§2.1.5 as an exam-
ple of generic language systems that can be used to support DSL. AOP was technically discussed
in section§2.4. This section compares AOP and DSA along two dimensions: (a) AOP as a way
to implement DSA and (b) AOP as a replacement for DSA.

AOP as a way to implement DSA.Section§2.4.2 discussed that AOP engines can be used
as generic invasive systems to implement various transformations including the interpretation of
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the DSA constructs. There are, however, several liabilities, that prevent AOP engines from being
used to implement arbitrary DSA constructs:

• Hardwired joinpoint / pointcut models.A distinction can be made between AspectJ
[Lad03, KHH+01], and more recent AOP systems. AspectJ is a declarative meta-pro-
gramming system that hides the meta-model manipulation from the end programmer. As-
pectJ has a hardwired joinpoint / pointcut model that, as explained in section§2.4.2, covers
many generic meta-programing scenarios, but not all. Adding support for different, ex-
tensible joinpoint and customizable pointcut models is possible [Asp04, CN04], but could
remove some of the benefits of stated in section§2.4.2, e.g., static checking, invested
efforts on IDE support, and declarativeness. It also blurs the distinction between AOP
systems and other kinds of meta-programming, or open compiler systems.

• Limited vertical26 transformations.A software system is often programmed using more
than one language. For example, Java, SQL, various script and declarative languages
based for example on XML, or visual languages can be used together. DSA can intro-
duce abstractions that crosscut more than one single language technology. DSA enrich
the meta-model of a language and can isolate alien parts of a system to make them look
native in any technology [Rie96]. For example, Hibernate [Hib04] provides Java abstrac-
tions around object / relational JDBC [JHF01] databases. When using Hibernate, the
relation schema of a given database becomes accessible from Java as normal Java classes.
This means that, the AspectJ engine can also be used to manipulate them, which was not
possible without Hibernate generated wrappers. Introducing technology wrappers only to
support AOP techniques can be costly in the general case.

AOP engines have limited support for vertical transformations that cross-cut more than
one meta-model. Aspect engines that support more than one language meta-model, need
to work upon some common meta-model of all supported system models. In terms of
MDA MOF, such a common joinpoint meta-model will be a M2 level model (§2.1.4). M2
level models are very generic, to be useful for very specific transformations, which makes
them not as suitable as language specialized aspect engines. For example, Figure 3.30
show schematically the inner workings of an XML-based AOP approach [EMOS04] for
cross-model manipulation. This approach works at the same logical level as MOF M2
level (the meta-model of XML itself is M2 level with regard to data modeled in XML)27.
The approach can also support only the query view of the execution graph (§2.4), because
xQuery [XQu05] requires access to the total XML DOM tree. The M2 level compati-
bility found in [EMOS04] should not be confused with language families, such as the

26Horizontal transformations are used in this section to mean transformations that work within the same meta-model.
Vertical transformations work across different meta-models [GSCK04] (§2.4).

27The reverse is also true. The MOF can be equivalently mapped to the XML meta-model. An example is XMI
[Fra03].
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.NET language family [Wea04], that share the same meta-model, but map it to different
syntaxes.

M0

Java bytecode

M1

XMLDTD / Schema

for Java bytecodeM2

XMLDOM  Model

M0

Java source code

M1

XMLDTD / Schema

for Java source codexQuery

xPath

Figure 3.30: The XML MDA Levels

Working at the meta-model level unifies many specific issues that are usually important to
be ignored. For the example of Figure 3.30, the XML queries will be more useful if they
refer to the information from the M1 level models. Elements of the M1 models, e.g., lan-
guage specific features, can be explored in a joinpoint model to allow more semantically
rich pointcuts. This is not possible when working with the M2 level elements. However,
queries specialized for one M1-level model cannot be used for another M1-level model.

AOP as a replacement for DSA.While any generic transformation system can be used to im-
plement DSA, no generic transformation system can replace DSA. DSA promote an explicit
programming style and enrich the meta-model of a language. The programmers select explicitly
the context where DSA constructs will be used. AspectJ and AOP replace the explicit pro-
gramming style with selection of points of interest, enabling in theory more automation. DSA
preserve the domain architecture in the code. Whereas AOP, when used as a replacement for
DSA, hides the domain architecture, which makes it not suitable for emulating DSA. While
AOP techniques cannot replace DSA, neither can DSA replace AOP techniques. They comple-
ment each-other and could be used together in a system. AOP engines can be used to apply
AOP-style modularization in a system, working over the DSA constructs.

The consequences of AOP-style modularization are outside the scope of this work. Tech-
nically speaking, matching AOP pointcuts is a mechanical process (§2.4.1). While pointcuts are
declarative, the points of interest need to be specified often as complex composed pointcusts.
The shadows of complex composed pointcusts cannot be directly imagined by humans for large
systems. This means, that there could be points that are matched when they should not, and
vice-versa. Investment in IDE support for AspectJ can help with this regard for a particular AOP
system. Other systems [OMB05] explore less fragile pointcut models to deal with evolution of
source code artifacts. While this is an area of active research, the mechanical pointcut match-
ing is still far from replacing the human search and could result in unpredictable transformation
side-effects. AOP techniques will not be explored any more in this thesis. The focus will be
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on the DSA support with attributes and leave it up to the user to decide the most appropriate
programming model on a case by case basis.

3.6 Proper Usage of Explicit Attributes

Attributes are easy to add and can carry any semantics. This can lead toabuseof AEP, when
attributes are used to represent semantics that can be represented better with other means. This
section discusses the proper usage of explicit attributes, giving examples of inappropriate usage.

3.6.1 When to Annotate?

Every program element can be decorated with explicit attributes. There are natural ways to de-
fine the semantics of abstract software models in all programming languages. The OO language
abstractions are usually easier to use than the explicit attributes, and are also better statically
checked by the language compiler with no additional effort on the part of the developer. The
following principle summarizes the first guideline for using explicit attributes.

Principle 3.6.1 Explicit attributes should be used to decorate an entity, when there is no simpler
natural representation of the intended semantics supported by the hosting language.

The termnatural is intuitive [RH04], and so is the usage of tags to denote extended semantics.
Everything that can be done with attributes can also be done without them in a Turing complete
language. According to the principle 3.6.1, attributes help to reduce the accidental complexity
and to make the abstractions easier to introduce and implement. Several alternatives how to use
explicit annotations are possible and have already been used, however, not all of them follow the
principle 3.6.1, as illustrated by the examples below:

• Attributes can be used to decorate any element if it is allowed by the language grammar.
Decorating a ’Car’ object with a ’color’ tag can be more naturally implemented with a
field attribute of the class ’Car’ in an OO language. In .NET C# [Pro02] decorating a
structure with a custom attribute ’class’ to denote OO class semantics makes no sense,
given that the available ’class’ keyword is the natural choice.

• Explicit attributes can be used to augment programming languages with new constructs in
a convenient way. Decorating a structure with a custom attribute ’class’ makes sense in
the ANSI C language to denote a class. Attributes allow the language to be customized
without changing its grammar. For example, using marking interfaces to translate marked
UML class diagrams to source code results in a large number of interface derivations to
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represent multiple tag values as showed in section§3.2.1. It is more natural to use an
attribute-based approach.

• Non-consistent designs also exist. For example, a serializable object can be distinguished
at the run-time28 if its class implements a required serializable marking interface. It adds
nothing semantically to use both an explicit attribute and a marking interface [NV02]
to decorate a class. However, implementing the serialization in .NET requires both an
interface and an attribute, favoring the attribute for generation, and using the interface for
the required serialization methods that need to be implemented29.

• Explicit attributes can be used to represent the declared model of an application, defin-
ing this wayexplicit hooks[Aßm03] where code can be inserted. Whatdeclared model
means is a relative concept. A class definition, marked with an additional ’enterprise’
attribute, contains more semantics than a class definition without this attribute. However,
as shown in Figure 3.31, the implicit program model can be made automatically explicit
with attributes, without adding any semantics to the design.

1 c l a s s WebService1 { pub l i c vo id Method1 ( ) { . . .} }
2
3 / / goes t o :
4
5 [ C l as s (Name=” WebService1 ” ) ]
6 c l a s s WebService1 {
7 [ Method (Name=” Method1 ” , M o d i f i e r s =” P u b l i c ” , ReturnType=” vo id ” ) ]
8 pub l i c vo id Method1 ( ) { . . .}
9 }

Figure 3.31: Converting the Implicit Model to an Explicit Model

This means that the mere existence of explicit attributes does not show the existence of a
meaningful declared model, upon which one can reason about the application’s compo-
nents.

• Attribute decorations are local. It makes few sense to use local attributes for introduc-
ing global system-wide functionality. For example, local attribute decorations are used
in [Bod04] to check global properties at run-time. Placing the same code in a separate
module, would be more suitable and would cut in half the implementation effort. If the
checked conditions are local in scope, existing Java 1.5 assertion statements would make
more sense.

28For example, to be able to serialize a object instance to be sent over the network during remoting [Ram02].
29In practice, this design makes sometimes sense, because it reuses as much of the existing language abstractions as

possible, rather than relying only on generation techniques based on attributes.
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3.6.2 What can be Annotated?

It may seem that in an attribute enabled language everything can be decorated. However, the
identifiable elementsof a program are different, in different representations. Sometimes the
structural elements of a program, e.g., namespaces and classes, are invisible when source code
is compiled to a binary file. It should be clarified what could be decorated and how long this
decoration is about to live. The following principle summarizes the right targets that be anno-
tated:

Principle 3.6.2 Only entities that exist and can be manipulated in a given context, can be dec-
orated with attributes.

The generic term’entity’ was used on purpose. An ’entity’ is whatever can be distinguished in
some way from the rest of the environment. It can be a class, a method, an object, a thread,
a ’for’ loop etc. The ’entities’ have to exist in the context where the annotation is applied and
when it is interpreted. A ’for’ loop exists in the AST of the source code and can be decorated.
But the ’for’ loop does not exist in the same form in the binary output of a compiler. Therefore
the ’for’ loop attributes cannot be preserved in that binary representation. Another example, is
the possibility to annotate object instantiation in the source code level, because the line and the
syntax are known. At run-time, an object can be decorated immediately after it is created, but
the instantiation process itself cannot be decorated.

As a consequence of this principle, there are three different contexts, where explicit an-
notations can be applied:

• source-code level- attributes can decorate structural elements (e.g., classes and methods)
and behavioral elements (e.g., loops and conditionals). Attributes can be processed by a
preprocessor tool, or by the front-end phase of a compiler. Attributes can also be preserved
for later use in the binary meta-data. However, many source-code level attributes that sup-
port code generation (e.g., used to introduce new class fields) should be processed partially
or completely before or during compilation (§4). Other source-code level attributes that
decorate elements, that will not exist any more as separated entities in a binary (e.g.,for
loops), need to be fully processed before compilation.

The attribute specifications in both .NET[Pro02] and Java [JSR03] state that attributes do
not change the semantics of the code they decorate. This means that a component dec-
orated with attributes should be able to be compiled and used even though the attributes
are not processed. In practice there are many exceptions to this rule. Components deco-
rated with attributes usually cannot be used unless the attributes are properly processed,
given that attributes change the semantics of the component or the semantics of the context
[Low03] it lives in30. In other cases, attributes can be used to introduce fields or methods

30That is, the attributes are an integral part of the overall semantics of a component.
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that are used by the rest of the code. Such scenarios arise often when attributes are used to
drive code generation. In these cases, the component cannot compile without processing
the attributes first.

• binary level- not all languages offer this possibility. In real binaries the structural source
code information is not present. The source-level equivalent entities are either not pre-
served, or are blurred in undeterminable ways by various semantically-equivalent com-
piler optimizations [Muc97]. Meta-data enriched pseudo-binaries found in languages,
such as Java and .NET, save the structural information of the source code AST inside the
binary (§3.4.2). In such languages, the annotation of the structural elements is preserved
during compilation and can be accessed after the compilation, or at the run-time using
reflective introspection. For example, Soot [PQVR+00] can explore and modify the Java
bytecode format.

• run-time level- New entities exist at run-time that are not found in the source code or
binaries. For example, in the source code level there are class definitions and object in-
stantiations instructions. The real objects exists only at run-time. The same holds true for
threads and virtual methods. The need for attributes at run-time can be easy emulated with
additional object attributes31, and will not be explored any more in this thesis32.

These contexts differ in the amount of static or dynamic information that is available.
Different language technologies also differ in the amount of the information that is made avail-
able in each context. Java annotations [JSR03] make these contexts explicit. A Java annotation
can have source, binary, or virtual machine lifetime. For example, the@Retention(Reten-
tionPolicy.RUNTIME) meta-attribute denotes that a given attribute should be preserved
during the execution by the Java virtual machine.

3.7 Chapter Summary

Attributes are a lightweight language extension to introduce custom domain-specific abstractions
(DSA) as a means to support product-line developement. Attribute families organize attributes
in nested name spaces corresponding to the domain assets. Attributes can be used to drive
DSA transformation33 in the language technologies that support them. An attribute enabled
language offers the possibility to decorate and access the decorated AST in various (equivalent)
representations of the source code.

31The’Variable State’pattern [GB04] can be used for specific objects or a lookup (hash) table for all objects indexed
by the object.

32Using reflection at run-time to manipulate attributes is a case of binary-level attributes, and not of the run-time
level attributes.

33Source to source, source to binary, binary to binary and / or binary to source.
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Attribute enabled languages support more directly model-driven development (MDD)
compared to other language technologies for mapping UML class diagrams, such as marking
interfaces, or pseudo-syntactic marking. Attribute programming helps to preserve architectural
decisions in the source code. Unlike interface based mapping and pseudo-syntactic mapping,
attribute mapping closely resembles the original MDA model and offers better extensibility and
a less complex programming model for target object-oriented languages. The mapping process
itself it also simpler. Attribute enabled languages help to close the gap between thinking in terms
of models and code.

Attributes enable new ways to design the code. UML tags and stereotypes model only
a subset of attribute possibilities. While mapping UML tags and stereotypes to attributes is
straightforward, the reverse process is not directly supported in all cases by UML. Several UML
notations that can be used to model different attribute-based scenarios have been investigated.

GAAST enabled languages make it easier to extend a general-purpose object-oriented
language with domain-specific constructs. GAAST languages offer a single uniform mecha-
nism to introduce any custom extension. GAAST languages serve as a convenient alternative to
extensible compilers for implementing attribute-based DSA. GAAST languages do not require
changing and maintaining the front-end tools of the compiler. It is easier to introduce AEP in an
existing project, and also cheaper to maintain it in the long term, if the GAAST technology is
supported by the language vendor. Languages, such as .NET and Java 1.5, offer already a lot of
support for GAAST-like transformations.

Attributes should be used carefully to replace software abstractions that are already avail-
able in a language. Adding attributes is easily, however, just using attributesper seadds no se-
mantic value to the source code model. The set of used attributes and their validity scope should
be carefully selected based on the domain concerns. Attributes can be preserved in various rep-
resentations of the source code or the binary, if the language technology allows it. Depending
on the interpretation scope, attributes can be used at (pre) compile time, after compilation, or at
run-time.
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Chapter 4
Building Modular Attribute-Driven

Transformers

All animals are equal, but some animals are
more equal than the others.

G. Orwell, Animal Farm, 1946

All transformations are equal, but some
transformations are more equal than the
others.

(Variation)

This chapter1 addresses the implementation of modular attribute-driven transformers by explor-
ing features that are specific to DSA modeling of mobile product-lines with attributes. Most of
the developed technology can be used as well with other attribute-driven transformations.

Using explicit attributes at the programming language level has recently been attracting
a lot of attention with technologies, such as .NET attributes [NV02] and Java 1.5 annotations
[Jay04], and also with specialized tools, such as xDoclet [xDo03]2, used with EJB [MH00].

1This chapter shares content with references [Cep04, CM04, CM05b].
2xDoclet does not work at the language level.
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However, there are currently no systematic ways for transforming attribute-driven product-line
specific constructs. This often results in implementations which are not very modular and hence
difficult to reuse.

Attribute Transformation
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Layering Transformation Strategy
Section§4.1.6

Automating Transformation Concerns
Section§4.2
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Related Work
Section§4.3

Attribute Dependency Checker Tool
Section§4.2.3

Section§4.1 shows how the AST is modeled to ease attributes transformation in mobile
product-lines. The addressed domain is explored to introduce a horizontal modularization of
transformers. The OO language model of MIDP [J2M02b] is used in section§4.1.6 to layer the
transformation strategy.

Automating attribute transformation concerns using meta-attributes is addressed in sec-
tion §4.2. A specialized tool, called ADC, for checking attribute dependencies based on meta-
attribute decorations, is presented in section§4.2.3.

Several generative and graph transformation techniques are used to implement attribute-
driven transformers. Related transformation and automation approaches for the techniques de-
veloped in sections§4.1 and§4.2 are discussed in section§4.3.

4.1 Attribute-Driven Transformations

The concepts discussed in this section have been implemented as part of a attribute-driven trans-
formation framework, calledTango3. The Tango framework is designed for quickly adding
attribute-based domain-specific constructs to existing object-oriented (OO) languages, reusing
the existing language functionality. Tango has evolved as a generalization of the work on the
MobCon4 Transformation Engine (MTE), to support mobile containers presented in chapter§5.
Examples from Tango will be used as necessary in this section, to explain different aspects of
attribute-driven transformations.

3The nameTangowas coined in the following way: tag→ tag-go→ taggo→ tango.
4Mobile Container.
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4.1.1 AST Representation

The starting point of the abstract syntax tree (AST) representation for attribute-driven transform-
ers will be a GAAST-like API (§3). As the focus of this section is on attribute-driven transform-
ers used to support mobile software product-lines, an abstraction over the AST is utilized to
facilitate the transformations for this domain.

TaggedElement

TaggedCodeMethodTemplateFieldTemplate

ClassTemplate

0..*0..*

0..* 0..*

1 1

1

1

<<interface>>

MixTemplate

DefaultMixTemplate

Figure 4.1: CT-AST API

Internally, the GAAST representation is organized around a class-based API called a
Class Template AST (CT-AST), shown in Figure 4.1. The CT-AST API wraps the original
AST of the source code (§5) and contains operations that facilitate the AST manipulation of
classes and methods. For example, method bodies are represented as a list of attribute decorated
TaggedCode elements divided into three logical blocks: begin, middle, and end (Figure 4.2).

Head

begin body end

Code Snippet

Optional Inner

Tags

Figure 4.2: CT-AST Method Body Model

This organization helps transformers to select code elements of interest based on attributes
and to insert new code elements before or after any other code block. When an existing method
is parsed in code, its method body is represented as a single code element in the middle block5.

5All transformers of prototype for J2ME MIDP of chapter§5 work at the method block level.
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Each element of the CT-AST API derives from aTaggegElement and can be decorated with
one or more attributes (§4.1.4). Support for merging different class templates is provided using
aDefaultMixTemplate class (§4.1.5).

1 <!ELEMENT methodbody ( s t a r t b l o c k ? , m idd leb lock ? , endb lock ? )>

2 <!ELEMENT s t a r t b l o c k ( taggedcode )+>
3 <!ELEMENT midd leb lock ( taggedcode )+>
4 <!ELEMENT endb lock ( taggedcode )+>
5 <!ELEMENT t aggedcode ( t a g s ? , code )>
6 <! ATTLIST t aggedcode nameCDATA #IMPLIED >

Figure 4.3: Tango’s Internal Model of the Method Body

Internally, Tango works with an XML [SG01] representation of the CT-AST and expects
the input to be converted to XML. For example, Figure 4.3 shows how the method body is mod-
eled in Tango as XML DTD. This enables more flexibility for processing code originating from
more than one language that fits to the CT-AST meta-model. The internal XML representation
also externalizes the AST parsing outside Tango. The AST parsing can be done with any parsing
or meta-programming tool6.

tango.template

tango.runtimetango.translate

Transformer Internal Representationctango

*.xml  (classmodel.dtd) *.xml  (classmodel.dtd)

tangorun.dll

input output

User Condition
DLLs

Figure 4.4: Tango Framework

The organization of Tango is shown in Figure 4.4. The usage of the XML representation is
implicit in Tango. Tango supports a set of CT-AST classes around XML (part oftango.template
namespace in Figure 4.4) similar to those in Figure 4.2, that are used by the transformers.
The node selection operations of Tango are internally mapped to XML queries using XPATH
[XML99]. The Tango processor (ctango) invokes the Tango run-time to process the input code
encoded in the Tango XML format. The transformation functionality is also specified as input
to the Tango processor. This functionality is first mapped onto the internal Tango representation

6Chapter§5 explains how the real AST for J2ME MIDP is obtained.
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in XML ( tango.translatenamespace). The Tango processor invokes the Tango run-time (the
transformation engine) that maps the input code to the output code based on the transformation
logic7.

4.1.2 Class Transformations

Classes annotated with attributes serve as input units for attribute-driven transformers. Figure 4.5
shows that an attribute annotated class can be transformed in two ways. A new class can be
created or the class can be modified in place8. The exact transformation will depend on the
semantics that attributes carry and the specific invasive technology used.

C

C'D

TransformGenerate

Figure 4.5: Transformation and Generation

• Creating a new class.A classC annotated with attributes is processed with a transformer
T , giving a new classD, such thatD = T (C). TheD class is called an adapter [GHJV95].
The original classC does not change. The adapterD contains the additional functionality
introduced byT , and forwards the messages as necessary to the original classC. Both,
D andC must be present in the system. Another way to implementD is based on the
template pattern [GHJV95]. In this view,D is the result of the templateT , where the
specialization C is applied:D = T < C >. The classD is generatedbased on the class
C.

The implementation ofT requires that theC ’s implementation is independent of the in-
tended attribute semantics. This means thatC should be successfully compiled ignoring
the attributes. This transformation in not possible for most attribute-based DSA. To maxi-
mize automation, attributes are used to introduce changes in the code before compilation.

TheD class can either be obtained before (or during) compilation, or at run-time using
reflection if supported. For example, .NET saves structural attributes into the compiled bi-
nary. At run-time, annotations can be accessed using reflection. In .NET languages, rather
than using the componentC directly, the implementation ofD can use reflection over the

7Custom user condition DLLs are explained in section§4.1.6.
8In general, more than one new class can be created. In-place class transformation and creation of the new classes

can also be combined (see equation 4.1).
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original componentC9. Alternatively,D can be generated before compilation using the
.NET CodeDom API[Har03] over the componentC ’s source code. The adapterD could
also be changed dynamically resulting in some form of dynamic AOP [KLM+97]10.

• In-place class modification.The annotated class implementation is dependent on the se-
mantics of the tags. In general,C could not be compiled directly without applying some
transformation (add / remove code) to it. In this case, the attribute-based transformerT

gives a new classC ′, such thatC ′ = T (C). Only the classC ′ must be present afterward
in the system. The classC is transformedinto the classC ′.

In-place class modification supports invasive changes that need to be applied before com-
pilation. These changes are needed to support attribute-based DSA and when the original
system is not designed with transformation in mind (and makes direct use ofC, rather
than through a new componentD). In-place class transformations are usually applied to
source code, because generally the classC can not be compiled directly.

The symbolΓ will be used to stand for bothD andC ′, when it not necessary to distinguish the
two cases, that isΓ = T (C). If C ’s implementation supports non-invasive transformations, then
Γ could be eitherD or C ′ since both are possible, otherwise it isC ′. Γ is the result of the trans-
formation process, that is,Γ is the final implementation ofC. Γ’s implementation is identified
by the tuple< T, C >. The motivation to splitΓ’s implementation is that the same transformer
T can be used for any classC decorated with attributes that drive theT transformation. This
way, an entire set of classes{Γ} is parameterized based on an implementation set{C}. T can
be seen as an implementation template, parameterized byC. The functionality ofT does not
need to be repeated in every element of{Γ}.

Additional specialization parameters can be specified as a parameter vectorΠ to T, that
is Γ = T (Π, C). Parameters offer a convenient way to parameterizeT independently of the
implementation of{C}. The representationΓ = T (Π, C) is very general. It can be imple-
mented in various ways, using high-order functions [RH04], generics (templates) [CE00] and so
forth, depending on the hosting language technology. This work focuses on implementingT for
attribute-driven transformers, which usually apply in-place class modifications.

Implementation of attribute-based transformers is usually difficult, because more than a
single attribute needs to be processed in a complex context. Usually an attribute-driven trans-
formerT takes as an input a set of classes{C} decorated with several attributes{τ(π)}, where
π are the parameters of a single attributeτ . Thus, an attribute transformerT can be defined as a
transformation function by the equation 4.1:

9It becomes a bottleneck if a lot of reflection code is written every-time, unless an adapter pattern [GHJV95] is
used.

10In this case, the rest of the program should be aware of the adapterD and use it instead of using the classC directly
which may not be always acceptable.
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{Γ} = T ({τ(π)}, {C}) (4.1)

The transformerT in equation 4.1 transforms a set of input classes{C} decorated with a set of
attributes{τ(π)} into a set of output classes{Γ}. The attribute set{τ(π)} is thecoupling set
betweenT ’s implementation and{C}. The implementation ofC needs to be accessed inside
the implementation ofT , in order to be able to reason about it. Only the case whenC is source
code will be considered in this chapter. Other transformation based on the same technology can
be used for other representations ofC, e.g., in the Java bytecode representation, if the possibility
to access and manipulate similar entities exists in those other representations.

4.1.3 Mapping Transformation Logic to Attribute Families

Section§3.1.1 explained how attribute families can be used as a variability mechanism for
product-lines. Attribute families could also help to logically organize attribute-based DSA trans-
formations. They drive the first modularization ofT in equation 4.1.

Each family of attributes can be processed by a single transformation unit specialized for
that family. Formally, the entire attribute set{τ(π)} is split in a finite series of disjoint subsets
φi corresponding to each attribute familyi in a domain of interest. The transformation function
T in equation 4.1 can be then expressed as a composition of transformersΦi corresponding to
theN attribute families:

{Γ} = Φ1 ◦ . . . ◦ ΦN ({τ(π)}, {C}) = Φ1(φ1, {C}) ◦ . . . ◦ ΦN (φN , {C}) (4.2)

All individual family transformers have access to all classes passed as input toT and
select the ones of interests based on their specific attributesφi. The decomposition of each
transformerΦi could be done similarly, if needed, based on attribute sub-families. TheΦi

transformers of individual attribute families can be organized as plug-ins of a generic attribute-
driven transformation framework (§5).

4.1.4 Controlling Composition Semantics with Inner Tags

A side-effect of the equation 4.2 is that it removes the global transformation state that was
preserved inT (equation 4.1). There is no global way to maintain information about the overall
transformation process. Results of previous computations should be explicitly passed to the next
transformer in the chain. This can be done by means of additional parameters passed to eachΦi,
or by encoding the information to pass in the transformed classes that result from the input{C}.
Each transformerΦi(φi, {Ci}) needs to re-parse the information of the previous transformer
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{Ci} = Φi−1(φi−1, {Ci−1}). Reprocessing the AST can be avoided, if the information that
needs to be passed between the transformers is also encoded as attributes. Now, each transformer
has the formΦi(φi, Ii, {Ci}), whereIi are the additional attributes expected to be found in{Ci}
before theφi-driven transformation can be applied. TheIi attributes do not directly represent
domain-level concepts asφi do. If present, theIi attributes only help with the transformation
concerns. The outputC ′

i of each transformerΦi is decorated with a set of attributesOi made
up of a combination of the unprocessed explicit attributes and theIi+1 phase attributes added
during theΦi transformation:

(Oi, {C
′
i}) = Φi(φi, Ii, {Ci}) (4.3)

In Tango, theIi attributes are known asinner tags(or attributes). Tango treats the inner
tags as a natural extension of explicit attributes that enable a declarative transformer composi-
tion. Inner tags are used only in the inner operations of attribute-driven transformers and offer
a convenient means for specifying thecoupling setsbetween the composed transformers, by
removing the need to reinterpret the code. Inner tags are similar to ASF+SDF [vdBHKO02]
placeholdersfor saving intermediate results. In Tango, the inner tags offer a uniform model
to controll custom semantics integrated uniformly with the remainder of attribute-driven trans-
former operations. Transformers deal with the inner tags in the same way they process explicit
attributes. All Tango’s basic edit operations can specify inner tags to decorate the entities they
modify.

I1 I2

Figure 4.6: AST Node Grouping and Labeling with Inner Tags

While inner tags place transformer interaction semantics, the alternative is to reprocess the
AST in each transformer to check whether it fulfills a given condition. Using inner tags does not
grow transformer coupling (it remains the same). Inner tags only make the coupling declarative,
avoiding AST reprocessing. Logically, the inner tags are used to create arbitrary graph node sets
[Men99], which may not correspond directly to the generalized AST graph nesting structure as
shown in Figure 4.6. A group of AST nodes is decorated with same inner tags to form a single
logical node unit. Inner tags help also to associate more than one label with a node (group) as in
Figure 4.6, in order to select the node in more than one logical set.
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Property

property

property.both

Validation

validation

property.mutator.< fieldName>

validation.< fieldName>

validation.min

property.both .< fieldName>

DataPersistence

property.mutator.< fieldName>

validation.< fieldName>

property.both .< fieldName>

dp

Figure 4.7: Transformer Composition Based on Tags

Consider again the attribute-driven transformation example of Figure 3.4, presented in
section§3.1.1. Figure 4.7 shows a possible combination of three attribute-driven transformers,
namely,Property , Validation andDataPersistence for processing the code of the
example in Figure 3.4. The exact combination order may change in a particular implementation.
In this example, theProperty transformer expects the input unit(s) to be decorated with at-
tributesproperty andproperty.both . TheProperty transformer decorates its output
made of the added property methods, e.g.,setScore() , and their corresponding fields, e.g.,
score , with aproperty.mutator. <fieldName > inner tag (among the other tags). The
<fieldName > in Figure 4.7 stands for the actual field name, e.g.,score . The actual value
is expanded during the transformation process.

The DataPersistence transformer combines the output of the two previous trans-
formers.DataPersistence requires that the AST it works upon is decorated among the oth-
ers with the (inner) tagsproperty.both. <fieldName > andvalidation. <field-
Name> to be able to read, modify, and validate the field data inside the persistence code that it
adds.DataPersistence treats the inner tags, e.g.,property.mutator. <fieldNa-
me>, in the same way it treats explicit attributes, e.g.,dp , and cannot distinguish between the
two.

4.1.5 The Transformation Workflow

For the transformation of equation 4.2 to be applicable in practice, a partial order overΦi should
be found. The partial order ofΦi depends (a) on the domain assets thatΦi models, expressed
by the attribute setφi and (b) on the details of theΦi implementation, expressed by the attribute
setIi. The implementation order is accidental and theIi will depend on the order placed upon
φi. BecauseΦi model domain concerns, they can be named according to the concerns they
address (Φi → name). The names of theΦi transformers can be used by the developers to
define a partial order overΦi. The process can be partially automated by specifying for each
addressed domain concern, what other concerns need to be processed before and after it, as
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Φi{before}{after} lists. The elements of before and after lists are made of theΦi transformer
names, or of special quantifier symbols, e.g.,all or any. These local dependency relations are
processed automatically to build the totalΦi dependency graph, as shown in the example of
Figure 4.8. Encoding the dependency relations locally in each transformer, rather than globally
is preferable, because the dependency relations depend on the particular implementation of the
Φi. It also frees the developers from having to build manually the total dependency graph.

Property {ALL}{}

Validation {Persistence}{}

Persistence {}{Property,Validation}

Property Validation

Persistence

Figure 4.8: Resolving Dependencies

The dependency graph defines the transformation workflow. The developers can modify
the automatically generated dependency graph manually to resolve any conflicts, on a case by
case basis. A minimal workflow language is supported in Tango for this purpose. The Tango’s
workflow syntax is made up of (a) class variables (’$’) that can point to the processed classes,
(b) constructors that create empty or initialized class variables, and operations to save them
back to source files, (c) an operation to assign (deep copy) the class variables (’=’), and (d) two
composition operators: the sequential composition (’,’) (which is equivalent to the function ’()’
operator) and the try operator (’|’) that is similar to an ’if ... else’ construct. A transformer in
Tango, either succeeds or fails.

For example, the workflow order of the transformers of Figure 4.7 can be specified as$CT
= Property, Validation, Persistence; which is equivalent to$CT = Persi-
stence(Validation(Property($CT))); . Actually both notations are supported. For
the MIDP domain addressed in this thesis, e.g.,Persistence , it makes no sense to apply the
transformations continuously to a class. For this reason, Tango, currently, does not define loops
or other more sophisticated workflow operations.

Once the dependency graph based on the domain concerns is in place, the inner tags are
used inside the transformer implementations to coordinate the control flow inside individual
transformers. Sometimestransformation adaptersneed to be created to process the input, so
the code has the form and the inner tags expected by an existing transformer. The equation 4.2
leads to a sequential evaluation of transformers. Based on the domain dependency graph some
Φi transformers could be orthogonal to others and the parallelism (’||’) could be explored:

{Γ} = (©, ||)Φi(φi, Ii, {Ci}), i ∈ 1, N (4.4)

For example, in Figure 4.7 the input AST for theDataPersistence comes from two
other transformers that could work in parallelProperty andValidation . TheDataPer-
sistence transformer does not need to reevaluate the AST. It only checks for the required
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attributes. In this caseDataPersistence mixes also the output ofProperty andVa-
lidation transformers. In this case,Property andValidation could also be seen as
adapters of the original AST, to make it suitable for further processing by the transformerDa-
taPersistence . All the composition semantics are represented as attribute names (labels)
in Figure 4.7.

Because of the parallelism, different versions of the same class could be present during
the transformation, as in the case with the classes output by theProperty and Valida-
tion transformers. Because of the orthogonality of parallel transformers these classes need
to be merged. A default merge operation that takes the union of the members of two classes,
and the union of corresponding method code blocks (§4.1.1) is provided in MobCon (§5.3.1).
More complicated class merging need to be done manually inside a transformer. Tango gen-
eralizes the merging concept by allowing any combination of classes to be merged at once in-
side a transformer. This enables a uniform composition of transformers, unlike other systems,
e.g., JMangler [KCA04], that make a distinction between individual transformers and mergers.
While Tango evaluates all transformers sequentially, threading and synchronization can be im-
plemented automatically if needed, based on the data flow [RH04] graph on theΦi transformer
boundaries.

4.1.6 Layering the Transformation Strategy

Up to now, only the knowledge of the domain assets is used to enable ahorizontalmodulariza-
tion of attribute-driven transformers (§4.1.3) and to define the transformation workflow (§4.1.5).
It is also possible to explore the features of the supported language meta-model to enable a
vertical modularization of the transformers. Tango uses a common OO meta-model based on
classes, fields, methods, and method blocks. This hardwired OO meta-model is enough to sup-
port the transformations that mobile containers introduce in a OO mobile product-line (§5). The
language meta-mode specific features have been used in the past to create customized solutions
for specific sets of languages. For example, denotational semantics [NN99, Fin96] explore the
features of procedural languages to offer a specialized model for expressing and verifying lan-
guage semantics, which applies better to procedural languages than the generic operational or
axiomatic semantics.

The structural information of the hardwired common OO meta-model can be used to struc-
ture the transformationstrategy[Vis01b] in layers, corresponding to the nesting of the structural
elements in the OO meta-model. Layering enables reasoning at different levels of abstraction
about the transformation strategy and enhances the reuse of the low-layer modules in more than
one transformer. The attribute-transformers in Tango are organized in several hierarchical layers,
shown in Figure 4.9. Thetransformers workflow layerwas already discussed in section§4.1.5,
theclass transformers layer(Tc) defines operations applied to classes, themember constructors
layer (Tm) defines operations applied to fields and methods, whereas thecode snippets layer(Ts)
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Transformation Workflow

Class Transformers

Member Constructors

Code-snippet Transformers

use(s)

Figure 4.9: Tango Framework Layers

helps with manipulating the code templates used inside the method blocks. The transformerΦi

of equation 4.3 can be written as:

Φi(φi, Ii, {C}) = Tci
({C}, Tmi

({Cmembers}, Tsi
({memberscode blocks}))) (4.5)

The information aboutφi and Ii is distributed as needed between the transformers of
each layer. The processed classes from{C} in Tci is again selected based onφi and Ii as
in Φi. Layering is possible in Tango because the OO meta-model in hardwired so the nested
elements are completely known. An open meta-model cannot be layered clearly with declarative
constructs specialized for its elements.

Tango enforces layering using special syntax. Every attribute-driven transformer imple-
mented in Tango has to be modularized to be conform with the layering of Figure 4.9. Each
layer uses the elements of the successive lower layer, but cannot create elements of the upper
layer. For example, class templates are only created in the workflow layer. The class transformer
layer can only modify the class templates, but cannot create new ones. To find out which class
templates take part into a transformation only the workflow layer need to be examined. Simi-
larly, member constructors are used in the class transformers layer only. Finally, code snippets
are used only by the member constructors.

To understand how vertical layering is implemented beyond the workflow level, consider
how thePropertyattribute family transformer for theGameScoreexample of Figure 3.4 can
be implemented. Figure 4.10 shows the complete implementation of thePropertytransformer
(class transformers level) in Tango. Eachclass level transformeroperates in one or more class
template variables passed to it as arguments by the workflow layer, e.g., the˜ ct at line 1 in Fig-
ure 4.10. The class level transformers cannot create new class templates. If new class templates
need to be created this should be done in the workflow level.

A class level transformer in Tango has two main parts: an optionalpreconditionpart
(lines 2 - 5) and anactionpart (lines 6 - 19). The optional precondition section can be used to
apply some quick checks on the input to decide whether the transformation can be applied or
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1 t r a n s f o r m e r P r o p e r t y ( ˜ c t ){
2 p r e c o n d i t i o n {
3 i f ( no t check ( ˜ c t , t a g s ( [ ” p r o p e r t y ” ] ) ) )
4 noapp ly ;
5 }
6 a c t i o n {
7 $ f i e l d s = s e l e c t ( ˜ c t , FIELDS , t a g s ( [ ” p r o p e r t y .∗ ” ] ) ;
8 i f ( check ( $ f i e l d s , empty ( ) ) ) e r r o r ;
9 i t e r a t o r ( $ f i e l d i n $ f i e l d s ) {

10 i f ( check ( $ f i e l d , t a g s ( [ ” p r o p e r t y . a c c e s s o r ” ] )
11 or t a g s ( [ ” p r o p e r t y . bo th ” ] ) ) )
12 add ( ˜ c t , METHOD, GetMethod ( $ f i e l d ) ,
13 [ t a g (<” p r o p e r t y . a c c e s s o r ” , $ f i e l d . name> ) ] ) ;
14 e l s e i f ( check ( $ f i e l d , t a g s ( [ ” p r o p e r t y . mu ta to r ” ] )
15 or t a g s ( [ ” p r o p e r t y . bo th ” ] ) ) )
16 add ( ˜ c t , METHOD, SetMethod ( $ f i e l d ) ,
17 [ t a g (<” p r o p e r t y . mu ta to r . ” , $ f i e l d . name> ) ] ) ;
18 }
19 }
20 re turn ˜ c t ; / / o p t i o n a l t h e f i r s t argument i s r e t u r n e d
21 }

Figure 4.10: The Property Class Transformer Implementation

not. Only non-edit operations are allowed in the precondition section. Tango preconditions are
optimistic. The action part can apply more specific checks and the transformer may still fail as
a consequence of a failed condition in the action part even thought the preconditions succeeded.
The reason for having the precondition section is to be able to quickly determine the attribute
family or the main inner tag families supported by the class transformer. Preconditions are not
performance optimizations rather, they are only a clue about the semantics addressed by the
transformer. This clue removes the need to consult the more complex action section when only
a high-level view of a class transformer is needed. Thenoapplyoperator (line 4) tells the Tango
workflow that this transformer cannot be applied. If a transformer fails to apply, the control
is returned to the workflow. Theoretically, a pre-condition and a post-condition can be defined
for any graph rewriting operation [Men99], but in practice it is cumbersome to enumerate them
for each operation (post-conditions can be written as preconditions [Men99]), so only important
checks are applied in the preconditions part in Tango.

The editing operations are allowed only in theactionpart. The action part (lines 6 - 19)
will modify the input class template to add getter and setter methods for all fields decorated with
an attribute belonging thepropertyfamily. The fields are selected in line 7 and stored as a list
in the variable$fields . The genericselectoperation is used to filter a set of nodes of the
same type that fulfill a given condition. Only predefined types of the supported meta-model,
e.g.,FIELDS, METHODS, can be used. The third argument ofselectis a condition. Several
predefined conditions are supported:
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• ’tag’ - filters nodes based on tags,

• ’name’ - filters based on names,

• ’empty’ - checks for empty list,

• ’count’ - checks the number of list items.

For conditions that expect string arguments, regular expressions are supported. Users can
define additional custom conditions by implementing a required interfaceIUserCondition
and packing the condition logic as a separate DLL placed in a predefined sub-folder. Every
time the Tango run-time finds an unknown condition name, the run-time searches whether a
custom condition DLL with the same name can be found. If found, the DLL is loaded and
theIUserCondition interface is used to invoke a genericFilter method using reflection.
Any argument list for the condition is passed to theFilter method. TheFilter method
returns a filtered list. If no such DLL is found, or an error occurs when the DLL is invoked, an
error is reported.

Thecheckoperation in line 8 is similar toselect. It applies all the conditions passed to it
as the first argument and returns aBooleanvalue indicating whether conditions have succeeded
or not. The individual conditions can be combined using Boolean operators:and, or, not .
Thecheckandselectoperations pass the first argument implicitly to all conditions. This makes
it easier to understand what acheckor selectstatement does, given that all conditions work on
the first argument ofcheckor select11. This is similar to the concept ofconventional interfaces
in [ASS96]12.

The iterations over the meta-model AST are divided between thecheck, select, anditer-
ator. Thecheckandselectoperators do implicit iterations overfinite lists of elements (via the
conditions). Theiterator operation in line 9 is used to apply an operation over all elements of
a list. Theiterator andselectcould be a single operation, however, it makes sense to separate
these operations in cases when lists other than those returned byselectare processed.

Theadd operation (lines 12 and 16) is an example of an edit operation. It adds a meta-
element to the class template given as its first argument. TheGetMethod andSetMethod
are member constructors. All supported edit operations in the class transformers layer, i.e.,add,
deleteandmodify, work upon class templates and use member constructors of the next lower
layer. In the example, theadd operation also adds an inner tag to the newly added element:
[tag(<"property.accessor", $field.name>)] . The tag is created by the explicit

11At the cost of a slightly slower implementation, since each condition has to re-iterate through the input list. Set
operations are used to mix the results of different conditions:and corresponding tointersection, or correspond-
ing to union, andnot corresponding to setdifference. Given thatnot operation is easier to implement during
iteration, theFilter method of theIUserCondition interface, accepts a special boolean flag indicating the
not condition.

12http://mitpress.mit.edu/sicp/full-text/book/book-Z-H-15.html#%25 sec 2.2.3
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attribute constructortag, combining the field tag type and the field name using the string con-
catenation operation<...> . This inner tag can be used later in aselector checkstatement of
another transformer, in the same way as an explicit attribute.

The add and selectoperations use a common pattern. The type of processed meta-
elements is given explicitly. This improves the readability of the code (in the case ofadd,
the type could have been deduced from the member constructor type). An alternative would be
to have distinct operation names for each meta-element type, e.g.,addMethod. This would then
require to maintain the Tango parser if its supported language meta-model is customized. The
modified class template is returned in line 20.

Themember constructorslayer defines the actual meta-model member implementations
that are used in the class transformers layer. Class templates cannot be passed as arguments
to the member constructors. Currently, Tango defines member constructors for fields, methods
and tags. As explained in section§4.1.1, method bodies are represented as a list of attribute
decorated code snippets divided into three logical blocks: begin, middle, and end (Figure 4.2).
This representation allows quickly adding or removing blocks of code without dealing directly
with AST node composition. All the changes that the attribute-based DSA for mobile containers
introduce modify the method internal at the block level only.

1 method ToRecord ( $ f i e l d A r r a y ){
2 methodName ( makeMethodName ( [ ” toRecord ” ] ) ) ;
3 methodReturn ( ByteAr ray ( ) ) ;
4 addBody ( S t o r e F i e l d s ( $ f i e l d A r r a y ) ) ;
5 }

Figure 4.11: Method Constructor Example

Figure 4.11 shows a method member constructorToRecord used in the persistence
transformer. The constructor expects an array of fields that will be serialized in a byte array
and return the implementation of a methodtoRecord that does the serialization. The method
name for the newly created method is set in line 2 and its return type is set in line 4. The ex-
ample specifies the method return type by invoking a code-snippet constructorByteArray(line
3). A code block is added then in the middle block of the method by usingaddBody (line
4). TheaddBody invokes another code snippet constructorStoreFieldsto obtain the code that
implements the fields serialization. The method body is produced by the code snippet construc-
tor StoreFields(Figure 4.12). TheaddBodyoperation adds this code snippet at the end of the
middle block list. No direct code is written in this layer. Instead the code-snippet constructors,
e.g.,ByteArrayandStoreFields, are called.
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4.1.7 Code-Snippet Templates

Section§2.3.2 explained that invasive techniques lead to writing more code because of the meta-
level indirection where the programming is done. The situation can be improved by using code
templates [Voe03a, Aßm03]. Attribute-based DSA usually modify the components they deco-
rate. Most of the changes happen inside the method boundaries or by adding new methods. Code
templates can help (a) with reducing coding efforts inside the member constructor layer and (b)
with isolating the rest of an attribute-driven transformer from the language specific details.

In Tango, the transformation abstractions are isolated from the remainder of the trans-
former implementation via the concept of acode snippet13, which is similar to Stratego’s [Vis01b]
concrete syntax. A code snippet is a source code node that Tango treats as a string. It is the only
part of code which depends on the concrete syntax of programming language in which the code
being transformed is written. The rest of a transformer’s implementation in Tango works with
the hardwired OO model. Code snippets enable the representation of parameterized clusters
of the source code graph without dealing with details the AST nodes in the remainder of the
transformer implementation.

Tango requires that the particular implementation of code-snippet templates has a way to
replace parameters inside the code snippet. An example of a template code snippet that uses the
Apache Velocity [Vel03] script language is shown in Figure 4.12. This code generates a possible
implementation for the body of thetoRecordmethod in Figure 3.5 and was used in the example
of Figure 4.11.

1 code S t o r e F i e l d s ( $ f i e l d A r r a y ) l anguage ( V e l o c i t y ){
2 By teAr rayOutpu tS t ream baos =new ByteAr rayOutpu tS t ream ( ) ;
3 DataOutpu tS t ream o u t p u t S t r e a m =new DataOutpu tS t ream ( baos ) ;
4 # f o r e a c h ( $ f i e l d i n $ f i e l d A r r a y )
5 o u t p u t S t r e a m . $ d pw r i t e ( $ f i e l d . t ype )
6 ( t h i s . $Tango . makeMethodName ( [ ” g e t ” , $ f i e l d . name ] ( ) ) ) ;
7 # end
8 re turn baos . toBy teAr ray ( ) ;
9 #macro ( dpw r i t e , $ type )

10 i f ( $ t ype == s t r i n g ) UTF
11 i f ( $ t ype == i n t ) I n t
12 # end
13 }

Figure 4.12: Code Snippet Example

The code of Figure 4.12 is a Velocity string template specialized using the values in the
fieldArray argument in line 1. AByteArrayOutputStream is created and used to
initialize a DataOutputStream so the fields can be outputted formatted according to their

13This term is borrowed from .NET CodeDom API [Har03].
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type. The specialization is done in lines 4 - 7, which generate code to save each field of the class
in line 5. A special macrodp write , defined in lines 9 - 12, is deployed to generate the right
name of theDataOutputStream function depending on the variable type. OnlyIntegersand
Stringsare shown in this example. Strings data are saved using the portable UTF encoding.

4.1.8 Termination

The attribute-based transformation approach presented in this section can be seen as an in-
stance of agraph rewriting system(GRS) [DJ90, Nag96, ET96, BS99, SWZ95, Sch94b, MA99,
Aßm00, Plu01]. Attributes form a finite vocabulary (signature) used to transform a finite num-
ber of variables, represented as classes of a OO language. The approach can be seen as a form
of graph labeling [Plu95, Men99], where labels form ahypergraph[Plu95] made of attribute
family trees. The explicit and a part of the inner attributes can be simplified to source code as
a ground form. Some of the inner attributes, such as those used to support traceability (§4.1.9),
areirreducibleand are preserved in the final normalized form (source code).

In terms of [DJ90] the approach is not convergent, as the order of transformation matters.
That is, not all possible combinations of sequences of rules lead to the same normal form. The
ordering or rules, however, ensurestermination[Gra96]. Termination is ensured for a relation
if its transitive closure forms a well-founded ordering (definition 12 in [DJ90]). The approach
presented here has such a well-founded termination ordering. In the top level, the order of the
transformation is ensured by the dependencies between the domain assets, forming a stratified
[CGT89, Aßm00] structure for applying transformers. The workflow graph is finite and contains
no endless substitution chains. Explicit loops are not allowed in the workflow syntax, whereas
recursive, or circular transformer dependencies cannot appear because the vertical transforma-
tion order is made up of a well-defined finite number of three hierarchical [Ohl02] expanding
levels: classes, methods, and method blocks. Rules of each level cannot refer to the parent or
the sibling rules, which prevents the circular dependencies14.

In [Aßm94, Aßm96] termination criteria are defined for special forms of GRSs, based on
labeled graphs (Σ − Graphs). A series of derivations is finite, if it contains a finite number of
finite derivations steps. Termination is warranted for the GRSs that contain only graph edge ac-
cumulation, called edge-addition rewrite systems (EARS). Furthermore, termination criteria are
also specified for exhaustive GRSs (XGRS), made up of additive GRSs (AGRS) and subtractive
GRSs (SGRS). The attribute-driven transformation presented here could contain subtractive op-
erations, however, in practice changes are always additive (AGRS) and complement the original
code of the annotated components.

The termination of hypergraphs in GRSs is discussed in [Plu95], where a rule is defined
as a combination of a left-side and a right-side graph morphisms. A forward closure is defined

14Infinite loops in the lowest code-snippet layer indicate programming errors.
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as a minimal set of successive derivation steps. Termination is warranted when the GRS con-
sumes a rule in each step and does not admit to an infinite forward closure. The attribute-driven
transformations of this section, consume at least one attribute in each step, and because of the
finite ordering, the derivation sequence is finite.

4.1.9 Transformation Traceability

Traceability is important for generative frameworks because in Tango the code snippets replace-
ments are not fully statically checked at the time of string replacement. Rather, this action is
postponed until the compilation time, where any possible errors will show. These errors need to
be connected with the input code locations. Decoration with inner tags that enable traceability
logging helps to deal with error tracing15.

Transformer
Input

Code

Ouput

Code

ExecutableLog

Transformation Log
(what is getting changed

 and from whom)

Run-time execution log
(where did the current

 executing code came from)

Debug

Figure 4.13: Transformation and Execution Log

Traceability is integrated in the Tango framework (Figure 4.13). Tango distinguishes be-
tween (a) transformation time log and (b) run-time execution log. The transformation log gives
feedback about the transformation process. The execution log helps to trace the origin of the
executed code. Traceability can be turned on and off for pieces of source code of interest by us-
ing a special explicit attributelog directly in source code. When present, this attribute instructs
the framework to automatically add special log methods to all methods that are transformed by
any Tango transformer. The log methods are decorated with special attributes containing all the
transformer names which have edited the method. When output code is executed, trace state-
ments are printed on the console, enabling the display of the exact transformation history for
each executing method (an example is given in Figure 5.18). This centralized tracing capability
helps debugging the transformation-related side-effects.

15Yacc [LMB92] solves this issue with ANSI C pragma directives that overwrite the line numbers in the outputted
source file. This technique does not work with Java and .NET compilers. Furthermore, Tango transformers can
carry out complex transformations and line number based traceability may not work in all cases.
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As discussed in chapter§3, GAAST languages support the preservation of the MDA PIM
architecture into the PSM, when the PSM is source code, shifting the model transformation to
the language level. The structured attribute-driven transformations of this chapter further pre-
serve the traceability of the PIM, after the PSM transformation. Inner attributes (§4.1.4) enable
the association of traceability semantics with the transformed elements. The Tango framework
preserves the inner attributes in the outputted code. This approach enables tracing back the ori-
gin of the code and depending on the design of the transformers16 and the redundancy of the
used inner attributes, it could also used to support full round-trip engineering. The preserved
inner attributes do not influence the performance of the end system. The representation of the
inner attributes could also be combined with specific language support for attributes, as in the
case of Java 1.5 (§3.6.2), to directly support traceability at run-time.

4.2 Automating Attribute Transformation Concerns

The transformation process for interpreting attribute-based DSA was modularized in section§4.1
based on the domain assets. The transformation related issues, e.g., checking for the right us-
age of attributes, or validating the AST to conform to the decorated attributes, must still be
implemented separately in each transformer. There are many such repetitive transformation
concerns that crosscut more than one attribute-driven transformation. The repetite transforma-
tion concerns can be factored out from the individual transformers, and implemented as generic
attribute-driven operations∆j({τ(π)}, {C}), so the equation 4.4 becomes 4.6, with theΦi-s
simplified by the∆j-s.

{Γ} = (©, ||)[∆j({τ(π)}, {C}),Φi(φi, Ii, {Ci})] (4.6)

The transformation cross-cutting concerns∆j can be candidates to be automatically handled by
an attribute-driven transformation framework. For example, logging (§4.1.9) is a cross-cutting
concern handled automatically by the Tango framework as part of the traceability. This section
demonstrates a generic technique that can help to factor out declaratively the cross-cutting func-
tionality ∆j outside of the individualΦi transformers. To illustrate the concept, two examples
of cross-cutting attribute transformation concerns are considered next.

I) Attribute dependencies. In section§2.1.5 an example of how a web service can be
modeled with DSA was given. Figure 2.4 is repeated here for convenience as Figure 4.14. Sec-
tion §3.1 illustrated how the same web service DSA can be modeled with attributes in Figure 3.2,
repeated here as Figure 4.15.

16For example, MobCon (§5) transformers are additive. They never remove the original user code from the trans-
formed components, only append to it. This ensures complete traceability when combined with the preservation
of the inner attributes.
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1 webse rv i ce Trave lAgen t{
2 . . .
3 webmethod Ge tHo te l s ( ){ . . .}
4 . . .
5 }

Figure 4.14: A Domain-specific Ex-
tension to Implement Web Services
(Figure 2.4)

1 [ WebService ]
2 c l a s s Trave lAgen t {
3 . . .
4 [ WebMethod ]
5 pub l i c vo id GetHo te l s ( ){ . . .}
6 . . .
7 }

Figure 4.15: A Web Service Class
with two Inter-depended Attributes
(Figure 3.2)

When using a DSL (or EDSL), an explicit grammar rule, such as,webservice :=
webmethod+ , explicitly defines a context relation betweenwebservice andwebmethod
in Figure 4.14. A web method will appear only inside a web service and vice-versa, a web
service will contain web methods. This grammar rule will be automatically enforced by the
parser.

When attribute-based DSA are used, there is, by default, no way how such a generic de-
pendency constrain can be declared. It remains the responsibility of the corresponding attribute
transformer to validate the dependency constrain. Depending on whether the class or its methods
are considered, there are two constrains that need to be enforced: (a) public methods of a class
decorated with[WebService] should be decorated with the[WebMethod] attribute17, (b)
any method decorated with a[WebMethod] attribute should be declared within a class dec-
orated with the[WebService] attribute. That is, the two attributes are inter-dependent. In
general, the dependency relation needs not be symmetric, e.g., a[Validate] attribute may
require another[Validate.MaxValue] attribute, whereas the[Validate.MaxValue]
attribute may also be used alone.

Checking attribute dependencies is needed in any attribute family transformer to make
sure for example that suitable sub-attributes have been used. The code required to enforce
dependencies between attributes, stating for example, that a certain attribute is present in the
program hierarchy before another attribute can be used, is a cross-cutting concern (CCC) that is
repeated in every transformer.

II) Virtual instances and this keyword usage.This example is motivated by the im-
plementation restrictions of the EJB [MH00] programming model. The EJB specification states,
among other restrictions, that components whose instances are managed asvirtual instances
[VSW02] should not passthis as a parameter or return value. The underlying rationale is that it

17For simplicity, it is assumed that all public methods need to be decorated. The actual implementation explained in
section§4.2.3 removes this restriction by enabling user-defined filters for specifying which code elements, in this
case methods, will be checked and which will be not.
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makes no sense to return a direct pointer to an object that will be reused with different internal
state at a later point of time by the container. While the EJB implementations up to version
2.1 do not rely on attributes, Java 1.5 annotations will be used in EJB 3.0 [EJB04] instead of
marking interfaces.

1 [ V i r t u a l I n s t a n c e ]
2 c l a s s C {
3 . . .
4 [ I n i t I n s t a n c e ]
5 pub l i c C i n i t i a l i z e ( Id i d ){ . . .}
6 . . .
7 }

Figure 4.16: A Class that Requires Virtual Instance Support

The imaginary example shown in Figure 4.16 supposes that the lifetime of an instance
of a class is going to be managed by the container, only when the class declaration is decorated
with the attribute[VirtualInstance] . For a classC tagged with the attribute[Virtual-
Instance] , the restriction aboutthis must hold. The methodinitialize() of classC is
invoked by the container when a virtual instance needs to be initialized. This method is identified
by annotating it with an[InitInstance] attribute to distinguish it for later processing.

The transformer for[VirtualInstance] needs to check theno-thisrestriction for the
methods that the class contains. The same check could be repeated in the member constructor
transformer for theinitialize() method that processes[InitInstance] . Transform-
ers for other domain assets, e.g., database connection pooling transformers, may also need to
check theno-this restriction. The same validation code for the AST blocks inside a method
needs to be repeated in different transformers.

4.2.1 Expressing Cross-Cutting Concerns with Meta-Attributes

In a GAAST language all entities can be decorated with attributes.Meta-attributesare attributes
used to decorate other attributes. Meta-attributes can be used to associate arbitrary semantics
with attributes that can be checked for, or enforced automatically. Meta-attributes do not dec-
orate attribute instantiation18. Rather meta-attributes decorate attribute definitions. When an
attributeτ(π) is defined, its definition is decorated with meta-attributes{µ(µπ)}, whereµπ

are parameters used to specialize the meta-attribute instantiation. Meta-attributes are a means
to model the transformation cross-cutting concerns in GAAST languages in a declarative way.
Meta-attributes help to factor the code for handling the cross-cutting concerns out of individ-
ual transformers, in generic concern handling tools that can be made part of an attribute-driven

18Attribute parameters (§3.1.2) are used to express the variability of the attribute instantiation.
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transformation framework. The generic∆j transformers working over meta-attributes{µ(µπ)}
can be expressed as in equation 4.7. The{µ(µπ)} defines semantic constrains (or operations)
that must hold over{τ(π)}, when{τ(π)} are applied to{C}.

∆j → ∆j([{µ(µπ)}, {τ(π)}], {C}) (4.7)

Using custom meta-attributes in .NET [Pro02] is similar to using the predefined[Sy-
stem.AttributeUsageAttribute] . This special attribute is used in .NET to decorate
the definition of an custom attribute, providing information about the lexical scope in which the
attribute at hand can be used. Based on the usage attributes, every time a custom attribute is
encountered in a program, the compiler can check, whether the attribute is being used in the
right lexical context and report an error when this is not the case. The idea underlying[Sy-
stem.AttributeUsageAttribute] can be adopted to introduce new custom checks by
using custom meta-attributes.

1 [ A t t r i b u t e U s a g e ( A t t r i b u t e T a r g e t s . C l a s s ) ]
2 c l a s s NoThis : System . A t t r i b u t e{ . . . }
3
4 [ NoThis ]
5 [ A t t r i b u t e U s a g e ( A t t r i b u t e T a r g e t s . C l a s s ) ]
6 c l a s s V i r t u a l I n s t a n c e : System . A t t r i b u t e{ . . . }
7
8 [ NoThis ]
9 [ A t t r i b u t e U s a g e ( A t t r i b u t e T a r g e t s . Method ) ]

10 c l a s s I n i t I n s t a n c e : System . A t t r i b u t e{ . . . }

Figure 4.17: Modeling[NoThis] Constraint as a Meta-Attribute

Consider for example, theno-this restriction modeled as a[NoThis] meta-attribute.
Then [NoThis] can be used to decorate the definition of all attributes that need to check or
enforce theno-thisconstrain, as shown in the .NET C# example of Figure 4.17. A cross-cutting
attribute checker tool, that enforces theno-this restriction, needs to check each attribute of a
code entity, whether the attribute definition19 contains a[NoThis] attribute. If the condition is
fulfilled, then the methods decorated with the corresponding attribute need to be checked. The
cross-cutting concern checker tools operate outside theΦi transformers, reducing the amount of
code that needs to be implemented and debugged in each individualΦi transformer.

Theattribute dependencyexample is more complex, as it requires a bigger context to be
handled when the attribute dependencies are resolved. Ideally, it is preferable to declare the
attribute dependencies similarly to grammar rules. Meta-attributes enable expressing attribute
dependencies declaratively in GAAST languages. The rest of this section explores in detail

19Whether the attributes of the attribute itself.
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how attribute dependencies can be modeled as meta-attributes and how they can be enforced
automatically. The presented implementation is based on .NET [Pro02]. The details of the
attribute processing in .NET were discussed in section§3.4.1.

Using meta-attributes frees the developer that writes attribute-driven transformers from
coding repeated concerns by centralizing the way cross-cutting concerns are processed. The
developer only declares constrains, e.g., dependencies without taking care of how they are re-
solved and enforced. There are of course many ways (§4.3) to declare and enforce such architec-
tural dependencies [Min98]. Using meta-attributes to decorate other attributes is a natural way
for GAAST-like languages, because meta-attributes could be directly processed with attribute-
driven transformers.

4.2.2 The Attribute Dependency Model

The attribute dependency model presented in this section distinguishes between (a)required
dependencies, stating that a given attribute requires another one in order to be used, and (b)
disalloweddependencies, stating that a given attribute cannot be used, if another attribute is
present. Furthermore, children nodes in a program’s structural hierarchy can declare dependency
constrains on parents of any level, and vice-versa. An attribute of a certain program element
instance may require that certain attributes are present in the set of the attributes of the structural
children of the program element at hand. For example, aClass attribute may require a certain
attribute to be present in the class’Methods. The reverse is also true: An attribute of a child
structural element instance may require a certain attribute to be present in the set of the attributes
specified for the parent instance. The attribute dependency model generalizes these notions to
any depth of the structural tree.

A restriction in this model is that the attributes of a program element instance cannot place
any constraint on the attributes of sibling instances. For example, the attributes that aField

instance is decorated with cannot imply anything about the attributes ofMethod instances or
attributes of otherField instances. In the prototype for J2ME MIDP (§5) sibling dependences
are not used. However, the attributes of a program element instance can place constrains on
other attributes of the same instance. For example, a method attributeam1 of a methodm may
require another attributeam2 to be present form. A more generic dependency model could be
created (to include siblings constrains), but the more detailed semantics add nothing new to the
meta-attribute concepts discussed.

The semantics of thedisallowed relation on the structural AST elements and instances
can be specified similarly and will not be repeated.
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The [DependencyAttribute] Class

.NET custom attributes are classes derived from the classSystem.Attribute (§3.4.1). Cus-
tom attributes may have arguments specified either as constructor parameters (unnamed argu-
ments), or as properties of the attribute class which generategetterandsettermethods in C#
(named arguments). Attribute classes may also contain methods and state (instance fields), as
any other .NET class does. Using properties to specify attribute arguments is more flexible than
using constructors, because .NET does not support complex types to be passed as parameters to
the constructors20.

To handle attribute dependencies a new meta-attributeDependencyAttribute 21 is
defined as a custom attribute class. TheDependencyAttribute contains oneRequired *
and oneDisallowed * property for each program element type for which attributes are sup-
ported (Assembly 22, Class , Method ), as shown in Figure 4.18. Given that the number of the
node types in a program’s structural tree is limited, it makes sense to enumerate such operations.
This makes the code easier to understand compared to having a single dependency property for
all meta-element types.

1 [ A t t r i b u t e U s a g e ( A t t r i b u t e T a r g e t s . C l a s s ) ]
2 pub l i c c l a s s D e p e n d e n c y A t t r i b u t e : System . A t t r i b u t e{
3 . . .
4 pub l i c D e p e n d e n c y A t t r i b u t e ( ) { . . .}
5 pub l i c Type [ ] R e q u i r e d A s s e m b l y A t t r i b u t e s{ . . .}
6 pub l i c Type [ ] D i s a l l o w e d A s s e m b l y A t t r i b u t e s{ . . .}
7 pub l i c Type [ ] R e q u i r e d C l a s s A t t r i b u t e s{ . . .}
8 pub l i c Type [ ] D i s a l l o w e d C l a s s A t t r i b u t e s { . . .}
9 pub l i c Type [ ] R e q u i r e d M e t h o d A t t r i b u t e s{ . . .}

10 pub l i c Type [ ] D i s a l l o w e d M e t h o d A t t r i b u t e s{ . . .}
11 }

Figure 4.18: The Dependency Attribute

Adding support for objectFields to this model is trivial (§4.2.3). Readers familiar with
.NET may note thatnamespaces 23 were skipped from the list of program elements above.
The reason is that anamespace is a logical rather than a physical concept, so even though
theoretically anamespace can be decorated with attributes, practically there is not a single
physical place where to store the attributes, since anamespace may be expanded in many

20Only basic constant types andSystem.Type can be used.System.Object is also listed in the documentation,
because it is the parent of simple types and ofSystem.Type . This does not mean that arbitrary objects can be
passed as constructor parameters.

21When used in code the suffixAttribute may be omitted from the name of an attribute class.
22A .NET Assembly maps roughly to a Java JAR file; theAssembly attributes map roughly to custom JAR

manifest entries.
23A .NET namespace maps roughly to a Javapackage .
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modules and assemblies24.

The current .NET implementation seems to restrict the complexity of the validation logic
that one can implement inside a property of a custom attribute. In the .NET documentation, it is
not clear whether that code is ever activated. Furthermore, it was found that if the code inside
a property is more than a simple assignment, that property may be not included in the attribute
class without any warnings from the C# compiler. Thus, the code of theDependencyAttri-
bute properties must be kept simple and checks, e.g., that the attributes passed as a parameter
to a property have the right[System.AttributeUsageAttribute] target25, should be
postponed until the dependency checking is performed.

The DependencyAttribute only stores the required / disallowed attribute arrays
(lists), and contains only code for printing these arrays as strings needed for error and log re-
porting. It does not contain any code to interpret the dependencies and its implementation has
no other module dependencies. As a consequence,DependencyAttribute is independent
of any particular dependency checker implementation and can be distributed and used alone to
decorate attribute libraries.

1 [ Dependency ( R e q u i r e d M e t h o d A t t r i b u t e s (new Type [ ]{ t y p e o f ( WebMethod )} ) ]
2 [ A t t r i b u t e U s a g e ( A t t r i b u t e T a r g e t s . C l a s s ) ]
3 c l a s s WebService : System . A t t r i b u t e{ . . . }
4
5 [ Dependency ( R e q u i r e d C l a s s A t t r i b u t e s (new Type [ ]{ t y p e o f ( WebService )} ) ]
6 [ A t t r i b u t e U s a g e ( A t t r i b u t e T a r g e t s . Method ) ]
7 c l a s s WebMethod : System . A t t r i b u t e{ . . . }

Figure 4.19: Using the Dependency Attribute

Figure 4.19 shows how theDependencyAttribute can be used in code to express the
dependency semantics of the attributes[WebService] and[WebMethod] for the example
of Figure 4.15. The ’typeof ’ C# operator is used to obtain an instance of the class type of each
attribute. Class types fall into the category of types supported for attribute property arguments.
The dependency lists are saved as C# arrays inside the two instances of theDependency-
Attribute and will be preserved from .NET as part of the IL binary meta-data.

4.2.3 The Attribute Dependency Checker (ADC) Tool

The Attribute Dependency Checker (ADC) tool is implemented as apost-processorusing the
.NET Reflection API , exploring reflective capabilities of GAAST languages (§3.4). After

24This is the reason why .NET does not listnamespace as an entry in theAttributeTargets enumeration.
25E.g., thatAttributeTargets.Method is present in the declaration of an attribute included in the list

RequiredMethodAttributes .
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the code is compiled and linked, one can run the ADC tool over the IL binaries to detect the
dependency errors. Alternatively, ADC could be implemented as apre-processortool to be run
before the source is compiled using theCodeDom API26.

Figure 4.20 shows the architecture of the ADC tool. Almost all the functionality of the de-
pendency checker is found in the abstract classAttributeDependencyChecker . It uses
several helper classes and interfaces (a) to filter the processed elements (IDependencyFi-
lter ), (b) to log information about the progress of the checking process (ICheckLogger ),
and (c) to report errors (ErrorReport ). The IContextMap class encapsulates the meta-
model structure in a single place using a special internal coding. The ADC tool can be invoked
from the command-line or programmatically. For illustration, Figure 4.21 shows how the ADC
library can be used programmatically to check the attribute dependency constrains for all ele-
ments of a given .NET assembly (line 1).

Figure 4.20: The Run-time Attribute Dependency Checker Structure

In order to implement the semantics of the dependency attribute, initially the dependency
sets need to be built for each structural element by processing the element and all its structural
children. After the dependency sets are constructed, the dependency constrains of the element
can be checked. That is, a post-order transversal of the structural tree is required. A boolean
flag in AttributeDependencyChecker controls whether the inherited attributes of the
structural elements are processed. The actions performed during a call to theCheck(t) method
(line 5 in Figure 4.21), wheret is the current program element whose attribute dependencies are
being checked for, are illustrated in Figure 4.22.

First, the filter object is used to check whether the element at hand should be processed

26A third-party implementation ofICodeParser for C# can be found in [Zde02].
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1 Assembly a = . . . ; / / o b t a i n an assembly
2 ADCAssembly c = new ADCAssembly ( ) ;
3 c . F i l t e r = . . . ; / / s e t f i l t e r
4 c . Logger = . . . ; / / s e t l o g g e r
5 c . Check ( a ) ; / / check t h e assembly
6 i f ( c . e r r o r s . HasWarnings ( ) )
7 { / / p r o c e s s : c . e r r o r s . GetWarnings ( ) . . .}
8 i f ( c . e r r o r s . HasEr ro rs ( ) )
9 { / / p r o c e s s : c . e r r o r s . Ge tEr ro rs ( )

. . . }

Figure 4.21: Using the Run-time Attribute Dependency Checker in Code

(step 2 in Figure 4.22). Filters can be used to put arbitrary constraints on the elements that
will be processed, e.g., by using pattern matching on names. TheDefaultDependencyFi-
lter processes all the elements. The ADC command-line tool uses a customized filter called
ClassDependencyFilter derived fromDefaultDependencyFilter that can restrict
checking to a subset of classes whose names are given in the command line. More sophisticated
filters can be written and used in a programmatic way (line 3 in Figure 4.21). Filters can also
be used to implement profiling by keeping track of various counters; e.g.,ClassDepende-
ncyFilter counts the number of classes and methods processed.

Next, the call toProcessEnterElement() (step 3) sets the properErrorReport
context (explained later) in step 4 which is used when processing the sub-elements of the ele-
ment at hand. TheProcessSubElements() method in step 6 calls theCheck() method
of all sub-elements. As shown in Figure 4.20, the specific attribute checkers for different
meta-elements, e.g.,ADCAssembly , ADCClass , etc., are derived fromAttributeDepe-
ndencyChecker by implementing the abstract methods:Check(object t) , Process-
EnterElement(object t) and ProcessSubElements(ref ArrayList ctx,-
object t) . For illustration, Figure 4.23 shows the implementation of theProcessSub-
Elements method inADCClass . Only the traversal functionality for finding the sub-elements
is part of this method.

The context to be used during the processing of a node and its descendants (the parameter
ctx in the signature ofProcessSubElements ) is managed in anArrayList similarly to
the method call stack frames in a compiler [ASU88]. A frame in a context contains the attributes
and the dependency attributes of a particular element. As the structural tree is traversed by
callingProcessSubElements , the dependencies context is filled by passing thectx object
to every processed sub-element. Each element, when it is processed, can modify the dependency
information of context frames of its parents. When a sub-element is processed, its frame is
removed from the context. After all sub-elements of a given element are processed, all the
required context information is in the context stack frames. This information can be used to
check the dependencies of the given element. The actually dependency attribute of the current
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Figure 4.22: UML Sequential Diagram ofCheck() Method Call

attribute are then compared with the total dependency attributes for the current frame, using set
operations in theCheckConstrains() method (step 7 in Figure 4.22).

The :ErrorReport object maintains its own context (set up in step 4), so that when
an error is reported in step 8, the error message can be embedded within the proper structural
context. TheErrorReport context is used to report messages in a useful way, as illustrated
by the error message:

| Required CLASS attribute missing:
| adctests.CA01Attribute @ adctests->adctests.nunit.TDependencyUtils

This error message specifies that the required class attributeadctests.CA01Attri-
bute is missing in classadctests.nunit.TDependencyUtils , which is part of the
adctests assembly. By defaultErrorReport accumulates the errors, but this behavior can
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1 p ro tec ted o v e r r i d e vo id ProcessSubE lemen ts ( r e f A r r a y L i s t c tx , o b j e c t t ){
2 MethodInfo [ ] m = ( ( Type ) t ) . GetMethods (
3 B i n d i n g F l a g s . I n s t a n c e|
4 B i n d i n g F l a g s . P u b l i c |
5 B i n d i n g F l a g s . Dec la redOnly|
6 B i n d i n g F l a g s . NonPubl ic ) ;
7
8 f o r e a c h ( MethodInfo mi i n m){
9 ADCMethod adc =new ADCMethod ( ) ;

10 CopyStateTo ( adc ) ;
11 adc . I n i t i a l C o n t e x t = c t x ;
12 adc . Check ( mi ) ;
13 }
14 }

Figure 4.23: ADCClass Implementation ofProcessSubElements Method

be changed via a switch, so that it will break the checker execution, when an error happens
by throwing aADCException . TheErrorReport contains also functionality to accumu-
late or immediately report the improper usages in code of the parameters passed to theDe-
pendencyAttribute itself. An example is passing an attribute declared with a class lexical
scope as an argument to aRequiredMethodAttribute property.

Finally, the ICheckLogger interface (step 5) allows the programmer to associate a
customized logger with the checker (line 4 in Figure 4.21). If the logger is notnull , a hierarchy
of the processed elements with details about their attributes and attribute dependencies is printed.
A filter could also be used for custom logging. All objects shown in Figure 4.22, with exception
to the:AttributeDependecyChecker , are singletons and are passed to the processing of
the sub-elements as part of the context.

The implementation of the classAttributeDependencyChecker is generic with
regard to the implementation of bothDependencyAttribute and the meta-model elements,
which means that its implementation can be reused with new attributes as well as with other
meta-models. TheAttributeDependencyChecker achieves this generality by using a
combination of the following three techniques:

• First, all the hierarchy information of the supported meta-model is factored out into two
static methods of theIContextMap utility class. AttributeDependencyChe-
cker usesIContextMap to implement a strategy pattern [GHJV95]. By changing the
IContextMap class, users can change the supported meta-model. Theoretically, the
information inIContextMap would be enough to check the dependencies, i.e., no spe-
cific checker classes for different elements of the meta-model, e.g.,ADCClass would be
needed. The .NET Reflection API design is not consistent for traversing the meta-elements
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hierarchy. Other APIs, e.g., XML DOM [McL01], have a single base interface27, from
which all elements are derived. .NET Reflection API does not expose a single generic
interface for meta-element types, because the number of meta-elements is limited. This
requires that when adding new meta-elements to the ADC library, special classes need to
be derived for the new elements. These new classes will contain only code to traverse the
sub-elements, as described above.

• Second, given that the structure of the meta-model is present in theDependencyAttri-
bute properties, the reflection inside theCheck(...) method can be used over the
DependencyAttribute properties to map them to the internalIContextMap con-
text. The use of the reflection ensures that if the required / disallowed properties of
the DependencyAttribute class are added or removed, the implementation of the
AttributeDependencyChecker does not need to be changed. Another generic
alternative would be to generate the checker code based on theDependencyAttri-
bute implementation, but this would require to re-generate and re-compile theAttri-
buteDependencyChecker class for every different version of theDependency-
Attribute implementation.

• Third, the template method pattern [GHJV95] is used to call abstract methods that need
to be implemented in the derived classes, such as theProcessSubElements method,
required to traverse the sub-elements. The entire checking functionality is part of the
abstract classAttributeDependencyChecker .

The resulting ADC library can be easily extended to support new meta-elements. If a
new type of checker for attributes of another meta-element need to be added, a class from
AttributeDependencyChecker must be derived. The derived class implements the ab-
stract methods discussed above. In addition, theIContextMap class needs to be modified to
accommodate the hierarchical structural relation of the new element with the existing elements.

4.3 Related Work

Attributes are a form of graph labeling [Men99]. They allow to associate arbitrary semantics
with nodes of interest and can be used to drive graph transformations. This general level is
not very useful in practice. For example, being able to normalize a series of add / remove /
modify operations applied to a graph [Men99] is an interesting theoretical operation. In the
domain of mobile applications considered in this thesis, scenarios that add the same block of
code or method or remove it several times never happen in practice. For this reason, graph
labeling is more interesting when it is specialized for a domain. For example, in [Big00] tags are

27TheNode interface in XML DOM.
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used to reduce transformation search space [vWV03] by serving as transformation hints in the
same way as tags in MDA [Fra03] models. The class of tags addressed in this work is made of
attributes used at the programming language level. Attributes are complex graph labels that can
be specialized using parameters, can contain behavior, and can themselves be decorated with
other attributes.

Several general purpose languages, such as .NET [Pro02] and Java 1.5 [Jay04], already
offer support for attributes. As discussed in chapter§3, these languages offer also GAAST-
like means to process the code decorated with attributes. Other non-mainstream approaches
also exists [BCVM02, Att02]. These approaches fall in the category of API-based generators
[Voe03a, CE00]. The GAAST-level of generality was the starting point for the modulariza-
tion techniques presented in this chapter. The parsing issues were not addressed on purpose in
Tango to allow flexibility to use any GAAST API or meta-programming tool discussed in sec-
tion §3.5.2, e.g., [TCKI00, BLS98, BP01, IR97, BH02, QDo03] to map the AST to the common
Tango OO model.

Tango modularization techniques can be seen as domain specialization of graph rewriting
systems [Men99]. The changes that a attribute-driven transformer introduces to an annotated
class could be seen as a series of primitive operations. Tango supports a hardwired language
meta-model with a finite number of elements. This makes it possible to enumerate the edit
operations. The approach is similar to implementing graph-based schema evolutions [BK87],
but specialized for a special set of OO attribute-driven transformers.

Stratego [Vis01b, vWV03] is a library of strategy operators and traversal primitives to
reduce the program transformation costs. Stratego is implemented as a set of reusable transfor-
mations primitives that can be used with any language system, given that a suitable parser to
map the specific language constructs to Stratego constructs can be created. The Stratego mod-
ules are translated to C code. Stratego organizes transformation operations as series of strategies
that work over grammar rules, to support for example term rewriting [DJ90].”A strategy is an
operation that transforms a term into another term or fails”[Vis01b]. A strategy is made up of:

• Traversal primitivesthat support reusable term traversal techniques. Examples:all, all
nodes in an expression;repeat, an generic iteration strategy to repeat an operation;bot-
tomup, does a bottom-up traversal of an expression.

• Strategy operatorsthat allow the combination of strategies. Examples:sequential compo-
sition, that combines a sequence of traversal primitives;choice, that selects between two
or more traversal primitives.

The approach presented in Tango is different in two ways from Stratego: (a) the strategies
are organized in layers and (b) the strategies are specialized for the entities of each layer.

There are several general purpose transformation frameworks, e.g., DMS [BPM02], TXL
[Cor04] and ASF+SDF [vdBHKO02] which can be used to address domain-specific transforma-
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tions. These general purpose frameworks have an open meta-model meaning that any specific
language can be mapped to them. In this context, such tools could also be used to process ex-
plicit attributes. However, in a generic framework one has not specialized declarative rules for
every specific domain of interest. Hardwiring the domain, as in Tango, enables abstracting the
transformation strategy operations at different levels.

Tango’s vertical attribute modularization bears resemblance to layered context-sensitive
graph grammars [RS97] and multi-stage programming [TS97]. Layered grammars [RS97] have
been used to recognize left-hand side patterns in graphs and specify an evaluation order for
graph rewriting rules. Tango is specialized only for attribute-driven transformers. Multi-stage
programming uses special annotations to structure the computation of expressions as multi-stage
transformations. Multi-stage programming is driven by the need for optimizations and partial
evaluation [JGS93] and uses a predefined set of annotations. Tango can be used to implement ar-
bitrary invasive transformers [Aßm03] at source code level in the top of a GAAST-like language.
Tango also supports an arbitrary number of user defined attributes.

Some transformation approaches generalize some of the ways a transformer works with
an AST-like representation of the program: (a)Filtering related approaches, e.g., JPath [Cal03],
are motivated by XPATH [XML99] node query language for XML [SG01]. The idea is to be able
to define XPATH-like queries over the AST to declaratively select sets of nodes of interest. For
example, the query ”//class[@name="Class1"]/method[@name="Method1"] ” se-
lects and returns all methods namedMethod1found in class namedClass1. (b) Mapping related
approachesbuild upon filtering related approaches and that are motivated by XSLT [TS01] and
more recently by MOF Query View and Transformation [DSC03] proposals. These approaches
define declaratively how to map a set of selected nodes to another set of nodes, enabling this
way the generic transformations of one graph to another. These approaches are very general and
XML and XPATH are used internally in Tango to implement the specific Tango features on top
of them.

Tango is acode-to-codetransformation framework. Given that the transformation of a
marked model to marked code is trivial (§3.2.3), the approach can be seen also asmodel-to-code
according to a feature based categorization of MDA [Fra03] transformation approaches given in
[CH03] that distinguishes betweenmodel-to-codeandmodel-to-modelapproaches. With regard
to the implementation, Tango can be seen as atemplate-like transformer with source-oriented de-
terministic iterative rules. The categorization in [CH03] is too general, and many tools could fall
into the same category. Tango is unique for its well-structured layers, extensibility of primitive
operations, and heavy reliance on inner tags.

Code snippets in Tango are an example of a combination of template and frame-based
systems [CE00, Voe03a]. Similar approaches include syntactic unit trees [MF03] and various
template and macro-based approaches [IR97, BP01]. Tango code snippets differ from these
approaches, because code snippets are restricted to represent only non-structural elements, e.g.,
a block of code inside a method. Tango code snippets can also be labeled with inner tags and
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reprocessed later as atomic elements of the AST.

Declaring and checking attribute dependencies is one example of explicitly enforcing ar-
chitectural principles [Min98]. Attributes offer a unified way to express evolution invariants
in languages that support explicit annotations, given that any structural entity can be decorated
independently of the syntax. This makes attributes attractive for expressing law-governed sys-
tem evolution rules. Architectural principles that must hold between program entities can be
expressed as attribute dependencies between architectural attributes used to decorate program
entities. System-wide invariants can be expressed in .NET asAssembly attributes and system-
wide rules can be expressed declarative by using meta-attribute annotations over the architectural
attributes.

The meta-attributes approach enables explicit factorization of cross-cuttings concerns
in attribute-driven transformers. Meta-attributes make the cross-cuttings concerns definitions
declarative and fit well in the paradigm of a GAAST language. Meta-attributes are not well-
suited for checking arbitrary program restrictions. Cross-cuttings concerns based on meta-
attributes can be factorized using specific tools, e.g., ADC (§4.2.3) or any general meta-pro-
gramming tool. There are also generic meta-programming tools [PMD03, Bor03, EMOS04]
designed to ease enforcing of program rules that cannot be checked directly by the program-
ming language compiler. These tools could be used to implement checking based on attributes
directly or based on meta-attribute factorizations if they can access them. Cross-cuttings con-
cerns could also be factorized with AOP [KLM+97, Lad03, EMOS04, KM05] techniques (§2.4).
Aspect-oriented programming techniques can be also used to enforce architectural decisions.
An example how AspectJ [KHH+01] can be used to enforce system-wide constrains is given in
[SY01]28.

Attribute extension grammars can be used to enforce properties about library components
that can not be enforced otherwise with object-oriented systems [Hed97]. The work is super-
seded by language technologies, such as .NET [Pro02], that directly support attributes and offer
GAAST-like access to the AST information along with the decorated attributes. The meta-
attributes approach enforces rules at a more abstract level, using attributes to define declarative
rules that must hold between attributes.

It is also possible to define a central notion of dependency and model any kind of de-
pendency by a Dependency Code Calculus (DCC) based on a computational lambda calculus
[ABHR99]. Such a formal abstraction can be interesting for proving properties of dependent
system elements, but it must be specialized to a specific domain to be of real usage, yielding
different special purpose calculuses [ABHR99]. However, some of the dependency problems
mentioned in [ABHR99], such as slicing calculus, do not map directly into source code program
dependencies and cannot be expressed as source code attributes.

28There are meta-programs that cannot be expressed as AspectJ programs.
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4.4 Chapter Summary

The transformations of attribute decorated entities become problematic in a system when the
number of attributes and their required interpretation context grows. The attribute-driven trans-
formers implementation is the ultimate source of documentation about the semantics of an at-
tribute or a set of such. It is important that the transformation process is implemented in a well
structured and modular way to ease understanding and reuse.

The domain knowledge for attribute-based DSA used to support mobile product-lines is
explored to modularize attribute-driven transformer using ways that are not possible with more
generic transformation systems. The overall attribute-based DSA transformation is structured in
parts corresponding to the domain assets, modeled as attribute families.

To enable declarative composition of the transformer units, inner tags are used to carry the
transformation semantics. Inner tags serve as a uniform composition mechanism for attribute-
driven transformers, where inner tags are treated equivalent to explicit attributes. With inner tags
the coupling becomes explicit and the transformer implementations become more reusable.

The knowledge of semantics of the domain assets is used to define the transformation
workflow. The process is partially automated by having the dependencies expressed asbefore
or after lists. The generated dependency graph can be overwritten manually using workflow
operations to resolve conflicts.

The hardwired OO language meta-model of Tango is explored to achieve further vertical
modularization of transformer units. The transformation strategy is structured according to the
nesting of the structural elements in the language meta-model. This structure is enforced with
special language constructs. Specific strategy operations optimized for each layer are created to
make the transformer implementations more declarative.

The common OO meta-model is isolated from the details of the specific language inside
the transformation framework using code snippets. Code snippets are parameterized templates
that are allowed to contain language specific syntax and are used only inside the member con-
structors, e.g., method transformers.

Repetitive cross-cutting attribute-transformation concerns are factored out of individual
transformers and made part of generic tools of the transformation framework. Meta-attributes
offer a convenient way to implement a mix-ins structure for declaratively expressing the cross-
cutting concerns of attribute-driven transformers.

Attribute dependencies are a cross-cutting attribute-transformation concern that is made
declarative by using meta-attributes. A special tool for .NET was demonstrated, which extends
.NET to declare and automatically check attribute dependencies using Reflection over IL bina-
ries.
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Chapter 5
MobCon: A Generative Middleware

Framework for J2ME

There is abundant evidence to show that high
buildings make people crazy.

C. Alexander et al, Four-Story Limit pattern, A

Pattern Language: Towns - Buildings -

Construction, Oxford University Press, 1977

MobCon1 is a framework2 [Mob04] for automating cross-cutting concerns of Java 2 Micro Edi-
tion (J2ME) - Mobile Information Device Profile (MIDP) [Jav05] applications. MobCon uses
the technology for attribute-based DSA applied to organize product-lines introduced in this the-
sis. MobCon is implemented as a generative framework that organizes the product-line domain
assets as container-managed services specialized for the MIDP development.

The domain of J2ME MIDP applications is presented in section§5.1. To support a low-
cost programming model, a GAAST-like representation is implemented for MIDP. The domain
variability is expressed by means of attribute families.

Section§5.1.5 represents the details of mobile containers and how they can be used to

1The nameMobConstands forMobile Container.
2This chapter shares content with reference [CM05b].
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Automating MIDP Applications
Section§5.1

//

��

MIDP Programming with MobCon
Section§5.2

��

Mobile Container Architecture
Section§5.1.5

//

��

Extending MobCon Framework
Section§5.3

Related Work
Section§5.4

structure the MIDP product-line domain assets. A comparison of mobile containers with server-
side enterprise containers is presented.

MIDP programming with MobCon is explained in section§5.2. The declarative program-
ming model introduced by MobCon preserves the model of the domain assets in code and results
in shorter development time.

Section§5.3 gives details about the MobCon internals. Knowledge of the MobCon inter-
nals is needed to extend MobCon. The plug-in meta-data and customization of the transforma-
tion workflow are explained. Related container approaches are discussed in section§5.4.

5.1 Automating Cross-Cutting Concerns of J2ME MIDP Appli-
cations

The development of mobile software has been moving from OEM3 specific operating systems
and APIs, e.g., Palm OS [Pal04] and Windows CE / Pocket PC [Bol03, Poc04], to nearly stan-
dardized frameworks, e.g., Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) [Jav05] and .NET Compact Framework
(.NET CF) [YD04]. The latter aim at offering the same API to application developers indepen-
dent of the underlying operating system found in the mobile device. J2ME and .NET CF offer an
abstraction of the device hardware and software and allow mobile software to be portable from
one device to another. The success behind frameworks, such as J2ME [Jav05] and .NET CF
[YD04], results from the current trend to abstract from concrete hardware execution models by
means ofvirtual machinemodels against whichpseudo-codeis generated. The pseudo-code is
then run (compiled, interpreted, compiled just-in-time) in a specific virtual machine specialized
for a given mobile device.

The virtual machine execution model introduces an abstraction between the real hardware
and particular OEM software on the one side and the application programs on the other side. The

3Original Equipment Manufacturer.
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virtual machine abstraction is especially handy for mobile software, where the underlying device
hardware and software models change rapidly. It becomes the responsibility of the manufacturer
to maintain the specific virtual machine for the manufactured devices. The software applications
are mostly isolated from such changes, unless the newly provided features need to be used.

Java Language

Java 2

Enterprise

Edition Java 2

Standard

Edition Java 2 Micro Edition

HotSpot JVM KVM Card VM

CDC CLDC

8 bit16 bit32 bit64 bit

32KB512KB1MB10MBMemory:

server
workstation

PC, laptop

card

NC PDA

communicator

set-top box,

net TV

screen-

phone

smart phone
cell phone

pagerPOS

Figure 5.1: Java Technologies (Source: http://java.sun.com)

Figure 5.1 shows Sun’s Java technologies classified according to the targeted devices and
hardware technology. Java 2 Micro Edition (J2ME) is the set of Java technologies available
for mobile devices. The J2ME technology itself is separated into several families that target
different sets of mobile and embedded devices. The most powerful mobile and embedded de-
vices are grouped inConnected Device Configuration(CDC) family. The CDC set of devices
includes embedded software into TV-Sets, satellite receivers, home video / DVD player devices,
powerful PDAs, etc. These devices have enough CPU / RAM resources, power supply sources,
and often, constant network connectivity. Standards such asOpen Services Gateway Initiative
(OSGi) [OSG02], implemented asJava Embedded Serverby Sun, target CDC devices that could
run some form of the usual Java runtime. Scaled down versions of the Java runtime, such as,
Personal Javaprofile, could also be used on some of the CDC devices.

Of special interest for this thesis are the devices belonging toConnected Limited Device
Configuration(CLDC) family. The CLDC family is well supported by Sun and several mobile
device hardware vendors [J2M04, J2M02a]. Devices in the CLDC family include, for exam-
ple, small PDA-s and cellular phones. While PDA-like mobile devices are becoming more and
more powerful, the CLDC family will continue to remain in focus as a representative of portable
mobile devices. CLDC devices expose many properties associated with mobile devices, e.g.,
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limited processing resources compared to other contemporary devices, limited battery life, and
sporadic network connections. The CLDC specification is made up ofMobile Information De-
vice Profile(MIDP) [J2M02b], whose technology stack is shown in Figure 5.2. MIDP relies
on the CLDC virtual machine standard, whose back-end is specialized for the OEM operating
system in each device model. The MIDP applications can use MIDP APIs only and be portable
in any CLDC device. Alternatively, MIDP applications can also rely on OEM specific code and
be partially portable.

5.1.1 The Domain: Automating J2ME MIDP Applications

The domain addressed in MobCon is that of J2ME MIDP 2.0 [J2M02b] applications. J2ME
is intended to make programming uniform and simple for mobile devices, following the same
goals as Java technology for desktop and enterprise computing [Hel02]. The MIDP program-
ming model [Eff02] is based on a very stripped down version of Java. MIDP has a simple
language run-time, a simple threading model, and no reflection. The collections and utility li-
braries are limited to basic types (Hashtable , Stack , Vector ). The input / output libraries
contain basic stream support. MIDP also contains a set of specialized packages that target CLDC
devices. They deal with GUI creation, supporting the idea of aDisplay , various other input /
output gadgets, and game support. It is also possible to play various types of media, e.g., sound
or video.

MID

Native System Software

CLDC

MIDP

MIDP

Applications

Native

Applications
OEM-Specific

Applications

OEM-Specific

Classes

Figure 5.2: MIDP Technology Stack (Source: http://java.sun.com)

The network communication is supported via a special package for CLDC devices. The
basic supported protocols (for MIDP 2.0) include HTTP, HTTPS, UDP, and raw sockets. These
protocols are not necessarily supported over TCP/IP. The idea is that any specific device network
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(packet based) protocol can be used to implement the above protocols and the implementers are
free to choose the underlying details. Security is supported via the ability to sign applications
and authenticate connections with X.509 certificates. Data persistence is supported via a simple
record based model for the local device memory.

A MIDP application is called aMIDlet, similarly to a Java applet. A MIDLet should be
derived from a specific predefined MIDP class, and should implement a set of required callback
methods, e.g.,startApp() , that are called by the virtual machine during various phases in the
application’s life cycle. For an extended and practical discussion about the MIDP programming
model the reader is referred to [Moo05].

The MIDP technology has proved to be very successful for mobile phones and other small
devices, and is supported by many hardware device vendors [Law02, J2M04, J2M02a, Del02].
There is also good tools / IDE support and a free reference implementation by Sun. MIPD will
be used in this chapter as an underlying technology to demonstrate the concepts represented in
this work.

Despite its simple programming model, MIDP lacks support for modularizing the im-
plementation oftechnical concerns, e.g., data persistence, screen management, session manage-
ment and security management. These technical concerns [Par72] are secondary to what a MIDP
application does, but still they must be taken care explicitly by the developers to get the applica-
tion running. When using MIDP, the implementation of secondary concerns cuts across several
mobile applications, or even several places within a single application, resulting in duplicated
code. The lack of modularization leads to scattered and tangled code: Not only is the code for
technical concerns scattered around several places, it is also tangled with the core functionality.
For example, every time the data needs to be saved locally into a mobile device, theRecordStore
structure that MIDP exposes needs to be used. The records structure needs to be customized
manually to match the structure of the data. Similar code is repeated in many places with only
very slight differences. The same applies to other concerns, e.g., creating screens and managing
session context.

The consequence is manyfold. First, it makes the development of mobile applications
a tedious and error prone task increasing its costs. Furthermore, it is even harder to maintain
and further develop such applications, especially in the face of rapidly changing middleware
technology for the domain. Given the extreme speed of the domain, it becomes crucial to support
off-the-shelf application components that can be reused in a variety of devices. This in turn calls
for technology for modularizing technical concerns separately from the application functionality
as was explained in chapter§2.
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5.1.2 A GAAST-like Representation for MIDP

In chapter§3 GAAST-like languages were presented as a prerequisite for introducing low-cost
attribute-based DSA that model product-line abstractions. The Java dialect supported by MIDP
does not support an attribute annotation facility as Java 1.5 does. MIDP also does not support
a standard way to access the AST of the parsed MIDP Java code. As the focus in MobCon
is in static code transformations, a GAAST-like API for static processing of the MIDP Java
code is needed. Adding GAAST-like support to a language is a cheap one-time effort operation.
MobCon development was faced with the same problem, to quickly introduce a static GAAST-
like representation for the MIDP code.

The Java dialect in MIDP is similar to Java 1.4. MobCon emulates attributes with JavaDoc
[Pol00] comments. A special form of JavaDoc comments using an @-sign before the name has
been used in several Java 1.4 tools e.g., xDoclet [xDo03] and Attrib4J [Att02]. When using
JavaDoc comments to emulate attributes, no grammar changes need to be introduced in a parser
for Java 1.4, apart of the capability to process and preserve the JavaDoc attribute comments.
Any tool that parses Java 1.4 could be modified to offer static support for a GAAST-like repre-
sentation of the source code.

Several third-party generic parsers for Java 1.4 exists, e.g., ANTLR [Par02] or JavaCC
[Jav02b]. Some specialized Java parsers, e.g., xDoclet [xDo03], qDox [QDo03] have support
for processing attributes emulated with JavaDoc comments. Java 1.4 also supports a JavaDoc
API that can be used to process JavaDoc comments and could also be used to drive attribute
transformations. Unlike full-blown Java code parsers, these tools focus only on parsing JavaDoc
comments and have various limitations in the way they present the Java code. The JavaDoc API,
for example, ignores most of the AST information inside methods and cannot be directly used
to introduce changes in its model of the Java AST. Other tools, e.g., xDoclet [xDo03] and qDox
[QDo03], have similar restrictions.

qDox

(parse MIDP Java

source code)

vDoclet

(map AST to

Velocity)

Velocity

(transform AST)

Figure 5.3: MobCon MIDP AST Parsing Tools

The qDox [QDo03] tool was chosen in MobCon as an underlying tool for creating a
GAAST-like representation for MIDP code (Figure 5.3). There are several, properties that make
qDox interesting. As mentioned above, qDox knows how to process JavaDoc style attributes.
qDox is also a free open source tool with a very fast parser implementation, which ignores many
parts of Java 1.4 syntax. In MobCon the qDox tool was modified to fully parse MIDP code,
that is, to return the method internals as part of the AST and to have support for Java arrays
which was not implemented in the original qDox tool. Another very interesting aspect of qDox
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that motivated its selection in MobCon was the integration of qDox with a tool called vDoclet
[vDo03].

The vDoclet tool maps the AST parsed by qDox to a hierarchy of Java objects that can be
accessed inside Apache Velocity [Vel03] script engine. Apache Velocity is an open source script
engine motivated by WebMacro [Web03], mainly intended for supporting web applications.
Using web script engines as meta-programming tools have been explored in many tools, one of
the first being Gen<X> [Gen02]. The core of the Velocity is a generic template-like engine that
can be used to transform any kind of parameterized source templates. An interesting property of
Velocity is that it contains only very basic programming constructs, but allows any Java object to
be mapped onto Velocity and accessed directly from the script code. The vDoclet [vDo03] tool
uses this property of Velocity to make the Java AST accessible as native objects in Velocity. The
vDoclet tool was also modified in MobCon to reflect the changes that were introduced in qDox.
This way a complete GAAST-like engine was made available in MobCon for transforming the
J2ME MIDP applications.

5.1.3 Modeling MIDP Attribute Families

Attribute families were introduced in section§3.1.1 as a way to model the variability of the
product-line domain assets with attribute-based DSA. MobCon models the generic non-functional
MIDP concerns as attribute families. The attributes of the same family are combined with a name
space dot-like notation.

@src
|- height
|- width
+- form
| |- label
| |- firstDisplay
| ...
| |- choiceGroup
+- textfield
| |- label
| ...
| |- maxSize
...

Figure 5.4: The MIDP Screen Management Attribute Family

For example, the attribute family@scr, part of which is shown in Figure 5.4, denotes
the screen management concern. Inside a family, attributes are distinguished by the family
sub-prefix separated by dots, for example@scr.label denotes the technicalities involved
with managing a label gadget within the screen management concern. Many MIDP attributes
take arguments that are represented as strings separated by space after the attribute name, e.g.,
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@scr.label "First Application" specifies the text attribute of a label.

End-programmers of MobCon use the predefined set of MIDP attributes that come with
the framework to build mobile applications. If an attribute is used inside a component (class)
MobCon requires that the attribute family name be present to decorate the component itself. The
decorated source code is then processed and the required MIDP technical concerns are added.

5.1.4 The MobCon Transformation Engine

TheMobCon Transformation Engine(MTE), illustrated in Figure 5.5, is designed to be a gen-
eral purpose transformation framework organized around the modified Java 1.4 parsing tools
introduced in section§5.1.2.

Input
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decorated with JavaDoc
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Figure 5.5: MobCon Framework

The individual MIDP concern transformers are implemented as plug-ins. A plug-in may
contain one or more Velocity scripts, Java code, or other resources that describe the plug-in. The
MTE contains functionality to properly find plug-in dependencies and manage the transforma-
tion workflow (§5.3.1) by invoking the Java parsing and transformation tools as necessary. Expe-
rience with MTE plug-ins was used to develop the Tango attribute-driven transformation frame-
work. Tango and different aspects of building modular attribute-driven transformers processing
including those in MTE were discussed in chapter§4.

MobCon relies on the template method pattern [GHJV95] to support well defined exten-
sion points (§2.1.3). An abstract class,AbstractMobApp , that inherits from MIDPMidlet
contains the bulk of the generated code. Users do not modify this class directly, since it is
modified by the generator each time the attributes in the original source change. Instead, pro-
grammers add code to a derived class,MobApp, which is called by the abstract class. The
template method pattern is useful for generative frameworks [Voe03a]. It allows programmers
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to extend the generated code in a modular way without editing it directly.

5.1.5 The Mobile Container Architecture

Section§2.2.3 motivated the usage of the software containers as an architectural abstraction to
organize the domain assets in software product-lines. Section§2.2.4 explained then the need to
specialize the container concept to address the MIDP domain concerns. One or more mobile
clients applications run on a mobile device and could connect with server-side services as in
case (a) of Figure 5.6. The server-side part contains functionality that is common to server all
clients and functionality specialized for mobile clients, shown by the gray box part in the case
(a) of Figure 5.6. This specialized client functionality can be factored out from the server part
into a separate server-side component known asadaptive proxy[FGCB98], as in the case (b) of
Figure 5.6. This separate part is called aproxybecause it impersonates the server to the mobile
clients and vice-versa the mobile clients to the rest of the server (environment) services. It is
called anadaptive proxybecause it does not simply forwards the messages and data from the
mobile clients to the server and vice-versa, but also actively modifies the data to adapt them to the
specifics of mobile clients. An example of such adaptation is the modification of the resolution
of images returned by the server services, to match the resolution required by a mobile device.

Mobile Container

Mobile Container
Server Part

Mobile Container
Client Part

Server
Mobile

Client

Adaptive

Proxy
Server

Mobile

Client

Adaptive

Proxy
Server

Mobile

Client

a)

b)

c)

Figure 5.6: The Mobile Container

A mobile container addresses the automation of technical concerns in a mobile applica-
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tion. However, because the functionality of the adaptive proxy part is tightly connected to the
functionality of the mobile clients, a mobile container automates both the mobile clients and the
adaptive proxy, as in the case (c) of Figure 5.6. The mobile client can rely on the container to
provide common services specialized for its requirements. In a similar way, on the server-side
the adaptive proxy can make use of the server-part of mobile container services. The mobile
container services in both client and server parts are generated based on the requirements of the
mobile applications. While a mobile client can still use the server-side services directly, usually
it will rely on the mobile container to manage all the communication.

Communication Infrastructure Store

MCCS

MIDP

Application

Communication

MCSS

TCP/IP

Environment Services

Server-side Mobile device Client-side

Figure 5.7: Mobile Container Components

The conceptual architecture of amobile containeris shown in Figure 5.7. A mobile con-
tainer is made of aclient-side(MCCS4) and aserver-side(MCSS5) part. In MIDP devices the
applications cannot share code, including libraries or carry inter-process communication (IPC).
This requires to have a MCSS part for every mobile application. It is specialized by generation
in MobCon to contain only the functionality needed by the particular application. The MCSS
part is instead shared by many mobile clients. It contains generic code in MobCon to identify
the clients and fulfill the client-specific requests. The mobile container as a whole manages the
communication between the mobile application and the server and transparently handles the re-
quirements for services by a mobile application. The application specific functionality in both
mobile client and the proxy, that is not offered as generic services by the container, is the only
code programmed manually by the developers.

4Mobile Container Client-Sidepart.
5Mobile Container Sever-Sidepart.
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In MobCon the MIDP transformation plug-ins contain functionality to generate MobCon
MCCS code to support the transformed MIDP application and MCSS code used to support the
MobCon concerns in server. The MCSS code must be integrated manually in a server-side ap-
plication. In MobCon the container is also extensible. This means that depending on the specific
MIDP product-line, developers could add new services to the mobile container needed by server
application apart of those already supported by MobCon. This way the mobile container serves
as an architectural abstraction (§2.2.3) to organize the MIDP domain concerns in a product-line.

There are some other differences between mobile containers and other software (enter-
prise) containers apart of the explicit separation into two separate physical parts. A mobile
container extends from the client device to the server-side. A normal enterprise container works
on the server-side and contains some proxy broker code to run on the client. The mobile con-
tainer does the reverse. The broker-like code is at the server-side. The MCCS part takes care of
automation of cross-cutting concerns in a MIPD application running on a mobile device. In an
enterprise container, e.g., EJB [EJB03], the client-side contains only the communication bus and
proxy code [VSW02]. The MCCS contains the complete functionality to manage the concerns
of MIDP applications. A MIDP application relies on the mobile container to provide the services
that map to the required MIDP domain assets. The container manages different aspects of the
MIDP application, e.g., the persistence of the mobile application components and the network
communication between the mobile device and the server-side services. Other, more specific
domain services, such as image adaptation (§5.2.4) are also supported in the same manner as the
more generic services by the mobile container (§2.2.3).

The MCSS part deals with server-side cross-cutting concerns (CCCs), which are specific
for mobile device applications. A mobile device client is different from a desktop client because
of the limitations in the processing power or hardware configuration, e.g., the size of the screen
or the available memory. A mobile device client is neither a thin6 client, because it should be
able to work with sporadic network connections, nor it is thick clients since there are usually
processing restrictions on the mobile devices. The MCSS part addresses mobile device client
issues transparently. The interface of the MCSS part to the rest of the server-side services is
that of a normal desktop client. The rest of the server-side software in Figure 5.7 communicates
only with the a mobile device client only through the MCSS. The MCSS part contains, thus,
more functionality that its symmetrical part in a client of an enterprise container and handles the
technical and specific concerns of the adaptive proxy [FGCB98].

6A thin client, here, is an application that contains only the user interface logic and delegates most of the application-
functionality processing to the server. A think client does all the data processing itself.
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5.2 MIDP Programming with MobCon

MobCon is represented to the end-users as a set of attribute-based DSA that support the automa-
tion of several technical (and specific) concerns in a product-line for J2ME MIDP applications.
The attribute-based DSA modify the semantics of the existing components of a MIDP applica-
tion. MobCon currently provides MIDP 2.0 support fordata persistence, screen management,
session and context management, image adaptation, encryption, andnetwork communication.
End-users may extend this set of services or modify the existing services (§5.3). MobCon gen-
erates code for the technical MIDP concerns on the client-side (mobile device) and code to be
placed on the server-side. The nameMobConwill be used synonymously with the termMIDP
mobile containerin this section.

A design goal of MobCon is that the attribute decorated code can be used with the manu-
ally written parts of the application in a seamless way. The programmer can (a) rely on MobCon
for the entire application management, or (b) use parts of MobCon for concerns of interests and
ignore the others. Developers can use the MobCon generated components or replace them with
their own component implementations. MobCon supports an incremental adoption of the MIDP
container model inside a specific application. This section presents the MobCon programming
model for MIDP applications. First, several MIDP concerns automated by MobCon are pre-
sented. Then a complete MIDP application that combines most of the addressed MIDP concerns
for a medical X-Ray diagnostics application is explained.

5.2.1 Data Persistence

Any non-trivial MIDP application needs to store data persistently. The non-volatile memory in
a MIDP device is organized as a set of record stores managed via thejavax.microedi-
tion.rms package [Mob02]. Each record store is identified by a name unique for a Midlet7.
It contains byte records identified by an integer, therecordID .

A MIDP application might, in general, need to save data that are too complex to be in-
dexed by integers. For illustration, consider theGameScorerecord store example in the docu-
mentation of thejavax.microedition.rms package [Mob02]. AGameScoreobject con-
tains aplayerName , a score , and an optionalcomment . Both theplayerName and the
score fields are used as primary keys. There is no direct way to enable accessing data in a
record store forGameScorevia arbitrary primary keys. Thejavax.microedition.rms
package provides support to map arbitrary keys intorecordID -s by means of enumerating
records in a store according to different criteria. The criteria must be coded in a case by case ba-
sis for each record store type by implementing two required interfaces:RecordComparator
andRecordFilter . TheRecordComparator defines a partial order over the records in

7MIDP applications are known asmidlets, similarly to Javaapplets.
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the store, whileRecordFilter helps to selects certain records.

When using MIDP, a developer must always take care of the store organization details.
The store details are intermingled with the application functionality, in the case of the example
with the game functionality. This adds significant accidental complexity to the code. This
is illustrated by the implementation of a store for theGameScoredata which comes with the
javax.microedition.rms package [Mob02] documentation. The code consists in about
216 lines of code of which, as will be shown below, only about 12%, belongs to application
functionality.

The increased complexity of the programming model is only one aspect of the problem
with a direct approach for implementing the data persistence concern. Other, tightly related is-
sues are maintenance and evolution, which are made more difficult by the lack of the modularity
when directly implementing the technical concerns, e.g., data persistence. Automating the data
persistence issues and hiding them from the programmer is highly desirable. Implementing a
MIDP store for custom data is a routine operation in a MIDP application and the details are only
slightly different from one case to the other.

MIDP

Application

Entity Specific

Store [@ dbo]

Remote

Common

Store

Common

Store [@ dp]

Non-Volatile Record-based

Device Memory

MCCS

MCSS

Figure 5.8: MobCon MIDP Data Persistence Architecture

MobCon addresses data persistence as a technical concern to be factored out by the con-
tainer and automates store management. The complete data persistence architecture is shown in
Figure 5.8 and is supported by two attribute families@dboand@dp. The@dbofamily supports
specialized stores for components entities. The@dpfamily supports data persistence in a shared
common store. To illustrate the@dboentity data persistence, Figure 5.9 shows the complete
code for implementing theGameScoreexample in MobCon using the@dboattribute family, as
well as some sample code of how theGameScore class can be used.
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1 /∗ ∗
2 ∗ @dbo
3 ∗ /
4 pub l i c c l a s s GameScore{
5 /∗ ∗
6 ∗ @dbo . pk
7 ∗ @dbo . min 1
8 ∗ @dbo . max 256
9 ∗ @dbo . s o r t asc

10 ∗ /
11 p r i v a t e S t r i n g playerName ;
12
13 /∗ ∗
14 ∗ @dbo . pk
15 ∗ @dbo . min 0
16 ∗ @dbo . max 10000
17 ∗ @dbo . s o r t des
18 ∗ /
19 p r i v a t e i n t s c o r e ;
20
21 /∗ ∗
22 ∗ @dbo . min 0
23 ∗ @dbo . max 512
24 ∗ /
25 p r i v a t e S t r i n g comment ;
26 }
27 /∗ ∗
28 ∗ @dbo . use GameScore
29 ∗ /
30 c l a s s GameApp {
31 . . .
32 pub l i c vo id modi fyScore ( s t r i n g userName ) {
33 GameScore g = GameScore . r e t r i e v e ( userName ) ;
34 . . .
35 g . s e t S c o r e ( . . . ) ;
36 . . .
37 GameScore . s t o r e ( g ) ;
38 . . .
39 }
40 }

Figure 5.9: GameScore Example in MobCon

The @dbo.pk attributes in Figure 5.9 are used to denote the primary key fields. The
@dbo.sort is used to specify how the records should be sorted according to the correspond-
ing field. This information and the field type are used to automatically generate theRecord-
Comparator implementation. The information provided by the@dbo.min and@dbo.max
attributes is used to generate simple validation rules for primitive types8. In addition, an imple-
mentation of theRecordFilter interface is generated to enable record matching based on

8For integers, the@dbo.min and@dbo.max attributes specify the allowed lower and upper bounds, whereas for
strings they specify the same bounds for the length.
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the values of primary key fields. Filtering support also includes queries over records by means
of the individual primary key fields.

The MobCon implementation of the classGameScorein Figure 5.9 consists of only 27
lines of code, that is, 8 times less than the pure MIDP implementation9. Furthermore, the se-
mantics of data persistence are declaratively stated in the MobCon implementation, rather than
being buried in complicated imperative code for implementing the comparators. The generative
MobCon container frees the programmer from having to deal with data persistence details. The
programmer uses declarative attribute-based syntax to express the required functionality and can
concentrate on the logic that is peculiar to the application. The MobCon framework handles all
the details of the data persistence implementation. The attribute-based variability mechanism
can also be easily mapped to a graphical wizard or visual modeling tool.

Store Data

Request

Store Remotely / Locally / Both?
(Configured as part of @ DP

deployment strategy)

MIDP

Application

Local Store

Store Local Copy

Remote Store

Data Request to

MCSS

MCSS server
managed storage

(in combination with
proxy logic)MCCS

Store

remote

copy

Figure 5.10: The@dpData Store Request Management

Some mobile applications (or components) might not need a database-like abstraction to
persist their data as supported by the@dbofamily. A simpler persistence model, in which data
is stored as unstructured strings in a hash table structure, i.e., a persistence model more similar
to Java serialization, might be good enough. To support this data persistence case, MobCon
provides the@dpattribute family. Fields annotated with the@dpattribute family are persisted
in a shared record store. This common store is also used by MobCon for its internal book-
keeping data, e.g., for session and network management. The code needed for performing the
data storage is generated by the MobCon framework. The data of the common store could also
be additionally stored remotely on the server, if there is a network connection (§5.2.6). When the
@dpis deployed in a MIDP application, there is a possibility to select between saving all data
(a) locally, (b) locally and remotely, or (c) remotely only. These cases correspond to different
application scenarios. To explain how MobCon automates remote data storage case consider the
logical flowchart of Figure 5.10, which shows how a store data request by a MIPD application is
handled by the MCCS part. The deployment case (a) saves all common data locally. In this case

9For details about the generated code see [Mob04].
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the MIDP application stores the data in the mobile device and does not need any remote network
connection. The case (b) automatically creates a back-up of the data in server (apart of saving
the data locally) if there is a network connection. When a request for data is made, the local
copy is used when no network connection is present. This ensures that the MIDP application
can still function reasonably when no network connection is available. The deployment case
(c) corresponds to a case when for some reason the data needs to be saved only remotely, but
not locally. A reason to do this is when there is a scarcity of local non-volatile memory in
the device, or when the data will be shared and updated by other clients or by the server, and
each client needs to operate on the latest copy. These three cases are handled automatically
as part of the@dpdeployment. Other cases must be currently handled manually. The@dp
generated code will take care of establishing the connection to a remote database, if possible,
and perform all the needed actions to persist the common store data for each client on the server-
side. Because of the variability of possibilities to store data in the server-side (files, different
relational databases, XML databases, etc.), MobCon only generates code to manage the store
(represented by aTreeMap ) and serialize data to byte arrays. The developers must add code
manually in the proxy to store these data to an appropriate storage organization on the server.
In the specific deployment case is known and shared by many applications, then the developers
can customize the@dpserver-side functionality found inDataPersistenceTrans.java
file inside the@dpplug-in so that it can be reused by every individual application.

5.2.2 Screen Management

The organization of GUI screens in a mobile application often follows well-defined patterns
[Hui02]. For example, in theWizard Dialogpattern, the user of a mobile application is lead
through a series of screens (derived from the classDisplayable ), managing the screen stack
for example by removing loops, as illustrated in Figure 5.11. The screens S2 to S4 in Figure 5.11
are removed from the stack when S2 is re-shown from screen S4, so pressing thebackbutton in
screen S2 will show up the screen S1, not S4.

S1 → S2 → S3 → S4 → S2
remove

Figure 5.11: Reducing Loops from the Screen Stack

The MobCon screen management concern takes over the issues related to screen organi-
zation and screen stack management. There are attributes in the@scr family for declaratively
specifying the order of screens, the characteristics of displayed forms, text fields, lists, alerts, and
image screens. Common command actions are also taken care by the container implementation
of the screen management concern10.
10More features could be added to this concern in the future, including automatic screen caching and other additional
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1 /∗ ∗
2 ∗@scr
3 ∗ /
4 pub l i c c l a s s MobApp {
5 /∗ ∗
6 ∗ @scr . l a b e l ” T e s t ”
7 ∗ @scr . f i r s t D i s p l a y
8 ∗ @scr . e x i t B u t t o n
9 ∗ @scr . t e x t F i e l d t e x t F i e l d

10 ∗ /
11 p r i v a t e Form form ;
12 /∗ ∗
13 ∗ @scr . l a b e l ” F i r s t A p p l i c a t i o n ”
14 ∗ @scr . s t r i n g ” He l l o World”
15 ∗ /
16 p r i v a t e T e x t F i e l d t e x t F i e l d ;
17 }

Figure 5.12: MobConHello WorldExample Running on a MIDP Emulator

For illustration, Figure 5.12 shows how a’Hello World’ MIDP application is programmed
using the screen management attributes. The@scr attribute attached to the classMobApp
declares that this class requires the screen management concern. Only the interface gadget
elements are declared as part of the code in the fieldsform and textField of the class
MobApp. Each field element is then decorated with attributes, that declare how to relate it to the
rest of screen elements. The@scr.firstDisplay attribute in line 7 denotes the form that
will be displayed first. The form will contain also an ’Exit’ button (line 8). The properties of the
elements, e.g., their labels, are given as specific attribute arguments.

Most of the repetitive code to be written when a MIDPmidlet is created, e.g., the required
start anddestroy methods, as well as details about implementing the GUI, e.g., the code
for creating, customizing and composing the GUI elements, is not explicitly present in MobCon
applications. This code is automatically generated by the container. This makes the code in-
volving GUI easier to write and allows the programmer to focus on the core functionality. The
interested reader can find the complete MobCon generated code for the simpleHelloWorld ex-
ample in appendix§A. Should the MIDP APIs for managing screen change, the end MobCon
based application code does not need to be changed.

5.2.3 Session and Context Management

Session management is needed in MIDP applications when they communicate with a remote
server. The session data support statefull network communication at the application level. For

interface gadget combinations.
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thin clients, it is usually server’s responsibility to manage the session data. MIDP applications
may want to make use of the possibility to have access to the server session to store their own
session data. Related to session management is execution context management, that is, identify-
ing the right mobile device application related to the session data.

1 /∗ ∗
2 . . .
3 ∗ @ses
4 ∗ @ses . rememberLas tD isp lay
5 ∗ @ses . i d ge tMob i le ID ( )
6 ∗ @log
7 ∗ @log . logCommand
8 ∗ @log . logMethod
9 ∗ @enc

10 ∗ /
11 pub l i c c l a s s MobRay {
12 . . .

Figure 5.13: Using Session, Log, and Encrypt MobCon Attribute Families

In MobCon, the context is implemented as a dictionary using aHashtable . The ap-
plication can save any data to the context and retrieve them. The session information is saved
partially locally and partially on the server. The session identifier,mobileID , is a unique 128
bit number. This unique ID is assigned to a MIDP application the first time it connects to the
server. ThemobileID is saved also locally by the container for an application in mobile de-
vice. ThemobileID is reused when the application is reconnected to the server (§5.2.6). Thus,
themobileID serves also as a kind of applicationcookie, which always identifies a particular
device instance of a MIDP application. For the session concern, server-side code is generated
that handles MIDP sessions and manages the identification based on themobileID identifiers.

The @ses attribute should be used to decorate the main application class, as shown in
Figure 5.13. Predefined support is provided to remember the last displayed form and the unique
mobile device session identifier. The session identifier can be changed using the@ses.id
attribute. In the example, the parameter of the@ses.id attribute is a code snippetget-
MobileID() that return the automatically generatedmobileID . ThegetMobileID() is
generated by MobCon when the@sesattribute family is used. In a static generative container,
such as MobCon, it is possible to use code snippets as attribute arguments. This feature is
explored by MobCon to allow the users to quickly specify small units of specialization code.

5.2.4 Image Adaptation

Mobile devices have limited capabilities so often data, e.g., images, need to be adapted before
they are sent to a mobile device. Images accessed by a MIDP application via a remote server are
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adapted on the server to match the resolution and colors required by a mobile device. MobCon
automatically handles image adaptation using the adaptive proxy pattern [FGCB98]. The images
are stored in their original quality on the server. The MobCon generates code for the MIDP
clients as well as for a proxy image adapter to be placed on the server-side. Currently MobCon
handles only the MIDP PNG format images and transforms them on the server-side using JIMI
[JIM04].

1 /∗ ∗
2 ∗ @img . l o c a l
3 ∗ @img . name ” / x rayLoca l . png”
4 ∗ /
5 Image ray ;
6
7 /∗ ∗
8 ∗ @img . name getDbe ( ) . getImageName ( )
9 ∗ @img . w id th 100

10 ∗ @img . h e i g h t 100
11 ∗ @img . maxco lo rs 32
12 ∗ @img . maxs ize 25000
13 ∗ /
14 Image I r a y ;

Figure 5.14: Using Image Attribute Familiy for Static Image Resources

The image resource can be either local (stored on the mobile device) or remote stored in
a server. The MobCon@imgfamily can be used to manage the loaded images. The attributes
supported by this family allow either decoration of predefined Image objects as shown in Fig-
ure 5.14 or to load them dynamically by using an automatically generated (overloaded) method:

1 Image r e t r i e v e I m a g e ( S t r i n g imageName ,i n t width , i n t he ig th ,
2 i n t numColors , i n t maxSize , boolean d i t h e r ){ . . .}

The name of the image will be used to check first for local images and then for remote
images. Figure 5.15 shows how a request for an image is handled. First the MCCS part checks
to see whether the image is local. If this is the case, MCCS returns the image to the MIDP
application. If the image resource is not found locally, a remote request for the image is send
to the MCSS part. MCSS relies on the manual code written in proxy to get the image from the
server storage medium of application. The image is then modified in MCSS to match the MCSS
request parameters and is returned to the MCCS, which in turn returns the image to the MIDP
application. The MobCon implementation of this concern currently does not cache the returned
images, as this consumes a lot of memory in the device. MobCon leaves it up to the application
to cache the image, e.g., using the managed@dpstore as required.
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Figure 5.15: The Image Request Management

5.2.5 Data Encryption

Currently, the encryption support in MobCon works tightly coupled with data persistence. When
data is transfered over the network as part of data persistence, encryption functionality is added
to it if required. This enables safe data exchange even when thehttps protocol is not supported
by the MIDP implementation. In the future, encryption could be exposed as a separate concern
to be used with network messages. Encryption can be activated application wide using the@enc
attribute as shown in Figure 5.13.

When the encryption is activated the data persistence generated methods will be modified
to encrypt / decrypt the serialized byte arrays based on an internal key generated based on the
128 bit unique applicationmobileID (§5.2.3). The implementation of encryption concern is
based on the third-partyBouncyCastle [Bou04] lightweight cryptography API for MIDP. A
symmetric AES stream cipher in the CFB mode is used to encrypt the network session data.

5.2.6 Network Communication

Network communication is currently not an explicit separate concern in MobCon. Other con-
cerns, e.g., data persistence and image adaptation, rely on networking support from MobCon,
because their implementation is split between the client application and the server-side (Fig-
ure 5.16). The exact detail of networking support in MobCon are not of direct interest for the
scope of this thesis, so they will be only briefly explained. MobCon supports a centralized way
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to send and receive network messages automatically. This keeps the number of network con-
nections minimum in order to save resources. MobCon can forward any container management
message to the appropriate component using a single TCP/IP socket connection. Network mes-
sages are by default asynchronous, running on their threads. The network messages are fully
identified by:

a. A unique MobCon container instance ID (mobileID ) in the device corresponding to a
MIDP application. This number is used to identify mobile clients and the MCCS requests in
the MCSS part, which deals with more than one client at a time (§5.2.3).

b. A domain asset plug-in ID that is unique for a given domain. That is, each MIDP concern
plug-in has a unique ID. This number is used by the MCCS part to identify the concern’s
plug-in implementation that issues a message. Different concerns define different message
subsets, to request different operations from the MCSS. The message subsets of a concern
are further identified by the following two numbers.

c. A plug-in instance ID, that is unique for an application instance of the concern, and allows
identifying (if needed) the exact component instance that uses the concern.

d. A plug-in dependent operation code that can be used to carry commands between the MCCS
and the MCSS parts of the container. This code is implementation specific, and is used to
specify the meaning of a network message, e.g., whether it is a data store or a data retrieve
request.

MIDP Device

MCCS

Application

Component

Plug-in (concern)

Operation

Server-Side

MCSS

Server

Component

Plug-in (concern)

Operation

MobCon

Managed

Networking

Other Direct

Network
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Figure 5.16: MobCon Managed MIDP Network Communication

5.2.7 Traceability

MobCon support traceability in the same way as discussed in section§4.1.9. Traceability is
implemented in MobCon by a special attribute family@log that can be used as shown in Fig-
ure 5.13. The@log attribute family supports the execution traceability. The execution log lists
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all MobCon transformers that have changed a given method at run-time as shown in Figure 5.18.
The execution log is implemented as just another MIDP plug-in in MobCon.

5.2.8 Case-Study: The MobRay Application

To demonstrate the usefulness of the MobCon framework for the J2ME MIDP applications, a
complete use-case application calledMobRayis implemented. MobRay is based on a ubiquitous
X-Ray medical diagnostics scenario [Rad03]. In this scenario, a remotely located hospital up-
loads X-Ray pictures of patients on its web server and registered doctors use PDA-like devices
that run MIDP to review images remotely. Doctors send back to the hospital server their diag-
nostic comments for the reviewed X-Ray images. The MobRay application was chosen because
its implementation demonstrates almost all concerns currently supported by MobCon.
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Figure 5.17: MobRay Application Organization

The high-level architecture of the MobRay application and its MIDP concerns are shown
in Figure 5.17. The server-side part of this demo application is implemented using a HSQL data-
base [Hyp04] with a simple command-line interface to allow uploading and editing of patient
records. The mobile client-side of the application is developed using MobCon. The client-side
contains functionality to connect to the server, to authenticate the doctor and to retrieve the x-ray
list to be diagnosed. The x-ray patients lists could then be used to review and send comments
on selected x-ray images. The MobCon code for the server-side is placed on a folder called
server inside the output folder generated for the MIDP application. The entire client side of
the application consists of about 300 lines of MobCon source code (including comments), which
then results in more than 1500 lines of code (1:5 ratio) in the generated application. Only the
application functionality is explicitly coded. All the named concerns in the boxes of Figure 5.17
are handled by the code generated by the framework.

Figure 5.18 shows a screen shot of the MobRay application along with an extract of its
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mobcon.message.MessageHandler: Getting message from server
METHOD: commandAction [@ses, @log]
COMMAND: ’Select’ executed in screen ’Choose a Patient’
METHOD: choosePatientCG_Action [@log]
METHOD: retrieveEntry [@log]
mobcon.message.MessageHandler: Getting message from server
METHOD: setDbe [@dp, @log]
METHOD: callF_patient [@scr, @log]
METHOD: callSI_patientName [@scr, @log]
METHOD: getDbe [@dp, @log]
METHOD: callII_ray [@scr, @log]
METHOD: getDbe [@dp, @log]
METHOD: retrieveImage [@img, @log]
mobcon.message.MessageHandler: Getting message from server
METHOD: callI_ray [@img, @log]

Figure 5.18: MobRay Running on a MIDP Emulator and Part of its Execution Log

execution log generated by applying the MobCon traceability attribute@log (§5.2.7). For ex-
ample, the methodcallF patient is modified by the screen concern transformer (as it is
tagged by@scr). And, of course all methods effected by logging are modified by the traceabil-
ity concern transformer@log.

5.3 Extending the MobCon Framework

The plug-in architecture of MTE (§5.1.4) enables several types of extensions: (a) the existing
plug-ins can be extended with more services for the MIDP assets they manage, (b) the existing
plug-ins can be fully replaced with new MIDP plug-ins or new plug-ins for new MIDP assets
could be added, (c) an entirely new set of plug-ins to support a container for a new domain
based on Java 1.4 can be introduced. In all the cases the domain assets are modeled as attribute-
based DSA, which removes the need to modify the grammar of the original language. In order to
apply successfully the attribute-based DSA, the transformation workflow should be chosen based
on the semantics of the domain assets (§4) and transformation details need to be understood.
Chapter§4 discussed all these concepts in a generic level based on the Tango framework. This
section only explains details specific to the current implementation of the MobCon framework,
noting differences between MTE and Tango as necessary. More information can be found in the
MobCon documentation [Mob04].

5.3.1 Workflow and Plug-in Metadata

A MobCon plug-in is packed as a Java JAR file whose structure is shown in Figure 5.19. The
plug-in JAR file contains, among other files, a manifest file with custom entries that describes the
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plug-in meta-data. An example of a manifest file for the session management (@ses) plug-in is
shown in Figure 5.20.

<session>
|- MANIFEST.MF
+- <jar>

|- session.tag
|- session.vm
|- ...

Figure 5.19: The@session Transformer Organization

1 Man i fes t−Vers ion : 1 .0
2
3 name : T rans fo rmer
4 Trans fo rmer−Name : S e s s i o n
5 TID : 04
6 IID : 01
7 F i l e−Name : s e s s i o n . vm
8 Tag−F i l e : s e s s i o n . t a g
9 Server−F i l e : S e s s i o n T r a n s

10
11 name : Dependenc ies
12 Use−Before : 02 .01
13 Use−A f t e r :

Figure 5.20: TheMANIFEST.MFfile for theSessionPlug-in

The manifest file contains several sections identified by the differentname: labels in
lines 3 and 11 of Figure 5.20. There is a user friendly transformer name in line 4. The transfor-
mation ID (TID) in line 5 identifies the domain concern that the plug-in transformer supports,
in this case the session management. The next number, the plug-in instance ID (IID) is the
number given to the actual implementation of this plug-in (§5.2.6). MobCon enables using more
than one possible implementation for a given TID in an application, or more often in different
applications. The main Velocity script file of the plug-in transformer is specified in line 8. If
the transformer generates also serve-side code (Java SDK 1.4 is used for server-side code), then
the line 9 specifies the names for the generated server-side files. The dependencies section, in
lines 10 to 13, defines the default plug-in dependencies explained in section§4.1.5. While user-
friendly names can be used, MobCob requires unique identifiers in the form TID.IID to be used
in the dependency lists.

As explained in section§4.1.5, the global transformation workflow is calculated automat-
ically in MobCon based on the local plug-in meta-information found in theMANIFEST.MFfile.
This frees the developers from having to create the total dependency graph manually. In the
MIDP case, the existing plug-in dependencies are set in their corresponding manifest files. If
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1 <f low>

2 <group>
3 < t r a n s f o r m e r>
4 <name>Screen< / name>
5 < t i d>02< / t i d>

6 < i i d>01< / i i d>

7 <merger>
8 <c l a s s>MixTemplateExample< / c l a s s>
9 < / merger>

10 < / t r a n s f o r m e r>
11 < t r a n s f o r m e r>
12 <name>Mix Example< / name>
13 < t i d>07< / t i d>

14 < i i d>01< / i i d>

15 < / t r a n s f o r m e r>
16 < / group>
17 . . .

Figure 5.21: MobCon Dependency File

a new plug-in is added or an existing plug-in is modified or replaced, the plug-in manifest file
must be edited to reflect the new order. MobCon supports also an application specific order,
where each application can override the workflow order by modifying thelib \plugins \de-
pend.xml dependency file generated by MobCon inside the application directory. For exam-
ple, the dependency file of Figure 5.21 has been modified to support a custom combination of
the output of theScreentransformer (line 4) and a customMix Exampletransformer (line 12), by
using a custom mixerMixTemplateExample transformer (line 8), that must implement the
MixTemplate interface of Figure 5.22. Chapter§4 discussed how this concept is generalized
in Tango to mix an arbitrary number of classes at the same time.

1 pub l i c i n t e r f a c e MixTemplate {
2 pub l i c ClassTemp la te
3 mixC lasses ( C lassTemp la te c t1 , C lassTemp la te c t 2 ) ;
4 pub l i c MethodTemplate
5 mixMethods ( MethodTemplate mt1 , MethodTemplate mt2 ) ;
6 }

Figure 5.22: MobCon MixTemplate Interface

Apart of the dependency meta-data a plug-in file contains also a tag dictionary file (.tag ).
The tag dictionary is a Java property file that maps the attribute names used in source code to
those used by the plug-in internally. This allows developers to customize the attribute names
used in code. For example, instead of@dpthey could use@dataPersistence in code.
The plug-in implementation treats the attribute names as string resources:$class.get-
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Tag($tagDic.getTag("dp")) . The trace log will use whatever name the user choses
for the attributes.

5.3.2 Transformation Details

MobCon plug-ins use the Apache Velocity [Vel03] script engine to manipulate the code. The
default mode for the Velocity engine is to output text using the JavaSystem.out object. The
MTE modifies the Velocity initialization not to output code directly. Instead, MobCon makes
accessible for modification to the Velocity scripts, a set of GAAST-like class template API (CT-
API) as explained in section§4.1.1. Working with the CT-API easies many aspects of trans-
former implementation, that would need to be expressed as text Velocity templates otherwise.
The vertical attribute-driven transformer modularization explained in section§4.1.6 is not sup-
ported in MobCon. For an example of how a transformation can be implemented in MobCon
consider the attribute-decorated code of Figure 5.23.

1 /∗ ∗
2 ∗@scr
3 ∗@dp
4 ∗ /
5 pub l i c c l a s s Tes t{
6 . . .
7 /∗ ∗
8 ∗ @dp . a c c e s s
9 ∗ @scr . s t o r e

10 ∗ /
11 p r i v a t e S t r i n g i d ;

Figure 5.23: Example MIDP Input Code

Figure 5.24 shows a part of a transformer implemented in Velocity to process theaccess
tag referred by the name”accessible” in the tag dictionary (line 3). A Velocity macrodp -
meth get (lines 9, 16) is used to generate the code in line 5. Inside the macro, a class template
object that represents a method is created and mapped as a Velocity object (called abean) by
using the vDoclet tool in line 10. The method template object is then modified by the macro to
customize it to represent an accessor method.

The generated code for the accessor method looks as in Figure 5.25, after the method named
getId() is generated. Chapter§4 discussed how attribute-based transformers can be further
modularized.
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1 # f o r e a c h ( $ f i e l d i n $ c l a s s . f i e l d s )
2 # s e t ( $ tag = f a l s e )
3 # s e t ( $ tag = $ f i e l d . ge tTag ( $ tagD ic . getTag ( ” a c c e s s i b l e” ) ) )
4 # i f ( $ tag )
5 # dp me th ge t ( $ f i e l d . t ype $ f i e l d . name )
6 # end
7 . . .
8
9 #macro ( dpme t h ge t $ type $name )

10 # s e t ($MT = $ v d o c l e t . makeBean ( ”mobcon . c t . MethodTemplate ” ) )
11 $MT. s e t A c c e s s ( ” p u b l i c ” )
12 $MT. se tType ( ” $ type ” )
13 $MT. setName ( ” g e t $ S t r i n g U t i l s . c a p i t a l i z e F i r s t L e t t e r( $name ) ” )
14 $MT. addEnd ( ” r e t u r n $name ; ” )
15 $CT . addMethod ($MT, $ tagD ic . g e t P r e f i x ( ) )
16 # end

Figure 5.24: Example Velocity Script for Processing Figure 5.23

1 . . .
2 pub l i c S t r i n g g e t I d ( ){
3 re turn i d ;
4 }
5 . . .

Figure 5.25: Example Output Code for Example of Figure 5.23

5.4 Related Work

Section§2.2.2 discussed the J2EE containers and explained that EJB [EJB04] is moving toward
a simpler programing model based on attributes. The motivation to use attributes in EJB is not
to support a low-cost DSA mechanism. Rather a predefined specific set of attribute-based DSA
is used as a clear and uniform way to support the EJB programming model for enterprise con-
tainers. The current version of the latest EJB specification is not fully-completed and leaves
the discussion open for feedback in some places, on what is the best way to support a con-
cern, or how to express it better with attributes. MobCon is an open attribute-driven framework
for supporting arbitrary attribute-based containers, specialized with a set of plug-ins for MIDP
applications. The set of attributes that can be used to support a product-line is left open and
MobCon enables experimentation. The transformation workflow is customizable and can be
modified on a per application basis. MobCon parsing engine is specialized for parsing only Java
1.4 code similar to the one found in MIDP and does not support Java 1.5 style annotations11.

11The AST representation manager could be replaced, if needed, in MonCon to enable Java 1.5 support. The new
AST needs to be mapped similarly to vDoclet [vDo03] tool. These issues are outside the focus of this thesis. The
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The SmallComponents [Voe03b] approach is based on generative techniques and visual
modeling to introduce a logical container abstraction. SmallComponents address embedded
systems, where the size of the middleware must be optimized with respect to specific application
needs. To achieve this goal, an adaptable container abstraction is used as a replacement for the
middleware itself. SmallComponents is based on graphical domain-specific languages, based
on UML rather than on attributes. The SmallComponents approach is based on the experience
with embedded and real-time systems, where generative approaches are superior to other code
abstraction techniques. In MobCon, the container abstraction is not seen as a replacement for
the mobile middleware. It rather augments the MIDP middleware with convenient software
abstractions to make the MIDP applications easier to develop and maintain. Attributes support
a modeling-like view, directly at the source level (§2.1.5).

There are many source-to-source transformation and meta-programming approaches and
frameworks available [CE00]. The MobCon transformer framework is specialized for building
attribute-driven source code transformers, which may need to be maintained often, to reflect
changes in the underlying middleware. Unlike other Velocity-based [Vel03] transformers [Vel04,
And03], MobCon transformers do not use Velocity directly to output code, but rather work on
the specialized GAAST-like API (§3). This makes it easier to support code generation in the
case of cascaded transformers. The effects of attribute-driven transformation and their relation
with other transformation approaches were discussed in chapter§4.

Adaptive proxies [FGBA96, FGCB98] enable transparent access of server-side services
from a mobile client. They stand between the server-side application and a mobile client appli-
cation, and dynamically adapt the server data requested by the mobile client to fit to the capa-
bilities of the mobile client device. The adaptive proxy can reside in the same machine as other
server-side services, or in a separate machine. MobCon automates the technical concerns of
the adaptive proxy related to the mobile application. The server-side part of a mobile container
transforms the data to prepare them for the mobile device. MobCon generates the server-side
part based on the requirements for the container concerns support in the client-side part. These
services are used then by the adaptive proxy functionality.

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) [KLM+97] techniques discussed in section§2.4 can
also be used to support attribute-driven transformations [KM05], and to achieve independence
from specific middleware [BCH03]. AOP tools, e.g., AspectJ [Lad03, KHH+01] can be used
in two ways to support transformations enabled by MobCon. One way is to use AOP-style
factorizations based on the description of the component as pointcuts (implicit hooks [Aßm03])
available in AspectJ before the support for Java 1.5 annotations. This style of programming
requires redefining the pointcuts for every component that requires container support in every
specific application to match the advice code to the particular components. The second way is to
use AOP tools to work upon attributes (explicit hooks [Aßm03]) as a generic meta-programming
engine (§3.5.3). AOP techniques require also some form of run-time support (added statically

current MIDP Java dialect syntax is very similar to the Java 1.4.
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by AspectJ) to support the pointcut context management. This infrastructure would be appended
to the infrastructure code required by the mobile container. The duplicated infrastructure would
result in more overhead than with other meta-programing techniques that maintain the node
selection context explicitly during the transformation.

AOP techniques could be also supported completely at run-time with additional run-time
support. In [YCS+02] dynamic AOP techniques have been used to implement context adaptable
sockets. In [PAG03]spontaneous containersbased on dynamic AOP are used along with Jini
[New00] to adapt mobile applications to the environment services. These approaches offer sup-
port for dynamic services. Dynamic AOP techniques are too heavy for MIDP applications and
require powerful devices. For example, MIDP does not allow programmable code downloading
and has no reflection capabilities12, which makes such techniques not applicable. For this rea-
son, the MobCon approach presented here deals only with static transformations of the J2ME
MIDP 2.0 applications.

5.5 Chapter Summary

MobCon is a framework for automating technical concerns of MIDP 2.0 applications built upon
the concepts introduced in this thesis. J2ME MIPD applications exhibit repeated cross-cutting
functionality that can be factored out from one or more applications. This common functionality
can be parameterized and made part of product-line to support MIDP applications.

It is preferable to express MIDP domain assets declaratively in source code. The program-
mers focus on specific application functionality and express the cross-cutting concerns declara-
tively. Attribute-based DSA offer a low-cost mechanism to support a customizable declarative
programming model. A GAAST-like representation of MIDP source is implemented based on
several open-source tools that allow manipulation of JavaDoc decorated source code.

The variability of the technical MIDP concerns is modeled as attribute families. Each
family is specialized for a given concern and contains nested levels of sub-families to express
different aspects of the variability. Finally, attribute arguments are used to parameterize the
attribute families. The MobCon Transformation Engine (MTE) is organized around attribute
families and expresses different transformation units as plug-ins. MTE contains functionality
to drive the transformation workflow based on the plug-in dependencies. The template method
pattern is used to separate the generated and manually filled code.

Mobile containers are a special kind of client container specialized to automate concerns
of product-lines for mobile applications. A mobile container automates not only the software
running in the client mobile device, but also the related part of software into the server-side. Mo-
bile containers offer an architectural abstraction to organize the domain assets of MIDP product-

12Therefore, Jini [New00] cannot be used.
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lines.

MobCon offers a programming model based on the decoration of program entities with at-
tributes. Several attribute sets are predefined and automate concerns related to J2ME MIDP, e.g.,
the persistence of data in the mobile device or across the network. The implemented concerns
were selected to be representative of common MIDP tasks that show up repetitively in many
MIDP applications. A case study based on an application for medical X-Ray diagnostics was
shown. The addressed MIDP concerns are injected automatically into the X-Ray application,
resulting in less code, focusing only to the specific functionality.

The concerns currently addressed by MobCon are by no means a complete set for every
possible MIDP application. The MobCon attribute-driven transformation engine is extensible
and allows new plug-ins to be defined and integrated in a container. Plug-ins represent one
or more transformers specialized for a specific concern. New plug-ins could add more MIDP
services or support a totally different domain. The generative framework itself is written in Java
and is independent of the plug-ins functionality. The transformation control flow is determined
based on the declared plug-in preferences for the order of transformation, and can be overwritten
manually for specific cases.
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Chapter 6
Summary and Outlook

Your quote here.

B. Stroustrup, The C++ Programming Language,

Third Edition, Addison-Wesley, 1997

6.1 Summary

This thesis has been concerned with the problem of finding better and faster ways to auto-
mate and reuse software in mobile device applications1. The focus has been in (a) developing
easy to implement techniques to organize the common domain functionality in mobile product-
lines that (b) enable declarative reuse of the domain functionality in mobile applications. The
problem has been addressed (Figure 6.1): (1) by introducing attribute-based DSA supported by
GAAST-enabled languages, (2) by having a structured way to interpret attributes with modular-
ized attribute-driven transformers and finally, and (3) by using a software container abstraction
to organize the domain assets of mobile application product-lines.

After an introduction to the thesis in chapter§1, chapter §2 motivated product-lines sup-
port for the development of mobile device applications and presented mechanisms for imple-
menting mobile product-lines. Chapter§2 proposed to organize mobile product-lines with mo-

1Mobile applications, for short.
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Figure 6.1: Attribute-Supported Container-Based Product-Lines

bile containers and to support such containers with DSA at the source code level.

• Automated product-lines are needed to support mobile applications and reuse the common
functionality. The mobile product-lines factor out the common functionality of a family of
applications and inject the common functionality transparently into a specific application.
Automation helps to deal with the cross-cutting nature of the common functionality that
is present in more than one application.

• There are several variability mechanisms for supporting product-lines. Declarative domain-
specific abstractions (DSA) supported at the programming language level help to make the
domain architecture explicit and to preserve the domain model in the source code. DSA
blur the distinction between a modeling phase and the coding phase and offer support for
the traceability of domain concerns in specific applications.

• A software container serves as an architectural abstraction to organize the domain assets.
Containers are known from the domain of server-side enterprise applications. When com-
bined with attribute-based DSA (§3), the container offers an architectural abstraction to
connect the implementation of the domain assets with the declarative attribute constructs
in code.

• There are many ways to implement containers. Invasive generative containers are better
suited for mobile product-lines compared to non-invasive techniques. Invasive containers
supported by declarative domain-specific abstractions (DSA) offer more automation and
could introduce easy domain-specific optimizations.

• Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) engines could be used as generic invasive frame-
works to implement attribute-driven transformations. Specialized transformation engines
are, however, preferable for specific domains. The specifics of attribute-based DSA are
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utilized to create specialized attribute-driven transformers. AOP and DSA can coexists
and complement each-other (§3.5.3). DSA support an explicit programming model and
enable vertical automation. AOP-style modularization can be applied over the existing
DSA language constructs.

Chapter §3 focused on the aspects of attribute-enabled languages and the effects ofattribute
enabled programming(AEP) in the software development process. GAAST was introduced as
a common API of an extensible language workbench to support attribute-based DSA. Several
aspects of using attribute-enabled languages in the software development process were investi-
gated.

• Attribute-based DSA decrease the cost of introducing custom DSA in a language, making
attributes preferable for supporting iterative product-lines. Attributes expose a uniform
programming model and do not require grammar modifications. Attribute-based DSA
selectively customizes the semantics of existing components or language constructs.

• Domain variability is modeled as attribute families. Each attribute family represents a
domain asset of interest that needs to be automated. Inside each family, a name space or-
ganization is applied to nest attribute sub-families that define further specialization of the
modeled asset. Attribute parameters model the variability ranges of individual attributes.

• AEP is attractive for mapping MDA UML class models to source code. Unlike other ap-
proaches, e.g., marking interfaces and pseudo-syntactic marking, attribute programming
fully preserves the architecture of the model in code. Attribute programming serves as an
extension to the overall MDA transformation process. Attributes supported by GAAST-
enabled languages move the MDA transformation concerns at the language level and offer
a single transformation system to the programmers.

• UML stereotypes and tagged values model only a subset of the AEP development scenar-
ios. The full range of attribute-based design possibilities in UML class diagrams can be
modeled in different ways. All these alternatives extend the UML class diagrams notation.
None of them is better suited in all cases, reflecting the wide range of design possibilities
that can be modeled by attributes.

• Explicit attributes in the programming language level extend the semantics of the language
meta-model without the need to modify or maintain its parsing tools. This results in low-
cost language support for a wide range of EDSL that model the product-line abstractions.

• Several modern general-purpose languages, e.g., NET and Java, offer support for attributes
as part of their language technology. An arbitrary number of custom attributes can be in-
troduced. Several APIs, e.g., .NET CodeDom and Reflection APIs, process the code
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entries annotated with attributes either before compilation or at run-time. Run-time sup-
port is enabled via the Reflection API, which uses the structural information saved in the
binary meta-data.

• The attribute processing APIs found in .NET and Java do not cover the full range of pos-
sible attribute-driven transformation scenarios. Several attribute-based transformations
could be represented uniformly despite the origin of the attribute-decorated AST. Gen-
eralized and Annotated AST (GAAST) enabled languages offer uniform attribute sup-
port for processing source code, or binaries after compilation, or at run-time. When
GAAST is supported as part of the language technology no third-party parsing and meta-
programming tools are needed. Third-party frameworks add accidental complexity to a
product-line. When GAAST is not supported in a language, several aspects of GAAST are
easily emulated with any meta-programming tool, keeping the cost of introducing GAAST
and attribute-based DSA at a minimum.

• The power of GAAST languages does not consist in the expressiveness of grammars they
generate, but in the transformations they apply to an existing core grammar. GAAST
makes the language meta-model enhancement implicit. GAAST reduces the meta-model
maintenance costs, and removes the need to rely on external third-party transformation
frameworks.

• Attributes are cheap to introduce and could be easily over-used. They should not be ap-
plied to model semantics that could be expressed in simpler ways with existing language
constructs. The scope of attribute annotations needs to be carefully chosen based on the
characteristics of the domain assets modeled with attributes.

Chapter §4 addressed issues related to attribute-driven variability and transformations. Modu-
lar attribute-driven transformations implement attribute-based DSA in a structured way. Trans-
former modularization reduces the overall cost of supporting product-lines with attributes and
enables reuse of the individual transformation units.

• The properties of the addressed domain, attribute-based DSA for mobile product-lines, are
utilized to modularize transformers. The transformation process is organized in separate
transformer units based on the domain assets.

• Inner attributes coordinate between the individual transformation units. Attribute-driven
transformations treat inner attributes similarly to other explicit attributes. The similarity
results in an uniform model for expressing the transformation composition semantics and
enhances traceability.

• The relations between the modeled domain assets are used to specify the transformation
workflow. Dependency lists are parsed to automatically create the transformation depen-
dency graph. Conflicts are solved using a workflow language.
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• The properties of the specific language meta-model are utilized to vertically modularize
attribute-driven transformers. The transformation strategy is structured according to the
structural nesting in the meta-model hierarchy. Attribute semantics are separated between
the layers. Layering is enforced with special syntax. The operations in each layer are
made declarative with specialized strategy operations.

• Meta-attributes express transformation cross-cutting concerns (CCCs) declaratively in a
GAAST-enabled language. Meta-attributes are processed separately outside the individual
transformers with generic tools. When an attribute is defined, its definition is decorated
with meta-attributes representing the generic concerns that need to be validated for that
specific attribute.

• Attribute dependencies are an important attribute transformation concern that is expressed
declaratively using meta-attributes. Attribute dependencies enable expressing the valid at-
tribute usage context with regard to other attributes in a way similar to representing gram-
mar parser rules. The semantics of the dependency attribute are checked with specialized
tools.

Chapter §5 summarized and evaluated the concepts presented in this thesis by presenting Mob-
Con, a generative mobile container framework specialized for addressing J2ME MIDP non-
functional application concerns.

• J2ME MIDP applications form a domain of interest that exhibits redundant behavior in the
form of cross-cutting non-functional concerns. An extended product-line for supporting
MIDP domain assets, based on the technology of this thesis, is created. MobCon is used
to study the effects of attribute-based DSA and attribute-drive transformations, serving as
a basis for the generalization of the concepts presented in the previous chapters.

• A GAAST-like representation is implemented for the Java dialect supported by the MIDP.
It is combined with a customizable transformation framework to manage the workflow of
the transformation process. Transformation units are modeled as different plug-ins based
on the attribute families that cover the addressed MIDP concerns.

• The container abstraction constitutes a centralized point to support variability in a mobile
software product-line. Mobile containers are a specialization of the container architectural
abstraction for supporting automated mobile product-lines. Mobile containers deal with
client-side automation issues. Their functionality and service support extends from the
mobile device to the server-side. The container presents the mobile client to the rest of the
environment services.

• Several MIDP concerns, e.g., data persistence, screen management, image adaptation,
data encryption and networking, are organized as part of a mobile container. The container
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is modeled as a set of MobCon plug-ins specialized for MIDP. Each plug-in transforms
an attribute family, and generates also container infrastructure code to be placed on the
server-side as needed.

• The MobCon framework is designed to be extensible. New plug-ins can be added to
support new MIDP concerns or existing plug-ins can be modified. New domains could
also be supported by a new set of plug-ins. MobCon uses the plug-in meta-data to calculate
the transformation workflow and allows the developers to customize the workflow for
specific applications.

6.2 Limitations and Outlook

As discussed in chapter§3, attribute-based DSA model only a limited subset of EDSL. At-
tributes by definition decorate existing entities. They cannot implement arbitrary EDSL or DSL
constructs. Attributes are used in this thesis to declaratively modify the semantic of OO com-
ponents. Only static decorations of structural elements are utilized to implement the MobCon
container framework.

Attribute transformations addressed in this thesis (§4) are specialized to support OO mo-
bile device software product-lines. The modularization is dependent on the domain assets and on
the orthogonality of the assets. Only the transformations applied over the structural decoration
of OO components with attributes are explored. The functionality of the methods is presented
internally as a series of code blocks. A finer grained representation may be needed for other
domains.

The solution for supporting mobile software product-lines is fully investigated in this
thesis. The introduced concepts are evaluated by various prototypes. There are also several
areas for future work.

• Further improvement of different aspects of the introduced technologies.One area
for future work would be to investigate of the impact of the GAAST-like organization API
for representing the annotated source, binary, and run-time in the context of a specific
compiler. That is, to find out the best organization for a compiler with integrated GAAST
support. Such a compiler needs to have an API-like front-end accessible from the pro-
gramming language level. It can then be used to support transparently GAAST-based
transformations. Only the static aspects of GAAST-based transformations were explored
in this thesis. Depending on level of reflection supported in the language, GAAST could
serve also as an advanced reflective meta-programming system for supporting dynamic
attribute-driven transformations.

Another area for future work is to add more MIDP services to MobCon to support other
MIDP related tasks. More variability could also be supported for the existing MIDP do-
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main assets. Given the extensibility of MobCon, new features can be added to the current
set of MIDP plug-ins to extend the MIDP support. The combination of attribute-based
DSA with wizards and visual models could also be explored.

It is also possible to combine the features of Tango and MTE prototypes into a single
attribute-driven transformation engine. The specific transformation issues were properly
investigated in Tango and MTE. A combined transformation engine could also support a
bigger number of specialized transformer operations. It could also enable the develop-
ers to distinguish between changing a class in place and creating an adapter or decorator
[GHJV95] for a class. The declarative common operations, e.g., declaration and enforce-
ment of attribute dependencies, part of the ADC prototype (§4), could also be generalized
and made part of the special operations supported by a unified framework. An extensible
plug-in architecture to support meta-attributes could be created.

• Areas for future research. An interesting topic for future research is to investigate the
applicability of the technology developed in this thesis to another domain, for example, to
automate web service programming concerns. Some of the examples given in the thesis to
illustrate various aspects of GAAST-enabled languages and attribute dependencies were
motivated from the domain of web services. In the large, it would be also very interesting
to evaluate what kind of domains and what types of product-lines could better benefit from
attribute-based DSA supported containers.
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Appendix A
MobCon Generated Code for ”Hello

World” MIDP Example

This appendix lists the complete code that MobCon generates for theHello worldMIDP example
of Figure 5.12 discussed in section§5.2.2.

1 import j a v a . u t i l . H a s h t a b l e ;
2 import j a v a x . m i c r o e d i t i o n . l c d u i .∗ ;
3 import j a v a x . m i c r o e d i t i o n . m i d l e t .∗ ;
4 import j a v a x . m i c r o e d i t i o n . m i d l e t . M ID le tS ta teChangeExcep t ion ;
5 import mobcon . message .∗ ;
6 import mobcon . s t o r e a b l e s .∗ ;
7
8 pub l i c c l a s s MobApp ex tends AbstractMobApp
9 {

10 pub l i c MobApp ( )
11 {
12 super ( ) ;
13 }
14 } / / EOC

Figure A.1: MobCon Generated Code forMobApp
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1 pub l i c a b s t r a c t c l a s s AbstractMobApp ex tends MIDlet implements CommandListener{
2 p ro tec ted Command exitCommand ;
3 p ro tec ted Disp lay d i s p l a y ;
4 p r i v a t e Form form ;
5 pub l i c s t a t i c S t r i n g CID = ”6 f60ea1de7a3215960b1209c817dad99 ” ;
6 p ro tec ted S t r i n g f i r s t F o r m = ” form ” ;
7 p ro tec ted S t r i n g [ ] l i s t E l e m e n t s ;
8 p ro tec ted TextBox messageBox ;
9 p r i v a t e T e x t F i e l d t e x t F i e l d ;

10
11 pub l i c AbstractMobApp ( ) {
12 exitCommand =new Command( ” E x i t ” , Command . EXIT , 1 ) ;
13 d i s p l a y = D isp lay . g e t D i s p l a y (t h i s ) ;
14 }
15
16 pub l i c vo id ca l lFo rm ( ) {
17 form = new Form ( ” Tes t ” ) ;
18 form . addCommand ( exitCommand ) ;
19 form . setCommandLis tener (t h i s ) ;
20 c a l l T e x t F i e l d ( ) ;
21 form . append ( t e x t F i e l d ) ;
22 d i s p l a y . s e t C u r r e n t ( form ) ;
23 }
24
25 pub l i c vo id ca l lMessageBox ( S t r i n gl abe l , S t r i n g t e x t ) {
26 messageBox =new TextBox ( l abe l , t e x t , 256 , T e x t F i e l d .ANY ) ;
27 d i s p l a y . s e t C u r r e n t ( messageBox ) ;
28 }
29
30 pub l i c vo id c a l l T e x t F i e l d ( ) {
31 S t r i n g t e x t = ” ” ;
32 t e x t = ” He l l o World ” ;
33 t e x t F i e l d = new T e x t F i e l d ( ” F i r s t A p p l i c a t i o n ” , t e x t , 256 , T e x t F i e l d .ANY) ;
34 }
35
36 pub l i c vo id c a l l T e x t F i e l d ( S t r i n g t e x t ) {
37 t e x t F i e l d = new T e x t F i e l d ( ” F i r s t A p p l i c a t i o n ” , t e x t , 256 , T e x t F i e l d .ANY) ;
38 }
39
40 pub l i c vo id commandAction ( Command command , D i s p l a y a b l e s c r e e n ){
41 i f ( command == exitCommand ){
42 des t royApp (f a l s e ) ;
43 n o t i f y D e s t r o y e d ( ) ;
44 }
45 }
46
47 pub l i c vo id des t royApp ( boolean u n c o n d i t i o n a l ) { }
48
49 pub l i c vo id pauseApp ( ) { }
50
51 pub l i c vo id s t a r t A p p ( ) {
52 v iewDisp lay ( f i r s t F o r m ) ;
53 }
54
55 pub l i c vo id v iewDisp lay ( S t r i n g disp layName ){
56 i f ( d isp layName . e q u a l s ( ” form ” ) ) ca l lFo rm ( ) ;
57 }
58 } / / EOC

Figure A.2: MobCon Generated Code forAbstractMobApp182
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